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This study aramines how two administrators in an educational 

institution accomplished the work of managing their organization as 

they conducted a review and evaluation of a group of their programs and 

wrote a report describing and making recommendations for the programs. 

The administrators understood themselves to be conducting their 

research in accordance with the principles of traditionai, objective social 

science interview research. However, an ethnornethodoiogicai analysis of 

transcrïpts of the meetings between the two administrators and the 

interviews between the administrators and teachers reveais that no part 

of the research and writing process couid be described as in any way fkee 

of interpretive actMty- 

The administrators conducted their interviews wi th  the teachers in 

accordance with the rules of inte~ewing as they are genedy 

understood in traditionai social science research, They used an analytic 

rnethod in which conclusions are, in theory, aiiowed to arise directiy 

fkom the data rather than being irnposed ont0 the data by the 

researchers. They included many of the teachers' comments in the report 

itself and appended the complete list of teachers' comments to the 

report. Howwer, close examination of the transcripts reveals the 

interviews as interactional accomplishments in which the administrators 

controiied the topics and decided what was relevant to their concerns. It 

also reveals the way in which the administrators transformed the 

teachers' remarks when they recorded their no tes and again later when 

they read their notes. And it reveals the way in which the administrators 

iii 



evaluated both the teachers and their comments in light of what they 

already knew about the* organizatiion. 

The interpretive activity that took pIace at wery stage of the 

research and writing process enabied the administrators to accomplish 

the& practical purpose of constructing an evaluation report that would 

aUow them to make changes in the programs they were descnbing and, in 

doing so, carry out the work of maoaging the& organization. 
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Chapter 1 

The task of administrators is to manage their organizations. And 

as a number of schoiars Ce-g. Minzberg, 1973: Gron, 1983: Boden, 1994) 

have pointed out. they do this primuily through ta&. Managers taïk on 

the phone and in person. they taik in meetings and planning sessions. 

they talk in their offices and in the hallwap. They inform, review, assess, 

amuse, gossip. argue. cornplain. instmct, scold. This talk is not just a 

way of connecting wlth others and getting work done: rather. as Boden 

(1994) points out. it is in fact 'centrai to what organizations arew (p. 9). 

Talk is the medium through which organizations are constituted. 

moment by moment day by day. 'Ihrough taik, managers both shape 

the& organizations and are in turn shaped by them- 

However, managers a h  mite documents to capture in some 

permanent and reproducible fonn what they have Mked about. From 

mission statements to memos. documenl are pervasive in organizations 

and are intimately comected to the world of organizational talk, 

providing both the kaces of past taIk and the background for future talk 

Although produced by individuals or groups of individuais within 

organizations. documents represent not the personal perspectives or 

points of view of the people who write them but rather the perspectives 

and images of the organizations in which they are produced. These 

perspectives and images are both produced and communicated through 

W. Organizationai documents couid not eidst in the form they do 

without the talk that surrounds the& production. In this taik, what is 

being discussed in not simply the words that will appear on the pages of 



documents. Rather 

and defhed. talked 

documents. 

2 
the organizations themselves are being negotiated 

into king, through the talk that surrounds 

In this talk. some voices corne to dominate others. some points of 

view become accepted as somehow better or more appropriate for a 

particdar document wfthin a particular organization. Participants in the 

writing process construct warrantable arguments for the& versions not 

only of the documents they are writing but aiso of the organizations in 

which the writing process is embedded. Preferred modes of interaction in 

organizations are used by participants in the WTiting process to constmct 

the power relations that make some reality claims more available than 

others. Some version of the organization cornes to dominate ail other 

possible versions and becomes 'fiozenw into the permanent form of a 

written document, discomected fkom the talk that went into the 

creation of that version. As Smith t19851 says, documents 'render 

organizationai judgment, feedback, information and coordination into 

objectified documentw rather than subjective processes" (p. 62). 

Documents thus turn interpretive pmcesses into objective facts and are 

one way in which managers can assert their views of their organizations 

as the ones that count. 

Although documents in organizations are embedded in a morld of 

talk, very ïittle research has examineci the taik surrounding documents. 

Research in the field of organizationai communication has typicaiiy 

focused on oraï communication. In spite of the importance of documents 

to organizations, serious studies of documents in organizations have not 

been conducted in this field. &en researchers such as Weick (1979) and 



March and Olsen (1976). who see co~ll~~lunicatioc as central to the 
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enactment of organizations. have not been interested in wrïtten 

documents. Documents appear to have been a 'seen but unnoticedm 

aspect of organizational Ise. And although the idea that t a  is the 

primaxy work of managers is widely accepted Illilulzberg, 1973). talk has 

been taken for granted as simply the medium through which work gets 

done. With the exception of work by Gron (1983) and Boden (1 994). few 

studies have looked closely at how managers actuaiiy accompiish 

administration through talk. 

The writing of documents has been the interest of researchers in 

the field of rhetoric and composition. in this field, researchers have 

focused primarily on either the documents themselves or on the writing 

processes of people creating the documents. Ody recently have 

researchers in rhetoric realized that writing activities always take place 

in a particular social context and begun to study the ways in which the 

processes of individuals and groups of writers both influence and are 

influenced by social contexts. Although a growing literature now exists 

on writing in organizational contexts that examines various aspects of 

the writing that is done in organizations, with but a few exceptions (e.g. 

Spilka, 1990, 1993: Schneider. 1993), it does not examine closely the talk 

in which the production of documents is embedded. 

1 believe that taik, the primary interest of organizational 

communication, is the key to understanding writing, the prïmary interest 

of rhetoric. in particular, talk is the key to understanding how writing is 

both constituted by and constitutive of the social contexts in which it 

takes place. Talk connects individual writers in organizations to the 
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social structures of their orgauizations. 1 use the theoreticai insights of 

ethnomethodology to understand exactly how taik accompiishes this. 

With its focus on social interaction, of which talk is a large component. 

ethnomethodo~ogy provides an ideal theoreticai vantage point for 

stridyfng the reiationship between talk and organizational context. 

Ethnomethodology regards social structure not as a set of social 

relationships that are extemai to and constraining of individuals, but as 

a local accomplishment of situated actors. Social structure is reaiized 

through the actions of individuais within a particular social setting. 

Ethnomethodology is interested in studying the social practices through 

which a sense of social structure is produced and it is therefore ideai for 

studying the tdk that surrounds documents in organizations to better 

understand how managers accomplish the work of managing. in 

partic& it c;tn allow us to see how in the writing of an organizationai 

document. managers can assert their version of the organization as an 

objective and stable reaiity. 

in this dissertation 1 analyze how two administrators in an 

educational institution used the writing of a report of an internai review 

and evaiuation of a group of their educational programs to do just that. 

Program evaluation is generally done to provide information about 

whether or not programs within organizations are effective. This 

information is used for managerial decision making and oftea provides a 

rationale for change within organizations. My interest in this particular 

program evaluation is not to assess the quaiity of the administrators' 

evaluation, but rather to examine how it allowed them to mite a 
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document in which the& view of the organïzation came to dominate aii 

other possible views. 

Program evaiuation is a form of social science research. and social 

science research is eveqwhere these days. A brief perusal of the local 

newspaper on just one day recentiy yÏeIded no fewer than four articles 

reporting on social research carried out by local and national 

orgmkations on topics ranging fkom neighborhood opinions on the 

closing of a local hospitd to perceptions of the logo of a national 

organïzation to the rate of tobacco use in Canada. While the research 

that is conducted within organizations rare@ makes it to the papers. the 

fact that so much research does appear in the papers means that even 

people who have no training in the methods of social research have some 

idea of what is involved in such research. 

In addition. we live in what Holstein and Gubrium (1994) call an 

interview society. There can be very few adult members of North American 

society who have not been subjects in some sort of intervew research. 

Whether they have answered. for example. a telephone marketing sunrey 

on what kind of jam or laundry soap they prefer, been stopped by 

journalists for "man-in-the-streetw interviews. answered a series of 

questions when visiting a doctor for the first time, or participated in 

"serious" social science research. most people have some idea of what 

interview research is ail about. And they have some idea not only of the 

role that they fulfilI as subjects in this research. but also of the role that 

researchers should play Ln engaging with them as interview subjects. 

This lay knowledge about social research provided a backdrop for 

the two administrators as they carried out their review. It aUowed them 
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to invoke objectivity (see e.g. transcript excerpts # 1 and 112) throughout 

the process so that they appeared to themselves and to the teachers they 

were inte~ewfng to be mrrying out their research in an objective and 

therefore neutraï way. Howwer, as 1 wiil demonstrate. the research 

process was far fkom being objective. in the traditional social science 

sense of being free fkom interpretive activity on the part of the researcher: 

it was in fact the means through which the administrators carried out 

the work of managing by writing a report that created the version of the 

organization that counts. 

In Chapter 2.1 review and bring together Eterature fkom a number 

of different scholarly fields. I believe that a tmly interdiscipiinary 

approach is necessaxy to understand organizationai writing, and 

therefore 1 have looked at îiterature in a number of apparentiy unrelated 

fields that have something to contribute to a study of a writing project in 

an organization. I begin with a rwiew of organization theory and its 

related sub-field, organizational communication. Writing always takes 

place in a social context. and in an organizational setting that context is 

the organization. I t  is therefore necessary to have some understanding of 

how communication takes place in organizations. 

Scholars in a completely unrelated field. rhetoric and composition, 

have also become interested in communicatiûn in organizationai 

settings. These scholars corne from a tradition of studying writhg, so 

this literature is specifrcayl focused on writing in organizations. 1 review 

some of the growing literature in thfs field. focusing in partïcular on 

literature that examines the relationship between writing and 

organizational context. 



Neither of these litefatures. howwer. can reaüy answer the 

question of how the interrelationship of Wfiting and organizational 

conta  occurs. For this 1 tum to literature in the field of 

ethnomethodology. 1 describe ethnomethodology in generaï and then 

examine studies of organizations and writing in organizations conducted 

from an ethnomethodological perspective. I condude the literature review 

with a brfef discussion of the educational evaluation literature. 

in Chapter 3. I describe the methodology used in the study and 

introduce the research site. This study was conducted from an 

ethnomethodological perspecme and uses a method common in this 

field, constitutive analysis. However. a continuing methodologicai debate 

exists in the field. 1 review this debate, explain why 1 have chosen 

constitutive analysis. and discuss the principles of this method. 1 also 

describe the research site. the Music Conservatory of a Community 

College, in which two administrators generously gave me permission to 

observe them write a report on an internai review and evahation of a 

group of their programs. 

Chapters 4, 5. and 6 constitute the body of the dissertation. Here 1 

analyze the taIk that surrounded the WTiUng of the report. In Chapter 4. 

I examine the interviews that the administrators conducted with every 

teacher in the program as part of the review process. Through a close 

ewmination of transcripts of the meetings I show that the 

administrators and the teachers understood themselves to be conducting 

research in accordance with the principles of traditional social science 

inte~ewing in which the interviewer asks the respondent for 

information which is thought to reside within the respondent. However. 



the transcripts also reveal the interview to be an interactionaï 
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accomplishment in which administrators and teachers together produce 

answers to questions. The traditional view of interviewing obscures the 

collaborative nature of in te~ews,  ailowing the administrators to 

accompiish the work of managing their organization. 

in Chapter 5.1 examine the next phase of the review process. the 

taking and reading of notes on what was said by the teachers in the 

interviews. Here 1 show how the administrators transformed the teachers' 

words by recording only certain aspects of what the teachers said, by 

attributing meanings to the answers when they Iater read the notes. and 

by organizing and grouping the notes as they assembled them for the 

writing of the report. Just as the interview process is not objective in the 

sense of being fiee of interpretive activity, so too is the taking and 

reading of notes not objective. The administrators engaged in interpretive 

activity in every aspect of the production of their data in order to produce 

data that would dow them to mite a document that wouid count as an 

evaiuation report. 

In Chapter 6.1 examine the writing of the report. Here 1 look in 

detail at the ta& surrounding two sections of the report and at how that 

talk both is preserved in and disappears kom the report. The 

administrators did not simply accept their data, the teachers* answers. at 

face value. Rather they d u a t e d  the answers on the basis of what they 

akeady knew about both the teachers and the programs, and made 

decisions about the programs based not on the data itseif but on their 

interpretation of the data. To do otherwise wouid have been impossible, 

as the indexical and reflexive nature of language makes interpretive 
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activity not only inevitable but necessary. The report tüey produced 

promoted their version of the organization and the teachers' comments 

throughout the report served to validate and legitimate this version as 

the stable and objective reality of the organization. 

in Chapter 7, 1 draw a number of conclusions about WTiting in 

organizations. power in organizations. intemiews as a research method, 

and evaluations in organizational settings. 

My anaiysis of this review and evaluation process should not be 

read as criticism of the administrators I studied. Quite the contrary, I 

believe they conducted their review in a fair and even-handed way, with 

the intention of improving the programs they reviewed both for the 

teachers and for the consumers of the programs. In this study. I am 

interested not in how weli or poorly they conducted their review but 

rather in how they used the interviewing of the teachers and the Wfiting 

of a report to accomplish their pracfical purpose of mariaging the& 

organization. They engaged unavoidably in interpretive work, the same 

kind of interpretive work that everyone in the social world engages in in 

every aspect of his or her life. In the foilowing cfiapters, I examine how 

the interpretive activiiy of the two administrators was embedded in the 

social context of the organization and how it worked to shape the 

organization. That is, 1 examine the social practices through which the 

social world is organized into the apparently stable and objective realities 

we encounter in our daily lives. These processes are not unique to these 

administrators: rather they are used everyday by all of us as we make 

sense of our experiences in the socid world. 



Chapter 2 
Literature Rewiew 

Writing in organizations has become an area of increasing research 

interest. One force drMng this interest is the growing understanding in a 

number of disciplines that writing is much more than simply a way to 

record and transmit information. It  is not just a skili that people need to 

be competent at in order to be good organization members. although it 

most certainiy is that too. It is in fact one of the processes through 

which organïzations themselves are negotiated and defined. 

Texts are important in organizations because they record in some 

permanent form the ever-present but ephemerai organiational ta1.k. They 

preserve that taik in a form that can be read not just by those inside the 

organization. but also by those outside. In some sense. they record the 

orgmization as it erdsted at a partlcular moment in time. and thus are 

an important area of study for those who wodd understand how 

organizations corne to be the way they are. A number of dinerent 

literatures have something to contribute to a study of writing in 

organizations. These include the organizational communication 

literature, ethnomethodological studies of organizations, and the 

rhetoric literature. Of partic* interest for this study is the expiicit or 

implied relationship between social structure and communication in 

these various literatures and the role of written documents and the talk 

surrounding them in thfs relationship. 



II 
Organizational Communication 

The study of organizatioas and of communication within 

organizations is a relatively young discipline, having developed mainly in 

the latter part of the twentieth century. A great number of theories and 

schools of thought have arisen in the field of organization studies, and 

numerous writers have tried to devise ways to describe the field in its 

entirety (e-g. Astiey & Van de Ven, 1983; Burreil& Morgan, 1979; Evers 

& Lakomski, 199 1 ; Hoy Br Miskel, 1987: Morgan, 1986; Mouzeiis. 1967; 

Perrow, 1986: Pfeffer, 1982: ScoC 1981). Some have regarded the history 

of the field as a Iinear progression. wïth streams of thought developing 

from eariier ones and then existing side-by-side with them [e.g. Mouzelis, 

1967) : others have devised STpologies to classify the various approaches 

(e.g. Katz & Kahn. 1966) based on such variables as functions, structure 

or technology. Particularly w e U  known is Burreii and Morgan's (1979) 

division of the field based on underiying ontological and epistemological 

assump tions. 

While it may be useful to see the field of organization studies in 

terms of such divisions, it is inevitable that in doing so, writers 

emphasize the subtle or not so subtle differences between the various 

approaches. In fact, when viewed in terrns of the assumptions which 

underlie the various streams of thought in the field and in tenns of the 

biases of researchers. what is striking is the similarity amongst the 

streams. Most research in the fieId is conducted fiom the point of view of 

managers for the benefit of managers and is rooted in the assumptions of 

positnrism. Despite the differences in the details of their approaches to 

organizations and organizationai communication, most researchers thus 
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share a common world view and have a common s ta r thg  place for 

debate. 

Positivism is commonly described as being rooted in the work of 

Auguste Comte. who in the 1830's expressed the view that the knowledge 

of the sociai world codd best be developed through the use of na- 

sciences modes of inquiry (Culbertson, 1988). Underlying this view, 

which has k e n  the dominant view in sociai science research in the 

twentieth century, is a set of ontological and epistemologicai 

assumptions about the nature of the world and how we corne to know it. 

Positivists regard the world as an objective entity, externd to themselves- 

Reality is 'out there" in the world, a concrete realm of objects and 

relationships knowable ttirough human observation. The world is 

governed by universai Iaws that explain and describe the relationships, 

particuiarly relationships of cause and effect, between the various parts 

of the world. These laws c m  be discovered by carefd obsemation and 

measurement and can then be used to predict future events in the world. 

it is beyond the scope of thia literature review to delve deeply into 

the details of traditional organization theory. However, as this area of 

organization theory provides the inteliectual background for the field of 

organizational communication. 1 wiU touch upon some (but not ail) of 

the streams of thought in the field that are based on positMst 

assumptions and discuss the implications of each for communication. 

These include the scientific management or classical school of thought, 

the human relations school of thought. systems theory, and the culture 

and symbolism approach to organizations. 
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In organization theory, the work that is most obviously based on 

positivist assumptions is the ciassical or scientific management stream 

of research. The work of Taylor provides the foundation for this stream of 

research. Taylor (1947), who iived h m  1856 to 1915, caiïed for dehiied 

analysis and measurement of even the most routine work activïties with 

the aim of standarcking and thereby controiiing every aspect of the 

workplace. A practicing manager, he was, quite naturally, interested in 

producing information that would increase the efficiency of his 

operations and thereby increase profits. This couid best be accomplished. 

he said, through careful selection and training of workers, use of 

scientffic methods of task design, and strict mies for how supervisors 

should manage workers. 

Characteristic of this school is the production of organizational 

charts and flow diagrams to illustrate hierarchical patterns of 

responsibihty and the prescribed relationships among them. This school 

also has a focus on such identifiable and controliable characteristics of 

organizations as unity of cornmand (employees should receive orders 

kom oniy one superior], span of control (the number of employees 

reporthg to one superior), division of labour (the degree of specialization 

required to achieve organizationai goals efficiently). centraiization of 

authority, discipline, and so on. A s  Morgan (1986) points out, 

researchers in this stream regard organizations as analogous to 

machines. rationai systems that, with suffiCient technical control, can 

be made to function efficiently through the efforts of capable and 

knawledgeable managers. 



Although Taylor's work has been swerely criticized by other 

orgainkation researchers because of his iack of regard for the welfare of 

individuals working in organizations. the principles embodied by his 

workmevertheless continue to exert a strong influence over both current 

management practice and organizatiod research. Modern techniques 

such as management by objectives and other methods that focus on 

rational plannfng and control are rooted in the principles of classical 

management theory (Morgan, 1986). 

The work of Weber (1964/ 1947) on the nature of bureaucracy, 

written in 19 10 but not translated until the 1940's. represents a 

sociological rather than a managerial approach to the study of 

organizations. However. because Weber described the ideal bureaucracy, 

complete with hiefa~chical positions. formal iines of authority and 

communication. division of labour and replaceability of individuals 

within the workfixce. his work is often grouped with Taylor's (e-g. Euske 

& Roberts. 1987: Roberts. OReiiiy, Bretton & Porter. 1974). Weber. 

however, was interested not in assisting managers to do their jobs but in 

examining the effects of increasing bureaucratization on individu& and 

on society as a whole. He regarded bureaucracy as an iron cage, an 

instrument of power and domination that Iegitimated the right of 

managers to rule and the duty of workers to obey. 

Implicit in the chsical management school of thought is what 

has become known as the mechanistic theory of communication. in this 

view. communication is a process of transmission, in which a message is 

relayed fhm a sender across a channel of some kind to a receiver at the 

other end, who simpiy decodes the message. This implies a linear. causal 
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comection between cornmU11]:cators with the charme1 as the direct link 

between them. Noise is any kind of interCerence wlth the accurate 

transmission of the message. such as static in the charnel. hpiicit in 

this view of communication is a view of language as a transparent 

medium for the direct and uncomplicated transmission of ideas fkom one 

person to another. This is what LeF'evre (1987) c d s  the copy theory of 

language, in which language is assumed to be 'an analogy for what reaily 

a s t s w  (p. 98), and so can be used to recreate the extemai world in the 

minds of listeners and readers. 

The classical management theorists were not expiicitiy concemed 

with communication and therefore. for the most part, did not articulate 

their views of communication (Euske & Roberts. 1987). Communication 

was seen as a taken-for-granted means of implementing the ideas of 

management for improving efficiency in orgmbations. The classical 

school of research has led to the development of a large body of research 

in organizational communication that explores the relationships 

between forma1 organization structure and communication. The focus on 

the transmission of messages through organizational charineIs is a 

strong current in research today, evident in studies of formal channels of 

communication. communication networks. and directionality of message 

fiow. particulariy downward communication, in organizations (Euske & 

Roberts. l98ïl. Organhational structure thus is thought to affect 

communication in various ways, facilitamg or creating barriers to 

effective communication through various channels. 

The human relations stream of research in organizsition studies is 

generally seen as a reaction against the dehumanizing &ects on workers 



of the work of the classical and scientific management theonsts (e-g. 
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Perrow, 1973). in fact. Morgan (1986) daims that most of the work in 

organization theory since the 1920's has been devoted to resisting and 

overcoming the hold that the mechanistic perspective has on the field. 

However, the human relations work also grows out of the work of the 

ckssicai and scientific management researchers (Mouzelis. 1975; Euske 

& Roberts, 1987) in that thïs research conünued the se& by 

managers. now using a psychologid or behaviorist approach to attend 

to the social and psychologicai needs of workers. for ways to increase the 

efficiency of workers on the shop floor. The work of Barnard and the 

Hawthorne studies are generaüy considered to be the starting point of 

the human relations school of research. Barnard (1938) viewed 

organizations as cooperative rather than mechanical systems, and 

focused his attention on the delegation of authority, employee 

autonomy, trust and openness, and concenis for the 'bcrhole person" 

Perrow, 1973). The Hawthorne studies of Mayo (1933) and Roethlisberger 

and Dickson (1939) began in typical scientific management fashion with 

an attempt to identify the effects of working conditions on output. 

However, the results of the first studies were inconclusive and confiising, 

leading the researchers to turn the& attention to psychological and 

socio-psychological factors in determining organizational behavior. The 

studies are now famous for drawing attention to the importance of the 

attitudes and social needs of individual workers in the workplace. 

Foilowiag the lead of the Hawthorne studies. the work of the 

human relations school emphasized independence, responsibility, and 

the growth of the individuai and highlighted the role of informal groups, 
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humane leadership, and employee morale. The contiming focus in this 

school of research has been on the individual and the group. rather than 

the organization as a whole, as a way to sohre organizational problems 

and increase productivity. While the ciassical management theorists 

stressed niles and regulations and managerial fictions as ways to 

improve efficiency, the human relations theorists stressed increased job 

satisfaction, worker involvement, and individual motivation. However. as 

Burreil and Morgan (1979) note. the underlyfng assumptions of this 

school of research are not different from those of the classical theorists 

and much of this work was devoted to the search for correlations 

between objective features of the workplace and individual behavior, job 

satisfaction. and work performance. 

The approach to communication evident in the work of the human 

relations school is the psychological approach (Fisher, 1978). This 

approach focuses on how the characteristics of individual 

communicators &ect the& communication. In this view. communication 

takes place between individuals whose communication activities are a 

function of their 'conceptual filters," that is their attitudes. perceptions 

and cognitions. Whiie this perspective dso  assumes a linear. causai 

model of communication, it locates communication in the "black b o f  of 

unobsmble cognitive processes of individual message senders and 

receivers. This model of communication as something that happens at 

the individual level fits nicely with the focus of the human relations 

theorists on the behavior of individuais within organizations. In 

particular. informal communication is a dominant concem for these 

researchers. with a focus on openness and trust in manager-employee 
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relations. upward communication distortion. and communication 

climate (Euske & Roberts. 1987). Communication is regarded as 

essential for satisfying the needs of individual workers and thereby 

'eliciting cooperation" meps. 1990. p. 90) kom them. Organizational 

structure is s u  a determining factor in communication. but the focus is 

on the effects of cornrnunication on individuals rather than on the 

ef5ects of slmcture on communication. 

The systems theory of organizations. which is based on a biological 

metaphor of organizations as complete organisms (Morgan. 1986). was 

promoted in the 1950's by the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations in 

England and later by writers such as Katz and Kahn (1966). In this view. 

each organîzation is made up of many subsystems. and each 

organization is part of a larger system extemal to the organbation: all 

parts of the system are interdependent and work together to produce a 

functioning whole. Social and technical aspects of o r g ~ t i o n s  are 

interrelated and interdependent and both are open to influence by forces 

outside the organization. No longer is there one perfect way to design 

organizations. Rather. good organizations corne in many foxms and 

effectiveness depends on finding a balance between structure. technology, 

human needs. and the extemal environment. 

Systems theory is very attractive. as it is intuitively apparent that 

everything in the social world is reiated to and influenced by everything 

else. However. preciseiy because of this apparent general applicabiiity. 

researchers found it hard to actudy use the theory in a methodical way. 

Nevertheless. systems theory continues to be extremely influentid in the 

fields of organization theory and organizatioaal communication and 
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forms the basis for marry other theories such as contingency theory [e.g. 

Lawrence 8r Lorsch, 1963, resource dependeocy theory k g ,  Hier & 

Saiancik 1978). and population ecology and Me cycle theories [e.g. 

Emery & Trist. 1972; Kimberly. 1980). 

Many systems theorists continue to cal1 on mechanistic and 

psychological approaches to communication to study how information is 

a s m i t t e d  between the organisrrition and its environment and how 

information flows and is interpreted within the organjzation. in 

particular, scholars using this approach to study communication in 

organizations have focused on communication network anaîysis 

misenberg & Goodail, 1993) producing intricate maps of communication 

structures and the d e s  of people in those structures. Howwer. some 

systems theorists regard communication as central to the process of 

organizing. Organiàng, rather than organizations themselves. is the 

subject of research ie.g. Farace, Monge, & Russell. 1977). Social 

psychologist Karl Weick (1979) is a well known proponent of this view. 

Weick contends that organizations do not simpIy exist: rather they are 

always in the process of being organized or "enacted." He proposes a 

mode1 of organizations in which communication provides the mechanism 

through which this continual organizing takes place. He says, "How can 

I know what 1 th.&& until 1 see what 1 say?' Organtizations talk 

themselves oves and over to find out what they're thinking" (p. 133). In 

the words of Katz and Kahn (1978). theorists holding this view believe 

that "communication is the very essence of a social system or 

orgaaization" (p. 482). 



Caiiing on the foundational work of Berger and Luckman 

organizational communication scholars taking this view regard 

reality as constructed through the communication activities of 

participants in a social setting. Language is no longer a transparent 

medium for transmission of knowledge but rather something that shapes 

our perceptions of the world. Kenneth Burke (1966). for esample. points 

out that in using particular language we draw attention to certain 

aspects of the world and deflect attenoon from others. We m o t  help 

but view the world through one or another 'terrninistic screen," which 

ailows us only one of many possible ways of seeing the world. As Burke 

(1966) points ou t  a way of seeing is ais0 a way of not seeing. Use of a 

common language, whether national or organizational, thus produces a 

shared view of the world, which binds comrnunities together. For 

organizational communication theorists taking this view, 

communication is not so much influenced by organizational structures 

as it is the way in which those structures corne into being. 

The final area of organization studies to be addressed is the 

culture and symbolism approach to organizations- This area straddles 

the Une between streams of thought based on positivist assumptions and 

streams of thought based on interpretivist assumptions. which wilI be 

discussed further in a later section of this review. 1 have included it here 

because as Smircich & Calas (1987) point out, aithough it may have had 

its roots elsewhere. the idea of organizational culture has been 

thoroughly incorporated into the traditional organizational literature. In 

this approach. organizations are regarded as systems of shared meantngs 

and beliefs. These meanings and beliefs are symbohc constructions that 
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provide organïzation members with interpretive fiarneworks that allow 

them to make sense of organizational acüvities. They *provide members 

with shared interpretations of reaiity that facilitate the& ability to 

organize" (Kreps, 1990, p. 126). Researchers in this area have Iooked at 

the role of myths, rituds,  and symbols in how members generate 

meaning in orgmizationai life. Howwer, a spiit erdsts in the area 

between those who regard culture as a variable. something an 

organïzation has that can be manipulated by managers to produce 

certain outcomes. and those who regard culture as a root metaphor, 

something that an org-tion is. Scholars in this area also take the 

view that communication does not just take place within the 

organization but is in fact What creates and recreates the social 

structure that makes organizationw (Smircich & Calas. 1987). Thus in 

this approach too, communication is the means through which 

organizational structure is produced. 

In ail of this iiterature on communication in organizations. the 

focus is primarily on oral communication: there is almost no attention 

paid to written documents. Documents appear to be a 'seen but 

unnoticedm aspect of organjzational Me. Although ubiquitous in 

organizatïons, if discussed at ail, they are subsumed into a larger 

category of messages in organizations (e.g. Stohl & Redding, 1987). 

Classic textbooks in the field (e.g. Goldhaber, 1983: Kreps. 1990). while 

acknowledging the existence of written documents in organizations in a 

paragraph or two, single them out for no fùrther attention. The 

implication is that while written documents either elaborate or are 

elaborated by oral communication. the role of documents in 
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organizations is different fkom that of oral communication in no 

signifiant ways. Written documents thus travel through various 

organizational channels, are either formai and informal, move 

downward, upward, and horizontaEy. and are used by managers to 

achieve certain ends just as oral messages are. And written documents 

âre presumably influenced by organizationd structure in the same way 

as oral communication is. 

The approaches to organizational communication that regard 

Ianguage as central to organizatiod actîvities would seem to lead 

naturaily to a focus on documents. Weick, for example, says that "the 

language trappings of organizations such as strategic plans are 

importantw (1987, p. 98). He aiso encourages researchers to see "every 

manager as  autho? (1995, p. 183) and says that they shodd 'address 

how the text is constructed as weii as how it is readw (p. 7). However. 

although the strategic pians he refers to are written texts. in fact he does 

not look closely at how documents are constructed or at the Ianguage 

surrounding documents. The organizational culture and symbolism 

approach would also seem to lead to a focus on documents. However, in 

this area too, attention to written texts is rare, as is close attention to 

the details of Ianguage. A few of the studies that have been done are 

worth mentioning. Evered's (1983) study of the Ianguage of the navy 

showed the importance of shared Ianguage in creating a cohesive 

community. Kreps (1983) looked at  a wide variety of messages in a 

particular organization such as annual reports, speeches by 

organizational rnembers, employee handbooks, and marketing and 

promotional materials to iden- the themes of the culture of that 
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organization. Hirsch & Andrews (1983) examined the language of 

corporate takeovers as a way to understand the reiationships berneen 

organizations. However. although these scholars have m e d  

organizational documents, they have not Iooked how the writing of 

organizationai documents contributes to the sense of social structure 

experienced by organization members. 

An indication of the status of research on writing in the field of 

organizationai communication can be found in the publication of a 

special issue (1990) of M c m a g m t  Communication Qumkriy. a joumai 

devoted to organizational communication. Apart from this special issue. 

very littie research on any aspect of written documents can be found in 

this journal. Written documents are the focus of a considerabIe 

literature on business communication and business writing. However, 

this literature is produced primariiy by scholars with training in English 

or rhetoric rather than by those grounded in the organizational theory 

literature (Stohl& Redciing, 1987) and often focuses on the teaching of 

business communication and business writing. Therefore, 1 review the 

relevant materiai from this literature at a later point. 

In addition to virtuaiiy ignoring written messages, organizational 

communication schoIars have, as Stohl & Redding (1987) point out. 

"generaiiy chosen to study correlates or perceptions of message activity 

rather than actual messagesw (p.453). That is. even when studying oral 

messages. researchers "omit sny examination of the words that might be 

spokenw (Stohl & Redding, 1987, p. 453). Stohl & Redding (1987) caU for 

a focus on the words contained within messages, not simply for their 

own sake but for how the words can reveal aspects of organizationai life. 
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A number of organizational communication schoiars have studied 

annual reports in this way. Pasadeos & Yeap (19911, for eample, 

examined annual reports to see h m  they had changed over a period of 30 

years. Bettman & Weitz (1983) and Staw, McKechnie & PuEer (1983) 

analyzed the Ietters to shareholders that accompany annual reports. 

exaniining how they were used to jus- organizational performance. And 

Kendall's (1993) rhetorical analysis of annual reports shows how 

companies use various strategies to promote a positive corporate 

image.However, this ca l  for a focus on words has been largely ignored in 

the field. 

Thus, aithough the work of organizational communication 

schoiars such as Weick and the culture and symbolism researchers is 

founded on the notion that communication is central to the creation 

and ongoing existence of organizations, very liffle attention has been 

paid to the details of exactly how this is accomplished through 

communication. In particular, no one in this area has looked at how this 

is accompiished through the writing of documents. For a deeper 

understanding of the role of communication in the creation of 

organizations. 1 now turn to the work of those who not oniy subscribe to 

this view of communication but also hold very different epistemological 

and ontological assumptîons than the researchers cited thus far. 

hterpretivist Approaches to Organization Studies 

The underlying assumptions of positivism have been chaiienged on 

several fkonts throughout the social sciences. The field of organization 

studies, however, has remained remarkably resistant to these chaiienges; 
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positivist assumptions continue to underlie most of the work done today 

in the field. New ideas that Ieak into the field fiom dinerent perspectives 

are simply detached from their founding assumptions and adapted to the 

needs of managers trying to control their organizations. In the next 

section. I briefly describe the assumptions underlying one alternative 

approach. the interpretivist approach, and discuss the work of a number 

of researchers who have taken a particdar interpretive approach, that of 

ethnomethodology, to the study of organïzations. 

The interpretive approach encompasses a wïde range of 

philosophical thought, but is genedy described as being rooted in the 

work of Husserl and Schutz. Husserl argued that the relationship 

between human perception and objects in the world is not simply one of 

direct correspondence. Rather. human consciousness actively constitutes 

the objects of experience. Taking up Husserl's work Schutz argued for a 

'subjective" approach to the social worId. saying that the social sciences 

should study the ways in which rhe social world is experienced by 

participants in that world Holstein â Gubrïum. 1994). In general, then. 

this approach seeks to understand the social world prirnarily from the 

point of view of participants rather than that of observers. Interpretivists 

reject the idea that the social world a s t s  as an objective reaim that can 

be known through observation and measurement. Rather. they regard the 

social world as the ongoing construction of social actors Berger & 

Luckman. 1967) carrying out the activities of daily Me. Whereas 

positivlsts want to expiain and predict actions in the social world. 

interpretivists seek to understand how socid action is made meaningful 

to participants. 
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A number of organizational theorists take the view that 

organizations are social constructs (e.g. Burrellâ: Morgan. 1979: Frost. 

et al., 1985; Pondy, et al-, 1983). In this view. organjzations are not 

objects but "cornplex, ambiguous, and paradolricalw (Morgan, 1986, p. 17) 

concepts. with different rneanings for different people. Silverman (19711, 

for example, sees organizations as interrelated settings and processes in 

which members' interactional and interpretive acüvities construct and 

maintain organizational structures and rneanings. Elger (1975) contends 

that organizational structure should be seen as "the ongoing product of 

social processes enacted by organization members rather than as some 

form of 'given* which furnishes automatic constraints on the actions 

of.. .membersW (p. 91). This view shifts the focus of attention away fkom 

organizations as objective, reified entities with particuiar identifiable 

characteristics and onto the acmties of the people who are involved in 

the process of orgaaipllg at any given time in any given organization. 

Aithough the researchers mentioned above regard communication 

as central to the enactment of organizations, none of them addresses the 

questions of exactly how social and organizational realities are 

assembled through communication and h m  this cari be studied. For 

answers to these questions we turn to the field of ethnomethodology and 

the study of the social practices through which people assemble the 

social realities of everyday Me. 

Ethnomethodology 

Ethnomethodology grew out of the foundational work of Harold 

Gdhkel(1967b), who insisted that al1 social order is organized fkom 
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within the social situation by members participating in -a Stream of 

expenencew (Boden. 1994, p. 46) at a specific time and in a particular 

location. G e e l  said that research in the sociai sciences should focus 

on "the knowledgeable ways in which, whether consciously or not. social 

actors recognize, produce and reproduce social actions and social 

structuresw aeritage, 1987. p. 225). He regarded people as having 

practical interactionai competence through which wexyday reaiity is 

produced and recommended a policy of 'ethnomethodological 

indBerencew in which the analyst pu& aside a priori understandings of 

social structure to focus on how social actors accomplish a sense of 

soda1 structure. He called for sociologists to understand the taken-for- 

granted social world as an ongoing accomplishment of actors' 

interpretive work and for the social world to be studied "in fiight." "as it 

happens," with a focus on local sense-making practices. 

Of particular relevance to this study is the ethnomethodological 

contribution to understanding the nature of social structure and the Iuik 

between social structure and human action. These questions have been 

hotly debated in the sociologicai literature in what has become known as 

the structure/agency or micro/rnacro debate. This debate seeks to dari& 

the relationship between larger social structures and the behavior of 

individuals Living within those social structures. The term 'social 

structure" has been used in many ways in the sociological literature 

(Schegloff, 19911, but it is generally used to refer to stable patterns of 

social relatïonships that are external to individuals (Schegloff, 199 1 : 

Wilson, 199 1; Zimmerman & Boden, 1991). It  is a large scale, or macro, 

arrangement that provides the context for ail human activities, or micro 
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phenornena. The iink between the domains of social structure and 

h u m  activity is various@ regarded as causai, with local human 

activities beiag seen as a product of Iarger sociai forces. as mutuaily 

constraining or enricbing, or as an interaction of various Ievels of social 

H e  (Hiibert, 1990). Featrues of social structure. such as sociai dass, age. 

gender, ethnie group, or professional affiliation, are d e d  upon as 

explanatory resources in understanding the behavior of people within a 

particuIar socid structure. 

For ethnomethodologists, in contrast, the agency/structure or 

micro/rnacro distinction is a false dichotomy. Structure is realized 

through the actions of agents and therefore the two m o t  be studied as 

independent domains. Ethnomethodologists reject the notion of social 

structure as an objective. observabIe entity that has predictable effects 

on sociai actors. Iristead, they ask very different questions about social 

structure. They are interested in the question of how social order is 

produced as a local accornplishrnent of social actors. Actors are seen not 

as 'cultural dopes," buffeted willy d i y  by the social environment within 

which they happen to find themselves. Rather. they are regarded as 

reflexive beings, 'active agents in the constitution of their unfolding 

social worlds" mden, 1990, p. 203)- T h q  are know1edgeable agents who 

attribute meanings to their joint actions that both shape and renew 

their understandings of their social worlds. 

As Hilbert (1990) points out, ethnomethodologists neither affirrn 

nor deny the existence of social structure. Rather, they *abandon it as a 

topic of investigation in favor of another topic: social practices" (p. 795). 

They believe that members' practices for producing and making sense of 
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their local circumstances form the site of social order. 'Social facts" are 

accomplished by social actors engaging in interpretive work that both 

produces and organizes the world of weryday Me and is in turn produced 

and organized by that everyday world. 

Wilson (199 1) points out that traditional sociological concepts of 

social structure are abstractions. detached from actual contexts of social 

interaction. and that the relationships between these abstractions and 

people's behavior are wrongly assumed to be unprobIematic. He proposes 

instead a definition of social structure that focuses on the immediate 

experïences of actors in social interaction: 'social structure consists of 

matters that are described and oriented to by members of society on 

relevant occasions as essentid resources for conducting their a E . s  and. 

at the same time. reproduced as extemal and constraÏning social facts 

through that same social interaction" (p. 27). If social structure is to be 

studied at all. it is studied as 'something that humans do, rather than 

something that happens to the* (Boden. 1994. p. l l ] .  

Ethnomethodologists seek 'no t to produce causal explmations of 

patterned behavior, but to describe h m  members recognize, describe. 

explain, and account for the order of their everyday lives" (HoIstein & 

Gubrium. 1994. p. 262). Rather than studying the uobjective reaiïty of 

social facts" (Zimmerman â Pollner, 1970. p. 45). ethnomethodologists 

seek to investigate how social facts are assembled as an *objective 

reality." They investigate the local social practices and interactions 

through which structure is 'made to happen, made to appear" (Hilbert. 

1990. p. 795). Rather than starting with a prfvileged version of social 

structure which is assumed to influence social actors, they are interested 
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in studying how "the participants create, assemble, produce and 

reproduce the social stnicture to which they orientw (Heritage, 1987, p. 

231). What is of interest is not the analysts' perceptions of social 

structural influences on behavior, but participants' own use of those 

infiuences in specific socid interactions. Social structurai influences can 

be invoked as explanatory resources orily if the d y s t  can demonstrate 

through the behavior or conversation of the participants that those 

influences were relevant to the participants during the behavior or 

conversation. 

An understanding of the indexical and refieMve nature of language 

is essential for an understanding of the accomplished nature of meaning 

in human interaction. Language is indacical in that "wery use of 

language wifhout exception is informed by contextual attachments" 

(Heritage, 1987, p. 249). Without a context, language (and objects and 

events) have equivocal and multiple meanings. People do not speU out 

their meanings; rather, ethnographie or contextual particulars are 

assembled by participants ia conversations to decide the specific 

meaning of the talk. In this way "accounts are inextncably tied to the 

occasions of their usew (Heritage, 1987. p. 2501. Meanings are not simply 

there in the talk: they are created by the participants in the talk on the 

basis of contextual eues and social and linguistic conventions. 

Language is also refltxive. A particular use of hguage  not oniy 

accomplishes a communicative action Ce-g. m g  an order. delivering 

information, making an apology etc.), it creates a taken-for-granted 

world in which that action is regarded as meaningful. As Leiter says, 

T h e  setting gives meaning to the talk and behavior within it, whiie at 
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&sts in and through that very taik and 

rweals properties of the setting which are 

then used to make sense of the t e .  Thus talk and settings mutually 

elaborate one another. 

The concepts of indexicality and refleMvity provide a h e w o r k  for 

understanding how meaning is a continuous local accompiishment of 

people interacting in a particdar context. They provide a way to see that 

every use of language creates the grounds for its own e t e n c e  and 

provides grounds for belief in the validity of knowledge heId by 

participants in the context. These concepts provide a hmework for the 

study of language use in organïzational settings to understand how 

participants produce and reproduce their organizatïonal contexts. 

Ethnomethodologicaî Stuâies of Organhtions 

The number of people studying organizations h m  an 

ethnomethodological perspective is smaii and certainfy no coherent and 

easily de£inable corpus of research exists. As BmeU and Morgan [1979) 

note. this is perhaps hevitable. since the ontological assumptions of 

interpretivism lead to questions about whether organizations exïst in 

anything but a conceptuai sense. Many of those who take an 

ethnomethodologicai approach to study certain aspects of organizations 

corne from disciplines such as sociology, communication. and 

anthropology rather than from organbation theory. In keeping with the 

ethnomethodological program of research, these researchers do not offer 

a vision of organizations as discrete entities. but rather provide 

descriptions of the social practices which assemble organizational 
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reaiities. Ln addition. some of the work takes place in institutionai 

settings such as court rooms rather than so-called "formal" 

organizations. 

Early work in the area was done by Bittner (1965, 1967). Cicourei 

(1968). Garfinkel t19673, Siiveman (1975), Sudnow (1965). and 

Zirnrnerman (1 969). Bittner (1965) presents a critique of positivist 

approaches to organizations and suggests an ethnomethodological 

approach. He critiques the work of earlier organization theorists such as 

Weber, saying that th& theories of organizations were in fact based on 

background knmledge that members of society take for granted- Thus 

'the sociologist fînds himseif in the position of having borrowed a 

concept from those he seeks to study in order to describe what he 

observes about them" (p. 240). In short, traditionai organization 

researchers confuse topic with resource and are therefore in collusion 

with those they are studying. Bittner argues that coastructs such as 

organizationd structure, hierarchy and efficiency c a n o t  be taken for 

granted but must be regarded instead as topics for investigation. Be 

suggests that organizatioas can be viewed as "schemes of interpretation 

that competent and entitled users can invoke in yet unknown ways 

whenever it suits their purposesw (p. 250). The study of organizations is, 

in this view, the study of the ways in which organization members 

manage to do this. 

Other ethnomethodological studies of organizational practices 

develop Bittner's notion of organizations as schemes of interpretation 

used by members to achieve particuiar purposes. These studies are 

concerned with the interpretive practices through which. consciously or 
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no& people recognize, produce and reproduce social structures as taken- 

for-granted features of organïzations. Bittnefs own study of police on 

skid row (19671 demonstrates the role of the accotmting practices of the 

police in "defining the situation." Garhkel's investigations of the 

activities of jurors shows that they use common sense knowledge and 

reasoning as weU as the uoEcid juror h e w  to create an account of What 

actually happened." Sudnow (19651 shows how attorneys use common- 

sense models of typical offenses and offenders to make plea bargains that 

assign defendants to certain criminal categories. Cicoure1 (1968) uses a 

study of how official statistics on jwenile delinquency are assembled to 

demonstrate that delinquents are produced by the interpretive activities 

of the officials and Iaw enforcement agencies involved in compiling the 

statistics. Zimmerman (1 969) demonstrates that receptionists in a public 

welfare agency use ad hoc interpretations of men very clear cut 

procedures for deaiing with ciaimantS. Sflverman's (1975) analysis of a 

selection inte- shows that concepts such as 'organization" and 

'bureaucranf exist o d y  through members' interactional and interpretive 

activities . 
Dingwall and Strong [1985), also building on Bittnefs work. 

describe organizations as 'the product of members' actions in 

circumstances that are not entirely of their own rnaking (p. 212). 

Members respond to what they c d  the 'charter." or the organizational 

constraints. and at the same time have preferred personal 

understandings, or "missions," of proper organizational purposes and 

procedures. They caü for fùrther study of organizations with an 
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reasoning- 

Another group of researchers has taken an ethnomethodological 

approach to the study of work activities of scientists and 

mathematicians (e-g. G a d k k L  1986: LMngston, 1986: Lynch, 1982; 

Lynch, Livingston & Garfinkel, 19831. These studies are concerned with 

interactionai and interpretive practices of scientists in fields that had 

previously been regarded as outside the r e a h  of legitimate sociologicai 

inquiry (Hex-itage. 1987). The focus is on description of the specific 

practices that make up the locally produced order of the scientific 

activities in question and the goal is to show that. as in the ordinary 

world of day to day activities. scienmc knowledge is produced through 

local interpretive work and common sense reasoning. 

Ethnomethodoiogical research conducted in schools (e-g. Mehan. 

1978, 1979, 199 1) has simiiarIy shown that social "facts" are produced 

through the interactional and interpreüve work of school personnel. 

Mehan shows that the labeling of chiidren as either handicapped or 

normal is the result of assessrnent procedures that require the tester and 

student to jointly produce answers and the tester to interpret the 

student's actions as answers to test questions. As Mehan says (1978). 

"the social facts of the educational world emerge fkom structuring 

activities to become extemal and conskahhg. as part of a world that is 

both of our making and beyond our making (p. 61). 

A nurnber of sociologists working in the area of social problems 

have made major contributions to ethnomethodological work in 

organizations. They have focused on the interpretational work engaged in 
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that detennine their eiigibihty for s e ~ c e s .  G. Miller's (1991, 1992. 1993) 

work takes place in a social seMces agency designed to help people 6ad 

jobs and become economically seX-sufficient. He dernonstrates that 

social services professionals jus* intemenïng in the& clients' k s  by 

portraying certain events or relationships as instances of problems 

requinng intervention- That is, people are turned into legïtimate clients 

by the interactional and interpretive activities of the caseworkers who 

deai with them. Loseke (1989) ais0 look at the interactional work of 

human senrices professionals. She studied the interpretive activities of 

case workers in a shelter for battered women as they decided which 

women fit the category of battered women and which did not. This 

involved choosing potential clients on the basis of whether or not their 

characteristics fft the goais and resources of the organization. 

Holstein (1988, 1992, 1993) studied involuntary cornmitment 

hearings for mental patients wanting to return to the community. By 

anaiyzing segments of cross examinations of mental patients he 

demonstrates convincingiy that mental cornpetence or incornpetence is 

not simpiy an attribute of the person in question. Rather, signs of what 

are generalIy regarded as normalcy or deviance are interactiondy 

achieved. That is, they are "talked into being" (Heritage. 1984. p- 290) 

during the cornmitment hearings. 

A final area of ethnomethodologid research in organizational or 

institutional settings is the recent work done by conversation anaiysts 

(e.g. Drew & Heritage, 1992). Conversation analysis began as a sub-field 

of ethnomethodology concerned with how the inner workings of everyday 
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social world. Recent work in this area has focused on analysis of 

conversation in specific institutional contexts such as doctor-patient 

interaction (e-g. West. 19841, 911 emergency telephone cails (e-g. 

Zimmerman, 1984, 1992). courbooms te-g. Maynard, 1989) and news 

interviews (e.g. Greatbatch, 1988). This work has demonstrated that 

institutionai constraints both shape and are h e s t e d  in the details of 

conversations in institutional contexts. 

Particularly worthy of note in the area of conversation anaiysis is . 

Boden's (1994) recent tour de force, 'Ihe Business of T a k  Organizations in 

Action, In this study of talk in organizations. Boden takes the view that 

organizations are 'locally organized and interactionaiiy achieved 

contexts of decision-making and enduring institutional rnomentum" (p. 

1). Her major contribution to the study of organizations is the 

integration of the work of many hading organizational theorists into an 

ethnomethodological theoreticaï fkamework. Using the techniques of 

conversation analysis. she demonstrates that 'social interaction is the 

primary locus of social orderw [p. 361 by focusing specificaliy on the role 

of talk in organizations as the basis for the 'essential structuring" (p. 4) 

of organizational settings. 

While the ethnomethodologists cited here have made a valuable 

contribution to understanding how organizational realities are 

assembled through communication, noue of them .have looked at the role 

of written documents in how this accomplished. A number of 

ethnomethodologists have studied this, but before I discuss their work. I 



wilI tum to iiterature in the fields of rhetoric and business 

cornunication. 

Rhetorical Approaches to WrIting in Organhations 

In business communication there has. of course. aiways been a 

focus on writing in organîzations, but in a rather atheoretical way and 

with a primary interest in the mechanics of teaching business writing. It 

has remained for rhetoric to provide a theoretical background for 

scholars interested in gaining a better understanding of how writing is 

accomplished in organizations and how it both influences and is 

Lnnuenced by the social structures of organizations. There is now 

considerable overlap between these two areas: therefore. in the following 

review. 1 WU not distinguish between work that appears in the business 

wrtting literature and work that appears in the rhetoric and composition 

Iiterature. 

As with aU inteliectual disciplines. the study of rhetoric has been 

approached in various ways. Of particular reievance to this study is the 

recent understanding of writing as a social act. In this view, writing is no 

longer the product of an individual mind interacting with the emerging 

text; insteâd it is an act of communication between writers and readers 

who already share knowledge. Writing is embedded in social contexts and 

texk themselves are wlinks in communicative chains. with the& meaning 

emerging fiom the relationships to previous t e  and present context 

(Faigley. 1985. p. 235). 

Knowledge, in this view. is not waiting in the world to be 

transferred to wiUing readers through the written word. Rather. 
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beliefs are socialiy jusmed Bruffee, 1984, 1986). As Kuhn (1970). a 

philosopher of science, puts it, knowledge is "intrinsicaiiy the common 

property of a group or else nothing at ail" (p. 201). Drawing on the 

concept h m  literary criticism of the 'interpretive co~rmuniQ?' as a 

Ioosely comected group of people who share a world view or set of 

values, and on the concept fiom sociolùiguistics of the 'speech 

community" as a closely comected group of speakers who live in the 

same place marris, 19891, this group of schoiars has deveioped the 

concept of the discourse comm~~Ûty as the source of knowledge. Faigley 

(19851 describes a discourse community as a group of people with 

particular discourse cornpetence who ' h w  what is worth 

communicating, how it can be communicated, what other members of 

the community are likely to know and believe to be true about certain 

subjects, how other members can be persuadeci. and so on" (p. 238). 

According to these scholars, writing hnctions not just to transfer 

information from one individual to another but to shape and organize 

the social setmg in which the writing takes place. Reither (19851. for 

example, believes that %rithg is ... one of those processes which. in its 

use, creates and constitutes it own contexts" (p. 162). Cooper (1986) 

proposes an ecologid mode1 of Wnting in which 'aii characteristics of 

any individual miter or piece of writing both determine and are 

determined by the characteristics of al1 the other writers and writing in 

the systemn (p. 137). Harrison (1988) agrees. pointing out that aithough 

environments contain information about how writing is to be done, 

"writing in organizations is more than just an activity for accomplishing 
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organizational tasks; it may additionally lx seen as a discourse process 

fundamental to the creation of organized activity" (p. 17). And Bazerman 

& Paradis [1991} Say, 3vritulg is more than sociaiiy embedded; is it 

socidy constructive. Writing structures our relations with others and 

organizes our perceptions of the world" (p. 3). 

Scholars wanting to study the writing activities of discourse 

communities turned quite naturally to the study of writing in 

organizational settings. The organizations which make up the world of 

work provide well det'uied and diverse communities in which to study the 

interrelationship of writers, writing processes, and social contexts. A 

growing body of work now exists that examines various aspects of 

workplace writing (e.g. Bazerrnan & Paradis, 199 1: BIyler & Thralls, 1993; 

Cross, 1990; Doheny-Farina 1985: Kogan, 1989: Lay & Karis, 199 1: 

Odeïi& Goswami, f 985; Spilka, 1993). For the purpose of this thesis, 1 

review work that explores the relationship of writing to social context. I 

have divided the literature into two groups: those studies that look at 

the irifluence of organizationai contexts on writing and those studies 

that look at the influence of writing on organizational conte-. 

Organizational Coottzts Affect Writing 

In one of the first studies to examine how organizational contexts 

affect writers, Odeïi and Goswami (19821 studied the writing of employees 

at a social services agency. They found that the writing style of the 

participants varied depending on the department to which the writer 

belonged. Thus, not only the organization but even the department 

within the organization fiad an effect on the writing produced by 
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members. In a later study of the mting practices of a group of legislative 

analysts in a state bureaumasr, Odeii (1985) also found a clear link 

between organizational factors and writing. One of his main findings was 

that wrfters based their rhetorical choices on their kmwIedge of shared 

attitudes and ways of operating within the organization. 

In the& study of the Three Mile Island and Challenger disasters. 

Hemdl, Fennell and Miller (1991) ais0 looked at the how organizationai 

factors influence communication, They concluded that patterns of 

language use reflect the social structure of organïzations. The linguistic 

behavior of groups within organizations is shaped, at Ieast in part by 

the group to which they belong. Different subgroups within the 

organization therefore have different discourse practices. The demands of 

different discourse communities within the organization can lead to 

miscommunication and misunderstanding between groups. which has 

the potential to cause major disasters such as the ones examined in this 

study. 

Winsor's (1989) study of an engineer working in a research and 

development Company examines how the corporation both supported and 

constrained his writing activities. Communal expectations shaped not 

only the document's purpose and authorship, but also the organization 

and wording of the final text. Winsor found that. in a certain sense. the 

document was a product of the organïzation rather than of the 

individual writer. 

Suchan's (1995) study of the influence of organizational metaphors 

on writers stylistic choices showed the influence of what he c d s  the 

organizatiods root metaphor on how writers perceived their 
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communication rok and how they made the& rhetorical choices. The 

writers in this particular workplace saw themselves as mere conduits for 

information in an organization that ran like a smoothly operating 

machine. Thus they had no concem for the& readers and their reports 

were poorly organfied and hard to read. 

A study by Brown and Hemdi (1986) attests to the power of the 

linguistic noms of a community to influence the writing of its members. 

They looked at writing in a number of large corporations and found that 

even when empIoyees were told that certain styiistic features. such as 

superfluous nominahations, were abad." they continued to fill the& 

prose wfth these features. Brown and Hemdl concluded that these 

features were characteristic of corporate writing and were part of the 

corporate culture. They had become important indicators of belonging in 

the company. Lower ranking employees or those who were insecure about 

their status in the company therefore continued to use nominalizations 

in spite of knowiug that they were 'incorrect." Hagge and Kostelnick 

(1989) also found that relational concems affect language usage. They 

found that auditors in an accomting firm invariably use 'bureaucratese" 

in response to delicate interactional situations that require them to 

criticize their clients' financial reporting without offending them. The 

auditors' linguistic choices are reasonable responses in difEcuit 

rhetoricd situations. 

Intemal factors are not the oniy factors that affect how writing is 

done within an organkation. Miller and Seizer (1985) also found factors 

arising from the nature of the discipline the writers are working within. 

They studied engineering reports produced in a research and development 
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writing specific to the discipline of engineering as weli as on constraints 

imposed by the organîzational setting. Lipsom (1986) studied the writing 

of scientists in RBrD organizations and found that efforts of the 

companies to get the scientists to mite more like company employees 

and less Like scientists caused strife within the company. She concluded 

that the demands of the corporate culture for a partic& writing style 

were in connict with the demands of the writing style of the scientists' 

professional culture. The conaicting demands of the different discourse 

communities to which the scientists belonged Ied to the failure of the 

scientists to write effectively for the corporation. 

Influences extemal to an organization can aiso have effects on the 

writing done within an organiation. Freed and Broadhead (1986) 

conclude that writers' awareness of the& company's place in the larger 

culture affects the writing of company employees. Linda Driskill(1989) 

pulls a number of the possible innuences on writers in organkations 

together into a comprehensive model. Wnters. she says. di on a 

sophisticated understanding of the cornplex interrelationships of many 

factors impinging on the organization which 'reflects the values of 

corporate culture. the requirements of organizational structure, the 

influences of the firm's extemai environment, and ways of thinking and 

arguing that derive fkom the individual's training, education, and 

professional role" @. 138). 

In a more recent article. Porter (1993) notes the influence of ethicai 

and moral codes and company policies on the activities of corporate 

writers. He d i s  for thoughtful and ethical writers to carefully examine 
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that may impinge on them. 

Writing Innuences Organizationaî Contexts 

As the above review indicates, many researchers have looked at the 

influence of context on writing. Wtiile these researchers g e n e d y  situate 

themsehres within the social approach to writing, most of them do Little 

more than eiaborate on Aristotle's advice to attend to the needs and 

beliefs of the audience when constnicting arguments. A considerably 

smaller number of researchers has addressed the question of how writïng 

in turn influences social c o n t e  Some of these studies examine the 

constructive nature of texts and how they provide a franiework for 

thinking and acting wïthin partic* discourse communities (e.g. 

McCarthy, 1991: Myers. 1985; Paradis. 19911. A smaii number of studies 

have looked at how writing functions and how rhetorical activity 

structures socid realities in orgémkaüons. 

Paradis. Dobrin and Miller (1985). in a study of the writing done in 

a research and development organization. iooked at the role that 

composing can play in the dweloprnent of an organization. They found 

that although the employees viewed writing simply as a means of 

handling information. it actudy served a number of social functions 

within the organization and was crucial to the success of individuals 

within the organization and to the success of the organization itself. 

They found that managers used the document cycling process (editing 

drafts written by junior employees and returning them for revisions) to 

manage the work of their employees and to initiate them into the 
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company. Ail employees used it to make others aware of their work and 

to extend their networks wtthin the organiation. Writing was *a prirnary 

means of bringing the activities of Merent groups and Uidkviduals into 

phase with one anothef [p. 305). 

Doheny-Farina (1985) examined how rhetorical activfty can change 

the social structures of an organization. He conducted research at a 

newly formed company in which a number of senior employees were 

collaborating on the writing of a new business plan. Work on the 

business plan opened the door for a power struggle with the president 

over control of the company. Through the writing process. conflicting 

views of the organïzational reaIity were integrated in a way that changed 

the structure. goals. and wen the nature of the organization itseE 

Suchan and Dulek (1990) also note the role of writing in shaping 

organizational contact. Reacting to business writing consultants who 

advocate adherence to specific hguistic strategies for attaining clarlty in 

business writing (such as avoidance of passive voice). they point out that 

business people work in specific language communities that 'reflect the 

way their organizations view and process information" (p. 89). Thus not 

only is the writing of organization members influenced by the language 

noms of the organization but 'the language, style, and even formats 

that a discourse community evolves help determine the hguistic shared 

vision of the organization" (p. 96). 

Recent work in the area of genre theory [e.g. Paré. 1993: Paré â 

Smart. 1994; Smart. 1993) has also looked at how writing and social 

context are related. In this body of theory, genres are regarded not sirnply 

as formulas for the production of documents with particular textual 
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similar goais in situations socidy perceived as being s i m W  

Bazerman, 1988, p. 62). Genres are dso seen as  being associated with 

reading practices used to interpret them and social roles performed by 

both writers and readers. Genres are thus responses to the recurrent 

cormnunication needs of communities and work to regularize both 

communication and social relations. An existing genre provides the 

context for each subsequent use of the genre, but each use of a genre has 

the potential to both reinforce and reshape the genre and witfi it the 

social relations and the discourse of the community- As C. Miller puts it, 

"as recurrent patterns of ianguage use. genres help constitute the 

substance of o u  cultural lifew (1984, p. 163). 

Two writers have focused on the talk that surrounds documents in 

organizations. Spiika (1990, 1993) studied what she calls orality in the 

writing process. She found that taking to others was not only the most 

effective way of analyzuig audiences and adapting discourse to multiple 

audiences, but also the principal means through which writers buiit and 

sustained the corporate culture. The process of interacting was more 

influentid than the written product in achieving corporate goals and in 

negotiating 'new consbucts of reality" (p. 63). 

Schneider (1993) studied the collaborative writing of a proposal by 

rehabilitation personnel in an extended hedth care setting. She 

concluded that the writers used talk to conceive, develop, and refine their 

strategies for achieving their rhetorical goals. Perhaps more important@, 

the collaborative writing task provided a fonim for the writing group 

rnembers to validate their roles in the organization, redefine their 
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the power relations of the organization in ways that wouid be 

advantageous to themselves. 

EthnometadoIogy and the Study of Wtiting 

As the foregoing review of iiterature indicates. in both organization 

theory and contemporary rhetoricai theory, researchers have stmggied to 

understand the reiationship between social structure and individuai 

actors in the sociai world. in traditional organizition theory, the central 

concern has been and continues to be the analysis of social structure as 

the determining force in social behavior. The individual, for the most 

part, is consigned to being at the mercy of larger structural forces. In 

organizational communication, the focus has correspondingly been on 

the effects of social structure on cornunication. with almost no 

attention paid to written t e s .  

In rhetoric. the recent social approach has drawn attention to the 

interrelationship of sociai context, writers. and written text. In fact. the 

idea that writing both shapes and is shaped by social context has 

becorne something of a cliché in the writing literature. with almost every 

article about writing fkom the social perspective making reference to this 

idea. However. doser examination of most of this research reveals that 

the researchers regard social context and the activiües of writers not as 

mutually constituting but as separate domains which interact in 

particular ways. This attitude is revealed in the language used to describe 

the relationship between writers and contexts. For example. in a recent 

article. Spilka (1993) refers to writing as "modifyingn (p. 72) social 
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context; and Paré (1993) describes communities as ucontroUing (p. 122) 

discourse and know1edge. 

I believe that ethnomethodoIogy offers a theoretical perspectÏve 

that can bring writing researchers to a deeper understanding than either 

the organizational communication or rhetoricai approaches offer of 

exactly how the reciprocal relationship between what is traditionally 

regarded as social structure and the actfvities of writers works. I t  offers a 

way to see that although individuals regard the social world as a 

separate domain. both enabling and constraining. it is O* through the 

interpetive activities of social actors that the social world exîsts at alî. 

The world of 'sociai facts" is accomplished by social actors as they 

produce and organize the c~cumstances of daily Me. Writers. through 

the social practices that make up the act of writing, particukly the taik 

in which writing is embedded. produce and reproduce the facts of social 

context. 

As Boden (1994) has pointed out  taik provides the primary 

medium of social interaction within organizations. People talk to each 

other to accomplish almost evev  aspect of orgmkational Me. A number 

of other theorists have also identified talk as an important activity in 

organizations. Minzberg (1973). in his pionee~g  study in this field, 

discovered that most of a manager's day is spent in verbal 

communication. Managers need this constant verbal interaction in order 

to stay up-toilate with what is happening in the organization. Gron 

(1983) identified managers' talk not just  as the way work gets done in 

organizations but as the pn'maxy work of managers in organizations. in 

his study of the talk of a school principal. Gron showed that t ak  not 
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only accomplished the work of administering the school. but was the 

main means through which administrative control was both contested 

and maintained. 

- Although we know that taik is the primary medium of 

communication. we also know that people in organhations often find it 

n e c e s s q  to write documents to capture in some permanent and 

reproducible form what they have talked about. It is my contention that 

documents are iaextricably bound up with taik in organizations and 

cannot be understood without reference to that ta&. Organizational 

documents could not exist in the form that they do without the taik 

surrounding their production. As much of the research on writing in 

organizations establishes, writers in organizations aImost never work 

alone. They either coilaborate directly with others in writing groups or 

they revise the& writing in response to comments or orders from others 

in the organization. Once written. documents circulate through the 

organization or outside the organization and in turn produce more a, 
which may lead to changes in the documents. to the production of new 

documents and in some cases even to action. Talk must therefore be the 

primary object of study in understanding writing in organizations. The 

focus of ethnomethodology on social interaction, which is for the most 

part ta&, makes it an ideal perspective from which to study the social 

practices that surround the writing of texts in organizations. 

The last studies in the fieid of rhetoric cited above [Spilka, 1990. 

1993; Schneider, 1993) recognize that tdk c o ~ e c t s  writing and social 

context, and both refer to taik as the means through which social 

realities are produced and reproduced. However, neither shows how this 
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really happens in the production of documents. This is perhaps not 

surprising, as the taken-for-granteci nature of social interaction works to 

obscure the importance of interaction for carryîng out daily activities. 

Ethnomethodology allows us to see that in al1 of this t a k  what is being 

discussed is not simply the words that wiil appear on the pages of the 

document. Rather, the organization itself is being negotiated and 

defined, taked into being, through the tak  that surrounds documents. 

And although documents are produced by individuais or groups of 

individuah within organizations, documents represent not primariiy the 

perspectives and points of view of the indnriduals or groups of individuals 

who produce them, but rather the perspectives and images of the 

organizations in which they are produced. Documents become the 

written representation of organizations themselves. 

M a q  Douglas's work on institutional thinking (1986) provides 

insight into how documents can corne to represent organizations. 

Douglas says that institutions provide individuais with 'collective 

representations," or  culhmiiy shared and standardized categories, which 

they use to make sense of everyday Me. These collective representations 

provide a framework of "social conventions that involve typical and 

routine ways of representing social reality" (Holstein & Miller, 1993, p. 

134) that ailow individuals to assimilate and organize concrete 

experience into "social facts." As Douglas (1986) says. "An answer is ody 

seen to be the nght one if it sustains the institutional thinking that is 

already in the rninds of individuds as they hy to decide" [p. 4). A 

document is therefore perceived as a good document ody if it sustains 

this institutional thinking. Documents, although produced by 
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individuals, thus corne to be organizationai rather than individual 

efforts. 

G. Miller (1994) elaborates this concept by describing organizations 

as "situated conventions" (p. 287) and uses the tenn uorganizational 

discourse" to describe the ianguage that pervades any given organization. 

This discourse d e s  available to members certain prefened ways of 

thinking and acting within the organization and represses other Iess 

preferred ways of thinking and acting. According to G. Miller, "members 

use resources avaiiable in settings to organize th& activities and assign 

meaning to their own and others' actionsw (p. 282). The institutional 

discourse thus structures but does not determine members' thoughts and 

actions. Members carry out Iocal interpretive work using an array of Iocai 

interpretive resources. As Holstein and Gubrium (1994) put it, people 

within organizations "carry with them the biographicai basis for 

resistance, personai and interpersonai histories that compete with 

organizationai categories as means for interpreting experiencew (p. 268). 

Thus. although individuals mite documents that represent organizations 

by adhering to the requirements of the organizational discourse. 

individuds exercise autonomy in mctking iinguistic and rhetorical 

choices as they write. 

And, as G. Miller says, social settings are never settIed once and 

for dl. They are constantly shifting, constantiy accomplished in 

interaction as 'setting members discursively constitute and reconstitute 

social settings by using available interactionai and interpretive resources 

to organize and pursue their practicai interestsw 11994. p. 29n. 

Individual members of organizations argue for preferred ways of "doing" 
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the organîzation by c a h g  on taken-for-granted organizationaï 

categories to support their view of the organization and their roles within 

it. Participants in the writing process constnict warrantable arguments 

for their versions not only of documents but of the organizations in 

which the writing process is embedded. Using the resources provided by 

the organïzational discourse. members may triviaiize other members' 

concerns by attacking not only the substance of the concems but aiso 

the way in which the concems are raised. This aUows dominant members 

of organizations to marginahe others by drawfng on the organizational 

discourse to promote a preferred view of the organization. As L. Miller 

(1993) says. ail tdk upromotes a preferred account of the world, one that 

necessarîiy disqualifies other accountsw (p. 1 571. Participants in the 

writing process use preferred modes of interaction in an organization to 

construct the power relations that make some reality daims more 

available than others. 

Thus. some voices come to dominate others. some points of view 

becorne accepted as somehow better or more appropriate for partlculat 

documents wtthin particular organizations. L. Miller (1993) points out 

that every 'apparently settied order conceals a reality struggle* (p. 168). 

Some way of talking in the organization has come to dominate ail other 

possible ways. That is, some version of the organization has come to 

count as the *rightn one. 

This is a very dinerent view of organizational power than can be 

found in the very large traditionai literature on power in organiations. 

In that literature, power is treated as a variable, one among many with a 

role in determining organizational regularities ('ïompkins & Cheney. 
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1985). It is regarded as Iodged in people or in ofIlces and i s  often deflned 

as 'the potentiai of one person to change the attitudes or behavior of 

another person in a desired rnanner" (Fimbel. 1994). O r g w t i o n  

schoks describe power as a 3 n e s q  and perpIexing concept (e-g. Conrad 

& Ryan. 1985: Frost, 1987) and have made various attempts to analyze it 

as having a variety of bases and types. French and Raven (1959) for 

example have provided a typology of power that is stiU cited fkequently in 

the fiterature. They dMde power into the following categories: reward 

power, coercive power, Iegltimate paver, referent power, expert power. 

and information power. Frost (1987) describes two kinds of power. one on 

the surface and the other deep within the structure of organizations. He 

says that power is a 'multifaceted phenornenon that has surface, visible 

characteristics as weU as hidden ones, whose interrelations must be 

carefÙUy teased out if one is to fuUy grasp their meanirig" (p. 505). Power 

in this view is a discrete entity that can be identified and understood. 

Ethnomethodologists, on the other hand. rarely discuss power 

explicitly. Instead they describe the social practices through which what 

count as power reiationships are accomplished and maintaineci. Puwer is 

not a thing or even a concept; it is. rather, an interactional 

accomplishment, a joint production of situated actow, as one person's or 

one group's version of the situatim cornes to count as the correct one. 

For example, Siberman (1975) cites a conversation between the 

chairman of a board and a newcomer to show that the chairman and the 

newcomer display the& sense of their relative positions in the hierarchy 

in the conversation and in doing so reproduce a version of the 

organization in which one of them is more powerfÛ1 than the other. In 
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Loseke, 1989: G. Miiier, 1991; Zimmerman, 1967). researchers examine 

conversations between potential clients and social workers and 

conversations among social workers to show that people are "producedw 

(Holstein, 1992) as suitabIe clients for the agency througb social 

interaction. Social workers match potential clients with the goals and 

resources of the agency by attending only to organizationally relatant 

aspects of clients' stories. In the end, the social workers' versions of the 

clients' stories are the ones that count in the decision-making about 

who gets services. 

Such a view suggests that in writing documents in organizations, 

power is accomplished in negotiations over linguistic and rhetoricai 

choices and in discussions, either by wnters or readers, of the meaning 

of those choices. Through choices and interpretations that confhn or 

contest organizationai thinking, particular versions of reality are 

produced and reproduced. This codirms that, in order to understand why 

documents take a particular form in a particular setting, research must 

focus on the social practices surrounding the reading and writing of 

documents in organizations. A number of ethnornethodologists have 

taken this as their topic of study, touching on issues of what is 

traditionally regarded as power. in the next section, 1 describe some of 

these studies. 

Ethnomethodological Studies of Writing in Organizations 

G e e l  was perhaps the first to identify documents as 

significant constituents of social relations. His (1967) study of records at 
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a psychiatric clinic pre-dates the social movement in rhetoric by almost 

20 years but touches on m a n .  of the same themes. When he and his 

research team read clinic records fiom the point of view of researchers 

trying to gather information about clinic activities, they found the 

records to be incomplete, confusing, and in the end useless for their 

investigation. In short, they thought that the records were "badly" kept 

Howwer, when the records were seen as serving the interests of 

individuals within the organization, of the organization itself, and of 

medical and psychiatric services in generd, then the =y the records 

were kept became comprehensibIe. Garfinkel notes that the records not 

only revealed a social order, they required that readers understand the 

social. order to understand the records. He sees record keeping practices 

as  a way for bureaucraties to protect themseives fkom attack by people 

who do not understand either typicd clinic procedures or recording 

practices. 

Garfinkel indirectly addresses the question of power in record 

keeping. For Zimmerman [1969), power is a central issue. in his study of 

record keeping in a public welfare agency, he was interested in how 

documents "achieve the authority of objective and impersonal accounts 

of persons' Iivesw (p. 321). His interest was motivated by the story of an 

appiicant for social assistance who had Iost her birth certificate but 

produced a piece of paper onto which she had copied her birthdate. This 

piece of paper was, of course. not accepted as authoritative evidence of 

the applicant's age. He demonstrates that the interpretive work of 

receptionists and case workers transforms apphcants' stories into factual 

accounts that can then be used as  the basis for bureaucratic decisions. 
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applicants and the pubIic organization become wpIain facts." avaiiable for 

anyone to see. The authority of apparentiy objective official written 

records rests not on the correspondence of the document to 'reality," but 

on the routine interpretive work that goes into the production of those 

records, 

Smith has devoted most of her writings to the investigation of 

exactly the phenornenon described by Zimmerman: her interest is in 

'making documents or texts visible as constituents of social relations" 

and therefore of power relations in society (1985, p. 59). Documents, as 

Smith (1985) points out, ' c r y s t . e  and presexve a definite form of 

words detached Erom their local historicity" (p. 601. The social practices 

that have accomplished the wriüng of the document are not simply 

concealed by the written word: they disappear completely. leaving the 

document to stand on its own as a perspectiveless object that then 

influences fiiture social practices. Wnters use an interpretive schema to 

assemble and order information in such a way that the b a l  product 

represents the organization but appears as an objective. neutrai entity. 

Latour and Woolgar (1979). studying the wurk of scientists in 

laboratories, coined the term 'inscriptionw to describe this process: local 

accomplishments are transformed into scientific 'facts" through the 

creation of written documents that then are used by other scientists as 

the basis for their own local practices. 

The words on the page of a document are the same for anyone who 

reads them. whatever setting they read them in. However, readers engage 

or 'activate" (Smith. 1985) the written text not just as individuah. but 
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as organization members or outsiders who bring interpretive schemas or 

Iocal interpretive practices to the reading of the document. Neither 

written text nor reading practice 'appear fkom nowherew (Smith, 1985, p. 

72). Bo th are highly social, interactional accomplishments embedded 

within and constitutive of the networks of social practices that surrou11d 

the document For Smith (19901, the goal of research on documents in 

organizations is to examine 'the organizational processes that do the 

work of transposing actual happenings, experiences. goings on. states of 

&airs as actualities, into an objectified system of records defining and 

defined by the jurisdiction and objectives of formai organizationw (p. 

143). 

Mehan (1991) also notes the importance of texts as a basis for 

decision-making, this time in an educationai setting. School staff engage 

in interpretive work in testing and classifying students and the 

documents generated at each stage of the process becorne the basis of 

interaction in subsequent stages of student placement decision-making. 

The educational fate of individual students is tied not to students' 

abilities or lack thereof but to the interpretive work of those writing the 

documents and making the decisions. 

As the foregoing review indicates, ethnomethodoIogists have 

studied both organizations and documents in organizations. I was able 

to find only one study (Brandt. 1992) which takes an 

ethnomethodological approach to writing processes. Situated in the 

rhetoric literature, it does not look at writing in organizations. However, 

it does offers an interesting exploration of ethnomethodology as a way to 

bring together the social and the cognitive approaches to writing. As 
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noted earlier. the social approach to Wnting regards the social world as 

something that writers must attend to in their writing activities. The 

cognitive approach divorces individual cognitive activities kom sociai 

context. Brandt (1992) suggests that an ethnomethodological approach 

'treats writers as being in the social world when they composew (p. 325). 

She regards the mental representations, or interpretations, that the 

cognitivists Say guide the writing process and acts of cognition in the 

writing process. such as those that go into the planning, cirafting, and 

revising of a document, as sense-making activities through which social 

contexts are both revealed and constituted. 

It seems that no one has taken an ethnomethodological approach 

to bring insights £ h m  organizational communication and rhetoric to the 

study of how writing is done in organizations. Ethnomethodology offers 

an approach that aiiows writing researchers to ask different questions 

about writing in orgatzizaiions than either organizational 

communication or rhetorical approaches allow. Rather than focusing 

specifically on the composing processes of individuals or groups and the 

contextual influences on those processes, ethnomethodology allows 

researchers to ask how the processes of particula. participants in local 

interaction both reveal and constitute social context. I t  aiiows 

researchers to see that social practices that malcc up the m y  activities 

writers engage in, fkom creating and shaping arguments to achieve 

rhetorical goals, to integrating multiple perspectives into a single 

document, to making specific organizationai, grammaticai. and linguistic 

choices, are reflexively connected to the social contexts of writing. In 
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negotiations in which the production of written documents is embedded. 

Muation rnd ~ t e r v i e w  Raseasch 

Before tuming to the study itself. I wili touch on one more area of 

scholarship. Although this study is not dïrectly concemed with 

educational evaluation, as the participants in this study were imlved in 

carryfng out an internai revîew and evaluation of a group of the& 

programs. it seems appropriate to look briefly at the educational 

evaluation iiterature. As with the other literatures reviewed here. this 

fiterature can be categorized in a number of different ways. Worthen and 

Sanders (1987) divide the area into six mafor groups of approaches that 

encompass more than 50 dinerent models for ataluation. Guba and 

Lincoln (1989) iden- four ugenerations" of approaches to evaiuation. 1 

will look at the various approaches in terms of the assumptions 

underlying them. 

Most of the work done in evaluation is firmly planted in the 

positivist camp. The field had its ongins in the early part of this century 

in the testing of school children in order to classify them and determine 

their progress. The testing movement. referred to by Guba and Lincoln 

(1989) as first generation evaiuation. spread into many areas of North 

American life. Tests were administered not only by schools but also by 

the army and scientific managers wanting to improve business 

performance. fed by the idea that good decisions about individuals could 

only be made on the basis of objective test results. This kind of 

measurement of individual characteristics and achievement is stiU alive 
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and weil in many forms. including such tests as inteiiigence tests. 

province-wide achievement tests and University entrance exams such as 

SATs. 

The second generation of evaluation identified by Guba and 

Lincoln (1989) is objecttves-oriented evaiuation. Worthen and Sanders 

(1 987) identify a number of different objectives-oriented models ail 

having in common the identification of objectives and the evaluation of 

programs in terms of how weil they meet the stated objectives. Not ody 

are students evaiuated, but the programs the students are in are 

themseives evaluated to determine if they are in fact accompllshing the& 

educationai goals. 

However, as adherents of third generaüon evaluation point out. 

wduators in this second generation were reluctant to assess the 

objectives themselves. So a third generation of evaiuation addressed a 

need to make judgments about educational programs, not just to 

describe them in relation to objectives. Worthen and Sanders identify a 

number of Merent approaches that f d  into this group. These include 

management-oriented approaches. which address managers' needs for 

information for decision making; expertise-oriented approaches. in which 

experts in particular fields conduct evaluations in those fields; and 

adversaxy-oriented approaches. in which two or more evaluators with 

opposing vie- evaluate the same program as a way to ensure f m e s s  

and balance in the evaluation. 

Ail of the approaches described thus far are M y  rooted in 

positivist assumptions. Guba and Lincoln have critiqued these 

approaches to evaiuation at length (1981. 1989). saying that because 
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they rely on positnrist assumptions, they are managerialist in orientation 

and fail to accommodate vaiue pluralism. They propose instead a fourth 

generation of evaluation based on interpretivist assumptions called 

respunsive constructivist evaluation in which the role of the evaluator is 

to respond to an audience's need for information in ways that account 

for the different values of its W o u s  members. The evaluation must be 

guided by the claims, issues, and concerns of ail stakeholdm. aii of 

whfch must be understood and taken into account. They advocate full 

involvement of ail participants in an evaluation so that they are *treated 

as humans, not as  subjects of experimentation or objects of study" 

(1989, p. 11) and the use of what they caii constructivist methodology to 

carry out evaluation based on interpretivist assumptions. 

Aithough Guba and Lincoln (1989) do not rule out quantitative 

methods, constructivist methodology, for the most part. relies not on the 

quantitative methods usual in positivist research but on what are 

commonly called qualitative methods, such as interviews, focus groups 

and observationai methods. However. dthough these methods are often 

used in approaches that are based on interpretivist assumptions, they do 

not necessarily indicate that the research is interpretivist in nature. 

These methods are also commonly used to provide data for positivist 

evaluations, as Patton (1987'). for example. flustrates in a iittie book on 

conducting evaiuations caiied How to Use Qualitative Methods  in 

Evaluafion. Intexviews in particular can be found in many different 

approaches to evaluation. As the administrators in this study used 

interviews to conduct their evaluation. I will focus here on this method 

for gathering data. 
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As Holstein and Gubrium (1994) point out in their book, The A& 

Intervieur, interviews can be understood in at least two Merent ways. 

First is the conception of inte~ewing that pervades the social sciences. 

Holstein and Gubrium use the metaphor of the interviewer 'prospecting" 

for " m e  facts and feelingsw (p. 2) to illustrate this conception. in this 

view, the interview subject is a passive vessel of answers and emotions 

waiting to be released by the intervieweis questions. The interviewer has 

merely to ask the right questions and the "reality" of the interview 

subject's experience will be avaifablc to the intemiewer. Whether this 

vessel of answers is seen primanly as rational and informat%ve. as in the 

traditional s w e y  intemiew, or as a deep wekpring of ernotions, as in 

the Studs Terkel style of interview, the pnnciple is the same: the research 

subject has within him or her the iriformation that the researcher 

requires. The inte~ewer's job, according to the prospecting metaphor. is 

to gain access to that passive vesse1 of answers in such a way that the 

answers that are elicited can be regarded as good answers. That is. the 

interviewer must maximize 'the flow of reiiable and valid information 

while minimizing the distortions of what the respondent knows" 

[Holstein & Gubnum, 1994, p. 3). 

Holstein and Gubrium (1994) contrast ttiis with another view of 

interviewing in which the interview is seen as an interactional 

accomplishment. They agree that the interview subject has a fund of 

knowledge, which they cal1 a stock of knowledge. However, they regard 

this fund of knowledge as "a diverse. multifaceted. and emerging 

resource" that changes as the interview deveIops, and they daim that 

access to it is "actively selective and constructivew (p. 30). interview 
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vessels. They are acttve makers of meaning, assembling, and modifying 

the& answers in response to the progress of the intenriew. Answers that 

emerge depend not only on which aspects of the stock of knowledge the 

interviewer activates but also on the role or roles taken on by the 

respondent during the in t e~ew.  Dffferent answers may emerge 

depending on how the inte~ewer positions the respondent and on the 

point of view, or role. taken by the respondent. The interview is a 

collaborative enterprfse with ail participants inevitably implicated in the 

production of the social reality of the in te~ew.  The interviewer is thus 

no longer sirnply a conduit for answers but rather is deeply irnplicated in 

the production of answers. 

in the foiiowing chapters. 1 describe and analyze the intemiewing 

and writing activïties of two managers in an educational organization 

who were carrying out an internai review and evaluation of a group of 

their programs. The rwiew process resuited in a report +bat made a 

number of recommendations for changes to the program under review. 

My interest is not in how well they carried out their evaluation or wrote 

their document but rather in how their activities as inte~ewers and 

writers were both shaped by and in tum shaped their organizsrtionai 

context. I wiU examine how the reaiities of the organizatioa were 

assembled through the talk that çurrounded the writing of the report and 

how the managers asserted the version of the organization presented in 

the document as the 'correct" one. 



Chapter 3 
Methodology and Research Setting 

Ethnomethodologists are committed to showing social structure as 

'achievements.. .outcornes of practices of conduct in interactionw 

(Schegioff. 1992. p. 1 18). 'something humans dow (Zimmerman & Boden, 

199 1. p. 4). However. acactly what i s  the most appropriate way for 

analysts to do this and what counts as good evidence is a matter of some 

debate witfiin the field. In this study, I use the method of constitutive 

anaipis as proposed by Mehan (1978) and used by such researchers of 

organizational and institutional settings as G. Miller (e.g. 1991) and 

Holstein (e.g. 1988). Before elaborating this method. I review the 

continuing methodological debate wïthin the field of ethnomethodology 

between conversation analysts. who focus only on the mechanisms of 

conversation, and constitutive andysts. who whiie stiil committed to 

studying social interaction. see this interaction as taking place within 

larger social or cultural settings. 

Conversation andysts insist that the mechanisms of conversation 

provide the basis for social interaction through whïch evidence of social 

structure is discovered. Through close analysis of tape or video recorded 

instances of social interactions. analysts attend to the tum taking 

system and sequential o r g m a o n  of interaction in order to understand 

what the participants themselves believe is being said and done in the 

talk. This approach is based on the belief of Sacks and SchegIoff (Wiison 

199 1 : Zimmerman and Boden, 199 1) that social structures. institutions. 

and organizations are culturally variable and historically contingent. 

whereas the 'rnachinery of conversation." which is assumed to 'underlie 
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the construction of conventions of all sorts...is invariant to historical 

progression and cultural variationw (Zimmerman & Boden, 199 1, p. 12). 

Schegloff (1991, 1992) identifies two problems for the analyst in 

ident-g the participants' orientation to social stnicture. The fint of 

these, taken directly fkom Sacks lectures fkom the ealy '70's, he c a s  

relevance. A s  Sacks (1970) puts it, "For any person being taiked of, how 

is it that Members go about selecting the set in terms of whose categories 

that person is going to be talked of?" (p. 3). H m  do we know that the 

descriptive category a traditional sociologist might invoke to explain 

certain social interaction is in fact the "right" one. the one that the 

people involved in the interaction are themselves usmg to smcture their 

interaction? As Schegioff points out, this is not to Say that our common 

sense intuition that people are iduenced by social stntcturd factors is 

incorrect, only to Say that this intuition must be 'converted into the 

hard currency of defensible anaiysis" ( 1992, p. 106). People are indeed 

mde or femaie, black or white or something else, professor or student. 

But he says that we must see m e n c e  in the social interaction, either in 

the & or in the conduct. that those categories mattered. were relevant, 

to the participants themselves on that particular occasion. 

The second problem he calls procedural consequentiaiity. This has 

to do with the relevance of aspects of the social context for the 

participants in social interaction. Again. it is not enough for analysts to 

invoke kaditional sociologicaI aspects of sociai context. They cannot just 

appropriate terms from the lexicon of traditional sociology. They must 

show that the "participants themselves are demonstrably oriented tom 

(Drew & Heritage. 1992, p. 20) the factors in question. The anaiyst's job 
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then. to pnvilege sociology's concerns under the rubric 'social structure,' 

but to discover them in the member's words, if they are therew (Schegloff, 

1992; p. 128). In SchegIoff s view, if evidence that participants are 

orïented toward certain features of context is present in the 

conversation, then there is no need to invoke a larger context. if it is 

not, then no grounds exist on which to invoke the larger context, 

Hugh Mehan (1978, 199 1) provides a somewhat different view of 

how ethnornethodologists should go about kding out how interaction 

and structure are iinked. He too beiieves that structure is revealed in 

interaction and that social facts are 'produced in concerted interactionw 

(199 1, p. 73). However, he points out that sociai facts are accompiished 

collaboratively by social actors situated within particular historical, 

cultural, and institutional contexts (1991), not by soiitary individuals 

making up meanings to suit themselves. Social actors are enmeshed in 

webs of linguistic, historical, and cultural precedents that idluence the 

sociai facts that they produce. He suggests that analysts 'study the 

situated artful practices of people and the ways in which these are 

employed to create an objectified everyday world without losing sight of 

institutionai and cultural context" (199 1, p. 75). 

Mehan critiques conversation analysts' exclusive preoccupation 

with members' own practices. saying that stmcturing should not be 

treated separately h m  structures. He proposes a method that he calIs 

"constitutive ethnography," which he believes can demonstrate the 

situated rela~ance of interaction while at the same time r e m m g  

faithfd to the ethnomethodological tenet of attention to member's own 
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orientation to structure, Constitutive analysis p u b  stmcturing and 

structures on an equd footing by showing h m  "social facts of 

the.. .world emerge korn sncturfng activities to become extemai and 

constraining. as part of a w d d  that is both of our making and beyond 

our making (p. 60). 

Mehan (1991) provides an -pie of an interaction in which 

"distal" influences, or 'circumstances which influence the course of 

interaction that onginate outside the institution" (p. 87). are not 

available in the interaction itself but do indeed influence the outcome of 

the interaction. in this m p l e ,  parents are not informeci about th& 

right to a placement for their chiid outside the school system until after 

the decision to piace the chiid within the systern has been made- An 

extemai placement would cost the schooI system money and is therefore 

not a choice the schml system wishes parents to niake. Thus, according 

to Mehan, the participants fkom the school system are oriented to this 

information. but 'their orientation is not found in the next avaiiable 

tum of W. but in the more global organization of the discoursen (p. 88). 

Moerman (1988) also advocates an approach that combines 

attention to context with attention to the detaas of sociai interaction. 

He believes that talk is enmeshed in other sociai activities and may not 

always be the main ingredient of those activities. Talk-in-interaction 

shares billing with space, with artifacts, with work. and with the visible 

paipable body" (p. 182). Even silence, what is not said, plays a role in 

social activities. However, even when studying social factors or silence, 

he agrees with the ethnomethodologicai principle that contextuai factors 

must not be imposed onto taik by analysl. but instead rnust be 
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discovered in the tdk. He says, most eloquently, 'bcre must be carefd not 

to be made stupid by what we own" (p. 176) and 'the units that tak and 

analysis require are made by the taikers and found by the analyst. To 

impose boundaries for reasons of -sic theory or convenience is to 

study Wildaowers with a laswnmowef (p. 72). 

Maynard (1989) also proposes a method that %'combines discoune 

study with ethnography" @. 139). Individuals, parhcularly withiri 

institutional settings, are iduenced by concems which are 'not 

completely indigenous to the participants' interaction" (p. 139). Without 

some knowledge of the social context, andysts cannot know what 

possible orientations participants might have within that context. In his 

study of plea bargaining in a criminal justice system, he seeks to show 

how "extemal structure is used as a resource for social interaction at the 

same time as it is constituted within it" [p. 139) by combining close 

andysis of lawyers* interaction with ethnographie knowIedge of the 

setting. Maynard cites Cicourel (1981) for support. Cicourel maintains 

that social context dways constrains t& both at a locaily organized. 

sequenaal level and at a broader institutional level. He uses a piece of 

medical conversation to show that analysts must attend to both the 

broad and the local context to understand even a single utterance. 

G.  Miller (1994) proposes an approach that he calls 'ethnography 

of institutional discourse." This approach is similar to the ones described 

above in that it advocates combining ethnomethodologicaliy informed 

ethnography with conversation analysis of naturally occurring talk 

within social settings. In addition, Miller advocates integrating 'the 

Foucauldian focus on the formulation. dispersion. and uses of knowledge 
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within and across social settings" [p. 28 1). This provides a b e w o r k  for 

researchers to combine an interest in the methods members use to 

constitute and msintaïn social settings with a concern for the factors 

that influence who rnay speak and what may be said in particdar sociai 

settings. 

In this study, 1 use the method of constitutive analysis as the 

basis for research, but also caii upon the insights of G. Miller's 

ethnography of institutional discourse to understand the role of talk in 

the writing process and to study "sociai structuring actnnties that 

constnict the social facts" (p. 361 within the organization under study. 

Constitutive a n m i s  is a method which aiiows the researcher to anaiwe 

"the interactionai work that assembles systematic patterns and social 

structuresw (p. 38) of the setting. 

Constitutive analysis has a number of characteristics that set it 

apart from traditiond social science methods. One is an emphasis on 

retrïevability of data for re-analysis. Thus, in attempting to uncover 

"procedures through which people represent, organize and understand 

reality" (Holstein, 1993, p. 2), data for analpis will consist of records of 

actuai social interactions (Le. audio tapes). in addition. constitutive 

anaiysts insist upon analysis of entire courses of interaction rather than 

on fînding a fiequent or dominant pattern of interaction. Finaiiy, and 

perhaps most important.&. this method seeks to ensure that the social 

structures that researchers see in events are the same as those oriented 

to by the participants in those events. This means that the analyst must 

find evidence in the taped social interactions that participants are 

"doing" what the anaiyst says they are doing. 1 have therefore tried to 
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make no claims in my anaiysis for which 1 do not have evidence in the 

taped interaction. Aithough it is usud in this kind of study to append 

transcriptions, because they run to severai hundred pages. 1 b v e  not 

done so in this case. They are. however, available for perusal, shodd 

readers wish to see them. 

The study took pIace in a music conservatory (hereafter referred to 

as the Consenmtory) that is situated in and associated with a 

community coliege bereafter referred to as Community Coilege). While 

the surrounding college caters primarily to students who have finished 

high school. the msin focus of the Consenratory's o f f e ~ g s  is children 

fkom the age of 6 months to 18 years of age. 1 was very fortunate in being 

invited to observe two administrators in the Conservatory conduct and 

mite a report on an internai administrative review and evaiuation of a 

group of their educationai programs- This group of programs was known 

within the Conservatory as the Early Chiidhood Program [sometimes 

caiied EC in the transcripts), a rather disparate collection of offerings for 

pre-school children U t .  in the interest of providing the organization 

with anonymity, wiU be identified only as Program A, Program B. Program 

C and so on. These offerings could hardiy be desuibed as a cohesive 

program: certairily it was possible for teachers in one of these areas to 

have no contact with teachers in another area. Nevertheless, because all 

of them offer classes and Iessons designed specillcally for pre-school 

children, the administrators decided to evaluate them as a group. 

In carrying out their review and evaiuation, the two 

administrators. one of whom is the director of the Conservatory and the 

other a manager who reports to the director. interviewed atl the teachers 
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and coordinators (who were aiso teachers) in the programs. They took 

notes on the inte~ews,  compiied the notes, and then wrote a report that 

was sent to the academic vice president Both administrators have 

degrees in music performance, and have worked for a number of years in 

administrative capacities in the Conservatory. Neither has any training 

in the methods of social research. Howwer. in inch of the two years 

preceding the one during which this review was done. they had carried 

out similar reviews of 0th- programs in the Consematory, and thus had 

some experience with the approach and methods they intended to use in 

this review. 

The data for the study consists of transcriptions of the tapes of 

meetings and interviews and four drafts of the report. 1 attended. taped. 

and transcribed aii meetings and interviews at which the review was 

discussed except for interviews with two teachers who declined to 

participate in the study. This included five meetings between the two 

administrators and 2 1 interviews between the administrators and 

teachers. aii of which took place in the offices of the two administrators. 

The two administrators had intended to conduct the interviews together. 

but in the end only a few were conducted by both of them. Most of them 

were conducted by the manager alone: a few were conducted by the 

director alone. The i n t e ~ e w s  generally lasted about 45 minutes, 

although some lasted as long as two and a haif hours. 1 sat at a dinerent 

table than the people involved in the intemiews and did not participate 

in any way. The two administrators tried, not always successfUy, to seat 

the people they were interviewing with their backs to me to minimize any 
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distraction my presence might provide. 1 tried to place my tape recorder 

out of sight of the interviewees. again not always successfully. 

The first meeting between the administrators to plan the review 

took place in early Jaauary. before the interviews began. A fiurry of 

intenriews took place during the iast two weeks in January. Other more 

pressing organizationai matters then intervened and nothing more 

happened untii April. The administrators then held a second meeting in 

early April at which they decided to interview a few more people and 

organize a facus group of parents of students in the programs. Several 

more interviews wese conducted in April. but the parent focus group did 

not take place because. although about 150 caiis were made. not enough 

parents agreed to attend. Then again pressing organizational matters 

uitervened and nothing more happened mtîl August 

Because the manager had conducted most of the interviews. the 

two administrators decided that the manager would ciraft the report and 

the two of them would then meet to review the cirafts. At their third 

meeting, which took place in mid-August, the manager presented the 

director with his first, incomplete ciraft. It was divided into several main 

sections. These included an Introduction. in which he outhed the 

purpose of the revim a section called Process. in which he described the 

steps in the process: a short section caiied Speciai Considerations that 

detailed my involvement with the process; a section called 

Results/Trends - EC Generally that àiscussed those questions which 

seemed to the manager to cut across ali programs: another caïled 

Results/Trends - Program Specific that consisted of only a section 

heading at this point, but in which he intended to discuss issues specific 
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to each program: and finaliy Responses. his list of teachers* answers 

grouped by question- 

Ln October the administrators met again to discuss the second 

draft-of the report. The Results/Trends - Program Specific was now fîiied 

out with a section on each program m e r  subdivided into sections 

called Background-Program X Notes From Interviews-Program X and 

Comments and Recommendations-Program X This was foiiowed by 

another draft and another meeting in November. A few days later, the 

manager produced the final version of the report, which was signed by 

both administrators and sent to the vice-president academic of the 

coliege. The director then met with the vice-president academic in March 

of the following year to review the report. A copy of the final version of 

the report is inciuded in the appendices. 

AIthough 1 had intended to foiiow the reading of the report as it 

made its way around the organization and to study the changes which 

might or might not take place as a resuit of the process, because of the 

length of time it took to produce the report, 1 ended my involvement with 

the process at this point. The administrators intended to meet with some 

of the key teachers to review the recommendations, re-write the report for 

distribution to evexyone who took part in the interviews. and then 

implement some of the recormnendations. At the time of this writing, 

none of these steps had taken place. 

A .  wiU be evident in some of the transcripts that 1 discuss in the 

next chapter, participants in the study were aware of rny presence and in 

some m e s  were disturbed by it. What influence this had 1 cannot know, 

but certainly i cannot claim that the meetings and interviews took place 
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just as they wouid have had 1 not been present GNen that participants 

in research must be informed about the research and must agree in 

writirig to pariicipate, it is probabiy not possible to conduct this kind of 

research without having some effect on the participants. 1 can have 

access ody  to conversations that might indeed be iduenced by my 

presence and 1 therefore daim o d y  that in what follows 1 am analyàng 

what was said in the meetings. 



Chapter 4 
The Interviews 

This study describes the activities of two administrators in a music 

conservatory as they conducted a review and evahation of a group of 

their programs known collectiwely as the EarIy Childhood program. They 

interviewed all the teachers involved in the programs. organized their 

data and wrote a report that described and made recomrnendations for 

each program. The report they wrote f& into the genre of evaluation 

report. Recent research in the area of genre theory regards a genre not so 

much as a prescribed document format but as a recurent pattern of 

social activity in response to a recurrent social situation [e.g. C. Miller. 

1984). Genres unfold as typical patterns of activity responding to typical 

situations in typical ways. Thus. the evaluation report takes its form not 

so much from a set of rules for how to create evaluation reports but fiom 

the need to create a certain kind of knowledge within a particular social 

setting. Any particular genre or document format is therefore extremely 

hgiIe  in nature. There are no specific elements that must be included 

for a report to count as an evaluation. This depends not so much the 

format of the report, although that is not an insignifkant factor. as on 

who is Wnting it, how it was written. who will read it, how it wiU be 

used. and so on. It must be accepted within the community as an 

eduation. 

Ln this study, in order to be accepted as an evaluation report in 

this organization, the report had to be seen as the product of the 

evaluation process undertaken by the administrators. Thus. the 

administrators did not consult writing textbooks or study other 
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evaiuation reports in preparing to write th& report. Instead they 

announced their activities as a review and evaluation, conducted 

themsehes in a such a way that they wodd be perceived to be doing an 

evaluation. and produced a report that appeared to be based on these 

activities. This andysis details the ways in which this dowed them to 

produce a report that wodd count as an evaluation report in the& social 

setting. Having the report count as an d u a t i o n  allowed them to make 

certain manageriai decisions that they regaràed as warrantai by their 

descriptions of the pmgrams and in doing so to carry out the work of 

managing their organization. in analyzing the writing of this report, I 

therefore examine not the formal features of the report but the social 

activities, particdarly the talk, that surrounded the production of the 

report. 

The b t  stage of the evaluation process consisted of the interviews 

the administrators conducted with wexy teacher in the programs being 

reviewed. As Holstein and Gubrium (1994) have noted, i n t e ~ e w s  are 

ubiquitous in our society. Every addt member of North Amencan society 

has taken part in or seen others take part in social science research 

interviews and has some idea of what is expected, both on the part of the 

researcher and on the part of the participants. in this chapter. I: examine 

the way in which this lay knowledge about interviewing provided a 

backdrop for the two administrators as they carried out their review. I 

wiii show that the ideas they had about doing research corresponded to 

what Holstein and Gubrium (19941 describe as traditional positivist 

notions of doing research, in which the researcher has but to ask good 

questions in the right setting in order to get useful and valid information 
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from the interviewees. In fact, as Holstein and Gubrium (1994) point out, 

interviews are not simply occasions for the transfer of information fkom 

one person to another; rather. they are social interactions in whfch 

meaning is constructed collaboratively by interviewer and intemiewee 

during the course of the interview. Adhering to traditional interview 

techniques allowed the administrators to invoke the idea of objectivity in 

their activities. something that obscured the interactional nature of the 

i n t e ~ e w s  both fkom themselves and fiom the teachers they were 

interviewing and ailowed them to begÎn the process of assembling an 

evaiuation report that wodd enable them to accomplish their practical 

purpose of managing thest organization. 

Aithough the administrators were not trained as social science 

researchers, they had access to the information about interviewing that 

circulates around our interview society. the same information to which 

the teachers being interviewed also had access. This is the conception of 

inte~ewing that Holstein and Gubrium [1994] describe with the 

metaphor of the interviewer prospecting for information that resides 

within the respondentr. This invûlves certain rules of intenriewtng that 

are weli known to anyone who has answered a telephone survey and been 

hstrated by the procedure (see e.g. Briggs. 1986; Mishler. 1986; 

Neuman. 1997)). Holstein and Gubrium (1994) summarize these rules as 

follows. 

1. The interviewer must read the questions exactly as written. 

2. If the respondent does not give a complete or adequate answer. the 

inte~ewer may probe further. but in such a way that it does not 

influence the answers. 
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3. The interviewer must record ody  what the respondent says. without 

commentaxy on the part of the interviewer. 

4. The interviewer may give no feedback about the answers or indicate 

their-personal values or opinions in regard to the ansvers. 

5. Interviews must be conducted in private to ensure that respondents 

will kpeak directly fiom the& vessels of answersw (p. 1 1) without the 

innuence of anothefs presence. 

That both the administrators and the teachers in this situation 

hold this prospecting view of interviewing is evident in the language and 

behavior of both groups throughout the administrators' planning for the 

interviews and in the interviews themselves. In the kst meeting at which 

the review was discussed. both administrators use the hguage of social 

science inte~ewfng.~ (In this and all following excerpts from the 

transcripts, the director is identîfied as D, the manager as M. The italics 

are mine. ) 
Excerpt #1 

1 D: The basic p ~ c i p l e  we have used with the other admin 
2 reviews we have done is we've tried to inten>iew werybody 
3 who's working in the area. Give eveqone a chance to give 
4 their input and answer the s m  set of questions and get aU 
5 the perspectives of anybody who is employed in the area. And 
6 that's quite objectitre. The probably subjectiue part of it is 
7 that we also try and get some people not employed by us, 
8 knowledgeable figues in the field for one reason or another 
9 that are familiar with our program. They can also give us 
10 input. And parents' focus groups too, which are randon of 
I l  somewhat less value usually, typicdyv than the other parts, 

1 Al1 excerpts are fimn comrrrsations that took place between the ma.&em or 
between the managers and the people they were interviewing- 1 was present all meetings. 
which 1 taped and later tranxribed. 
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simply because you don't tend to get a strong response. 1 
mean, we make in random form. 1 don't know what the ratio 
is, maybe five, siX seven to one of phone calls to get people 
to r e m  come in. Pick a size of group you can work with and 
typidy  of those who agree to come in, they won't alI come 
in. From my limited qerience of focus groups this seems to 
be somewhat typicaL so you do get some information 
aneodottzüy. but 1 guess that part is a iiffle more subjecfwe. 

M: Yeah, it is. We found out some interesting things, some 
important things nom the focus group last time, although it 
is a very Iimited representQtiDn of the parent body. 

In a later meeting when the administrators are discussing the 

composition of the focus group they plan to conduct. the foilowing 

exchange takes place. 
Excerpt #2 
M: Parents. Across ail the different disciplines that we have 

W e d  to? 
D: 1 think it would be guod to have at least some representation. 

1 have a feeling we are going to get very scattered input. But 
that's OK. Sometimes you get some interesting perceptions 
that way. 1 don't think. we're going to have to be judicious 
about what information, the utility of the information we 
get. Because we don't have the resources to do a focus group 
with a set of each. and there wilI be lot of inthpretive work 
with whatever we get. if we do a group that has 
represeritatbn from each. 

M: OK. And chosen at mndom? Not recommended by 
coordinators? 

D: I t  will create a bias and we wouldn't know where they were 
coming from. Still it's going to be largely anecdotal or, it will 

be qualitatiue infommt&n, not quantitatitre. 

M: OK 
D: But if we get the coordinators picking people. it will be 

people who are happy with the program as opposed to if we 
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do it on a randorn basis, we wiii probably get some of those 

people and some others not- And a whole lot of people 
suspicious about how w e  picked them. Goes without saying. 
It's April 1st. you want to be finished by. weli as soon as 
possible. Set up the parents thing for within the next mo 
weeks. Hopefully within the next 10 days. And then we wili 
have to mite it. 
How are we doing with the data gathering? 1 feeZ completely 
out of synch with this one because 1 haven't been involved 
with enough of the intemierus to have any sense of errwgUrg 
trends or any perspectives, cornmon perspectives of where 
people are coming in. 

The common perspectives are very general. This report and 
whatever r e c o m m e ~ n s  corne out of that, I think are 
going to be a lot less focused than the previous ones. 

The vocabulary of social science research is spridded IiberaJly 

throughout these two excerpts. Bo& the director and the manager use 

words that are the stock in trade of social science research, as can be 

seen by examining any social science research methods text. In excerpt 

#2, line 16, the director uses the opposition quantitative/qu;tlitative. one 

that is rarely used in any other context. Other words that both 

administrators use, such as objective, subjective, anecdotal, random, 

and bias have become common in other settings, but have the& origin in 

research lingo and provide further evidence of the pervasiveness of lay 

knowledge about social science research. In excerpt # 1, line 4, the 

director says that everyone WU have a chance to answer the "same set of 

questions," a reference to Holstein and Gubrium's first rule of 

interviewing that aii questions must be asked the same way of every 

respondent. In excerpt #2, the director refers to the i n t e ~ e w s  as "data 

gathering" (line 27). an indication that he sees himself and the manager 
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29) yet, a reference to the method they will use for data analysis in which 

conclusions are ailowed to emerge fkom the data. In using these words in 

a conversation about the& forthcoming research project the 

administrators are displaying their knowledge of research methodology 

and demonslxating that they are equipped with the s a s  necessary to 

conduct good research: they are doing being researchers for each other. 

In line 6 of excerpt #1. the *objectivity" of the formal interview 

process with teachers in the program is contrasted with the 'subjectiw 

of the focus groups and the interviews with people from outside the 

program. The subjective part of the process wil I  produce o d y  "mecdotal" 

(excerpt #2, i he  15) or 'quaiitativew (excerpt #2, Ilne 16) information, 

something that the director regards as inferior to the "objective" (excerpt 

#1. iine 6) or "quantitativen [excerpt #2, line 161 information that he says 

that they wilI get by asking every teacher the same set of questions 

(excerpt # 1. line 4) and by making sure that every teacher is inte~ewed. 

ObjectMty is a clearly a desirable attribute; at least. for the 

director. it is more desirable than subjectivity, which he seems willing to 

tolerate if he can't have objectivity, as. for example. in the focus group. 

He is wllling to do the focus groups, but makes it clear that this data 

will be of 'less value" (excerpt # 1. line 1 1) because limited representation 

will make it 'subjectiven and %necdotal" (line 19). The woid 'random." 

used once by each of the administrators in each excerpt also establishes 

a daim to objectivity. It invokes the notion of random sampiing that is 

fundamental to carrying out good quantitative social science research. 

Such research cannot be regarded as objective if the sarnpiing is not 
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position themselves as doing objective research by takfng the problem of 

samphg înto account as they design their research. 

Calling then upon the director's Ianguage, we can use the word 

'objectivew to summarize the administrators' intention to carry out the& 

research in a way that will aIIow them to make the uncornfortable and 

perhaps unpopular decisions they might later have to make as a resuit of 

their administrative review. For the administrators, the way to achieve 

objectivity. and thereby credibifity, is to carry out interviews that adhere 

to  the d e s  of intefviewing as they understand them. As is evident fkom 

their use of the Ianguage of social science research in these excerpts, 

these correspond roughly to the rules that accompany the prospecting 

metaphor as set out by Holstein and Gubrium (1994). But this metaphor 

does not e s t  just in the minds of the administrators as they conduct 

the interviews. They invoke it for each other and for the teachers being 

interviewed throughout the interviews by using the Ianguage and 

behavior of social science research. They estabiish the* daim to 

objectivity by conducting the i n t e ~ e w s  as formal research in te~ews .  

Each intenriew begins with a preamble of sorts. a short 

presentation by one of the administrators explatning the purpose of the 

i n t e ~ e w ,  how the session will be conducted. and what they hope the 

outcome of the process wiii be. 
Excerpt #3 

1 M: We are doing an administrative review of eariy chiidhood. To 
2 give you a iiffle background, in case you havent been aware 
3 that we have been doing these kinds of things for the last 
4 few years. 'lIivo years ago w e  perceived the need to do an 
5 admin review of Program Y. And much to our amazement, it 
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was a good thing to do. It bore fniit, it gave us information 
that we redy didn't know. it gave us insights into how we 
could help that program. Last year. weii. after that since it 
went so weU we decided to do one wexy year, which seems 
iike a siily idea now, but. we did Program Z last year and this 
year we thought maybe we'd do EC, ail of our early 
childhood, not just Program A; Program B. Program C, 
Program D. Program ET and al1 of the various areas where we 
are imrolved wfth eariy childhood education. And we are 
going to talk to our fnstructors, we are going to talk to 

coordtnators, some parents. maybe previous instructors. 
branch instructors. talk to people out in the community 
from EC who have no co~ection with us. to h d  out our 
strengths and weaknesses, where we are winning and losing, 
what we are doing right. what we can do better. And we'll 
write a report. The report wili go to the vice president 
academic in an unexpurgated form and then in its finai form 
it will be made available to the public, the people who took 
part, most iikely in a sIightly edited form in case there are 
delicate political things, names and personalities mentioned 
in the report that would go to the vice-president, they won't 
go to the public. Be that as it may, even in the report that 
goes to the vice-president we are not going to assign names 
to statements. There will be confidentid, confidentiality will 
be respected. Yom ideas wiü hopefully get into the 
document. but in such a way that nobody will be able to Say 
so and so said this nasty thing about so and so. I think 
that's it for introductory remarks. D. and 1 usuaiiy do these 
together. sometimes I do them on m y  own, and sometimes if 
I am not avaiiable. D. will do them on his own. Most of them 
are done together. He's in New York hence ... I have a list of 
questions here, and Ill go through them in order. the same 
order 1 do with everybody, ensures some uniformity of 
approach. But if you want to m e r  a question, go off on a 
tangent or something. feel fkee. Because it's the information 
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42 questions or bring things up that we havent covered, that 
43 perhaps the questions hadn't anticipated. 

This preamble invokes the prospecting metaphor and the cIaim to 

objectivity in a number of ways. in the second sentence. h e s  3-4, 3ue 

have been doing these kinds of things for the 1 s t  few years." the 

manager establishes that the intenriew is nut just a casual chat between 

colieagues. It is part of a process, an official administrative review. 

similar to ones conducted in the past two years. Even if the teacher does 

not know exactly which rules were followed in conducting these previous 

reviews, she2 now knows that there were mies that were foliowed and 

that there will be niles to foiiow this time too. When he says in lines 5- 

6, "Much to our amazernent, it was a good thing to do- It bore fruit," he 

characterizes the previous reviews as having foUowed a plan that led to 

good results. In addition, the manager somewhat self-deprecatingiy 

presents himself as experienced, seasoned, having done this twice before. 

and by implication even better at maintaining objectivity through 

following correct interview rules. 

In lines 15-18, the manager identifies all the groups of people who 

will be in te~ewed,  staking out a claim to objectivity by having adequate 

representation from every conceivable group that might have any 

knowledge of the program. This is not just the administrators and the 

teachers getting together to discuss the program: it is a process that 

involves many different kinds of people who may not have a ktomogenous 

point of view. Here he refers to yet another idea that everyone knows 

For ciarity in the discussion. the managers are referred to as 'hem and the 
teachers are referred to as 'she." Most. but not all. of the teachers are in fact womea 
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about doing research, namely that the sample of people being researched 

affects the vaiidity of the research. He thus makes it sound like the 

administrators are truly leaving no stone untumed to ensure that the 

sample of people being intervieweci will be as objective as possible. 

In line 37, the manager refers to his list of questions, which is 

clearly visible on the table in front of him. Here he expiïcitly describes 

the procedure for the upcoming intercriew, directing the teacher to regard 

this as a formal research interview, with a schedule of questions and an 

intenriew procedure to which the administrators have given a lot 

thought. In saying that he wiii ask the questions in the same order as he 

does with ail the other interviews. he refers to the rule that says that 

interviewers must ask each question exactly the same way each time. He 

thereby projects himself as skillfully eliciting answers while being careful 

not to contaminate the teacher's vessel of answers. In lines 40-42, the 

manager tells the teacher that there will be a chance at the end for her 

to bring up anything "the questions hadn't anticipated," -because it is 

the information we are after." The implication here is that the 

administrators have dune the& best to design good questions, but there 

may be information residing in the vessel that they have not been s k i W  

enough to eiicit or that they have not thought to ask about. in any case. 

the teacher has information uiside her that the administrators are 

interested in gaining access to. 

Each teacher is offered both confidentiality and anonymity and the 

interviews al1 take place in the privacy of one of the managers' offices 

with the door ciosed. The location of the intewiew and the offer of 

confidentiaiity both invoke the mie that intemiewers must do everything 
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they can to ensure that the teachers will speak directly fiom their vesse1 

of answers and not in response to their own or another person's 

innuence. My presence as a researcher studying the Întemfew process 

contradicted this. and 1 heard later via the grapevine that. because I was 

there, the teachers thought that there must be more going on in the 

interviews than the administrators were teWg them. The remarks of one 

of the teachers during her interview confirmed that she also knew the 

d e  that interviews should be conducted in private and should be 

anonymous. in the foIlowing two excerpts, the teacher Mes to 

acknowledge my presence at the interview. In both cases the 

administrators refuse to take up the issue of my presence and quickly 

move the conversation on to other matters. (In each excerpt the teacher 

being inte~ewed is identified as T. The first taro excerpts come from the 

same intemim. The others come h m  dinerent interviews.) 
Ekcerpt #4 

1 M: This is going to be confidential. 
2 T: Just taped. (uncornfortable laughter) 
3 M: We will write a report which will go to the vice-president 
4 academic and then we WU write a report that WU be made 
5 public, a d a b l e  to you. 

Here the manager simply ignores the teacher's reference to the fact 

that the i n t e ~ e w  is being taped, giving her no chance to discuss the 

issue any further. ClearIy, if the interview is being taped it is not 

codidential. regardless of the assurances 1 have given the teacher about 

who will hear the tapes and how they will be used. This same teacher 

tumed to ask me a question at one point later in the interview, asking 

for my participation in the conversation. 



1 M: You aiready told us you don't kmw what we are about. But 
2 would people out there have an id- rightly or wrongïy? 
3 T: 1 am not sure. 1 don't know. Not ifwe dont know. Yeah. 
4 what do you think (turns toward Barbara)? 
5 M: Barbara is not here. 
6 T: (addressing Barbara) What do you think. you are an 
7 outsider? 
8 D: Let me ask another question. 

Here both the manager and the director move immediately to repair 

the damage to the promise of confidentiality. In response to the teacher's 

fxst attempt to engage me. the manager immediately and explicitly 

invokes the idea of the researcher as invisible observer. saying "Barbara 

is not here." But the teacher is persistent. She tries again to engage me 

in the conversation. This time, the director ignores her remark and firmly 

changes the subject. In doing so he directs the conversation away from 

me. the resezcher. affirming my non-presence and enabhg the 

administrators to maintain that the answers they elicit from the 

teachers are a true reflection of what is in their vessel of answers. 

The director 1s very much aware of himself as a researcher and 

positions himseif as such fkom time to time. as for example in the 

remarks he makes during two different interviews. 
Excerpt #6 

I D: That is very helpful. Just to digress. nothing to do with this. 
2 Pmr technique. My kids were doing Jack be nimble. Jack be 
3 quick in Program C on Saturday and that was exactly the 
4 whole point.. . . 

Excerpt #7 
1 D: Just let me probe that for a second. 1 am not quite clear on. 
2 You think the support people are not quite dear on what 
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In excerpt #6, the director wants to depart £kom what he regards as 

proper interview technique to teii a story about his own children that the 

preceding conversation has brought to his mind. He aiiows tiimseif the 

tiny Iuxury of this departure from the prescribed procedure by describing 

what he is doing as a digression and as 'poor technique." In excerpt #7. 

the director asks for clarification of a previous answer. as he might in 

any conversation, but he describes what he is doing as probing. In doing 

so, he directly invokes the dictum described by Holstein and Gubrium 

(19941 that if the respondent does not ghre a complete or adequate 

answer. the inte~ewer may probe further. but in such a way that it does 

not influence the answers. In both these -ples, he reminds both the 

teacher being interviewed and the other manager that this is not just a 

casual conversation: it is an interview being conducted in accordance 

with an objective way of conducting interviews. 

Contrast the managers' version of what they are doing in the 

interviews with a version based on Holstein and Gubrium's (1994) 

conceptualization of in t e~ews  as interactional accomplishments. In 

this view, the interview is a collaborative enterprise with a11 participants 

inevitably irnpiicated in the production of the social reality of the 

interview. The interviewer is thus no longer simply a conduit for answers 

but rather is deeply implicated in the production of answers. Using this 

view of intervïewing as a fiamework, we can now examine excerpts fkom 

the transcripts to reveal the intervfew as an interactional 

accomplishment in which the teachers coilaborate with the 

administrators to produce answers that wiil let the administrators carry 
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out the work of managing. It would be easy to read many of the examples 

cited here as instances of the administrators siiencing the teachers or 

manipulating them into giving answers the administrators want. In fact, 

the teachers collaborate wi th  the administrators to  produce answers thât 

will be relevant to the administrators' interests. The teachers cooperate 

with the administrators as they pursue their pract id purpose of 

producing an evaiuation report that will ultimately aiiow them to achieve 

their managerial objectives. These objectives, articulated by the 

administrators in response to a question from me. include gathering 

idormation about khat  is going on in the program- that WU be helpful 

in long-term planning for the Conservatory, finding out if there are 

communication gaps between the administrators and teachers, and 

raising morale among the teachers by maklng them feel that someone is 

listening to their concerns. 

First. and this is usually so taken for granted that it threatens to 

escape notice altogether. the administrators design the& questionnaire 

in order to elicit certain information. This allows them to address their 

b t  objective. They design the questions to get at information that is 

relevant to their concems as administrators. And while they may be 

prepared to listen to teachers' concems. they do so o d y  inasmuch as 

those concems relate to managerial concems. The foilowïng transcript 

cornes from the first meeting at which the administrative review was 

discussed. Here they are revising the questionnaire they used the 

previous year. 
Excerpt #8 

1 M: OK. Weil 1 think, f b t  of alI. are we going to be talking to 
2 them. we're going to be taking to them about the& area 
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Program C. 
Yeah 
And then we are going to 
context? 

88 
to ask Program C people about 

ask them put it into a larger 1 

If they know it. But that will be just like when we asked the 
questions when we were talking about how well you feel 
supported by the Conservatory and then a s h g  about how 
does that compare with lwels of support received by other 
areas of the program. A lot of them just don't have 
information for that and many of them don't answer that. 
So 1 think it is the same kind of things. Ask versions of the 
questions about their part of the program and then ask them 
general ones about the rest of the program or other aspects 
of the EC program. Some of them are going to Say, I know all 
about Program B, I realty don't know anytking about 
Rogram D, 1 won't comment. 
What I was trying to get at though, is that they might have 
ideas about cooperatfon among EC programs here. Somehow 
we would have to give them the opportunity not just to 
comment on their areas but to open it up. 
That's a difEerent question. Probably we should ask a direct 
question about that. 
That aspect of things isn't in the questions. That would have 
to be added. 
Why don't we go through it and decide what we want to keep 
and cross off what we dont and then add in some more. 
Umm. the first one. What in your view are the strengths and 
weaknesses of EC? 

A bit later in the same conversation the following exchange takes 

place. 
Excerpt #9 

1 D: So maybe we shouid be asking specific questions about the 
2 indivlduals. what are they trying to achieve through the 
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program. What are the values they see underpirining what 
they are doing. 
OK, 1 would like to know if they feel like they have mandate 
or a phiiosophy in common with other people. 
OH That's a fair question. 
We could ask your question fh t  and then ask how it fits 
into things generdy. or if it needs to in their opinion. 
Why don't you come up with a wording that breaks it into 
those two halves then. Values associated with their 
particular instruction, and how they see it. if they see those 
as shared values with other EC activities. That captures 
what you were saying? if not, you are doing the wording 

anyway- 
What do you think about D's attitude. (iaugh) OK Just 
those two. 
I thirik so, because we had a lot more detail, but it was. it 
was for a department as opposed to different course 
offerings. A department that was thraShing around trying to 
decide what it was going to be. 
1 understand. But 1 think with these two questions we wiil 
get what we want. 
With any of these we can probe further. If people come dong 
have something that needs to be followed a bit. 

The administrators are making a plan for how to conduct the 

interview in order to get the information they want. They have specific 

questions they want answered. In excerpt #8. lines 20-23. the manager 

wants to know if the teachers are interested in having another layer of 

administration that would be responsible for coordinating aU early 

childhood activities so that they can make a decision about any changes 

that might be necessary to the administrative stmcture. And indeed, in 

every intenriew. either the manager or the director asked a question 

about this topic. In excerpt #9, they discuss breaking down a question 
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fiom iast year's questionnaire into two questions in order to get "what 

we wantn m e s  23). And whiie the questions being discussed in these two 

excerpts deal with matters that impinge on teachers* b e s  (i.e. 

administratnre structure and shared values) they are not matters that 

teachers need resolved in order to do their work as teachers. Thus the 

questions themselves provide direction, actively orienting the teachers to 

the topics that are appropriate for discussion and the kind of 

information that will be relevant to the administrators' needs. 

In the preamble to each interview, the administrators ais0 set the 

stage and provide the teacher with information about h m  to proceed. 

The administrators offer the teacher resources and points of reference for 

the i n t e ~ e w  that is about take place, designating the perspective that 

the teacher is to respond fiorn. In excerpt #3 above, the manager Iists the 

groups that wiii be interviewed (lines 15-18), 3ve are going to tak to our 
w instructors, we are going to talk to our coordinators. some parents ... . 

giving instruction to the teacher to answer fiom the point of view of an 

instructor in the program, not according to some other role she may play 

in the Conservatory or in the rest of her Me. When he says (Unes 18-19], 

'find out our strengths and weaknesses, where we are winning and 

losing, what we can do better," the teacher is positioned as an insider, 

someone who can give information to management about how the 

program is going, what is good and what is bad about it. and perhaps 

even what can be done about problems. That is. the teacher is positioned 

as someone who can give the administrators information that wiLl be 

relevant to their concerns as administrators. 
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The preamble aiso estabiishes the administrators* right to interpret 

the information they get and to produce the final report T e I l  mite a 

reportw nine 21) indicates to the teacher that the administrators will 

have the sole responsibiiity for writing the report. The manager does say 

Ume 30) that Tour ideas. hopefixlly* will get into the document," but he 

does not commit himseif to incorporating the teacheis point of view into 

the report. He thus asserts the administrators' control over every aspect 

of the final product. setting the teachers up to accept the administrators' 

right to produce the version of the orgmization that counts. at least for 

the time being. 

Just as the preamble is not just a neutral facilitator of 

communication so too are the remarks that smooth the way between 

questions f a r  fkom neutrai. Transitions position respondents. sometimes 

providing a Wirhai  set of instructions telling respondents how to thuik 

about what to say" (Holstein & Gubrium* 1994. p. 44). or providing 

examples of responses that discourage other alternatives. In the 

following excerpt. the director instructs the teacher as to how to answer 

the question by discouraging her fkom giving specific information about 

other teachers in the program. 
Excerpt # 10 

1 D: How do you feel about the general quality of instruction 
2 within the program? 
3 T: Like each teacher. what they do? 
4 D: Yeah. not asking to break down each teacher individually. 
5 but are you generally cornfortable that there is a good 
6 standard of instruction, good teachers doing good work, or 
7 do you have concems about it? 
8 T: 1 would think they do good work, but I have never heard 
9 anybody. I heard a few of M q f s  and Crystai's [not their real 
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names] students. so that is what 1 can Say 1 heard. So this is 

LI it, 1 don't know =ctly how many we have in the program, 
12 who is in the program. 1 heard Mary and Crystal's students 
13 because we had a few recitals together, so what 1 heard 1 
14 iiked, but 1 am not sure. is that it or is there more to it, or 
15 did everybody play. 

Here. teacher is not sure what information the administrators are 

looking for. The question itself. &How do you feel about the quality of 

instruction in the program?" has not oriented her suBciently to what 

kind of answer she is expected to give. She therefore asks for direction in 

iine 3, "Like each teacher, what they do?" The director responds with 

specific instructions about how to answer the question, letting her know 

that she does not have to talk about particuîar individuals. which might 

be uncomfortabIe for her, but shouid talk generally about whether the 

teaching in the program is good or bad. The teacher thus indicates her 

willingness to cooperate with the administrators to find a way to answer 

the question in a way that is appropriate to the administrators' needs. 

although in fact she does not follow the instruction she is given. 

Here we see the teacher constructing an anmer that will relate her 

experiences in the program to the research agenda presented by the 

administrators. She has much. and varied. experience with the teachers 

she i s  being asked about; some are her coileagues in the local 

professional symphony orchestra. some are her fkiends and some are 

teachers she has çerious philosophical differences with. She asks for 

direction in sifting through this experience to find what it is that the 

administrators are looking for. Thus, while her past experience with 

these teachers is crucial for her to be able formulate an answer, how she 



assembles that answer is a local matter, constituted within the 

interactionai context of the interview, at the direction of the 

administrators. 

Another way in which the administrators are implicated in the 

production of answers is in their positioning of teachers in their 

questions. In the folIowing excerpt the teacher gives different answers 

when the manager positions her differentiy. 
Excerpt #11 
M: Why do you think people corne to Comunity Coilege? 
T: Because it has a very good reputation. 
M: The coiiege? The Conservatory? Early chiidhood? 
T: 1 wodd Say the Consematory, the music program. has a 

redy  good reputation, 
M: Let's Say you are hypotheticaiiy a parent of young chilcisen. 

And there are a lot of dinerent things you can do. You can 
go to s i  and gym, you can go to baliet, lots of things. 

T: It is aiso probably that it is a college and it is established 
and offers a wide range of educational possibiiities. 

In this excerpt, the manager first asks his question as it is printed 

on his interview scheduie. The answer he gets contains the pronoun "itu 

(line 2) without a specific referent. He asks for specification of the 

referent, constraining her answer by giving the tacher a limited number 

of choices. She selects one of these choices, but he still does not seem to 

regard this as a cornplete enough answer. He now repositions the teacher 

in Une 6 by asking her to imagine herself the parent of young chiidren: 

"Let's say p u  are hypothetidy the parent of young children." The 

teacher now produces a difTerent answer than she did before the manager 

assigned this identity to her. Has she changed her rnind? Did she not 

really know the 'rightm answer the first two times the manager asked the 
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question? Why did she not simply m c t  the right answer the first time 

from her passive vesse1 of aaswers? if we conceptualize the teacher as 

'activating different aspects of his or her stock of knowledgew (Holstein & 

Gubrium, 1994. p. 33) or perhaps even producing new vesseb. we can see 

the teacher not as unsure, or fiip-flopping or even wrong in her answers, 

but as an active constructor of meaning in collaboration with the 

manager. The teacher produces different answers depending on whether 

she takes on the role of teacher or the role of parent as she is variously 

asked to do by the interviewer. The manager thus activates the 

production of answers by Ghmkng the questions in a particular way. 

By refrsming the question, the manager also communicates his 

assessrnent that the teachefs fkst answer has not adequately addressed 

the question. He actively encourages the teacher to produce an entire1y 

different answer, and the teacher cooperates by doing so. The manager 

seems to be fishing for an answer: that is. he has a particular answer in 

mind, and does not stop asking until he gets it. And, in fact, at the 

meeting at which the two administrators discuss the fkst complete draft 

of the report, he reveals that this may indeed be so. The manager asks 

the director the following question: 
Excerpt #12 

I M: Does that surprise you at aii? That they feel that 
2 Cornmuni@ College has a cachet that draws people but not 
3 the Consemto@? 

It seems that he has noticed a pattern in the answers to this 

question. Perhaps he has even, unknowingly. produced the pattem. 

Certainiy, in excerpt # 11, he is implicated in the production of the 

answer he is looking for. Before the manager repositions the teacher, 
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she, in fact, says that the Consenmtory's reputation draws people. That 

is. she gives the answer that he later claims most of the teachers do not 

c e .  

As Briggs (19861, Mishier (1986). and Suchman and Jordan (1990. 

1992) point o u t  interviews are not like ordinary conversations. The 

interviewer has much more control over the direction of the discourse 

than in an ordinary conversation. The administrators do not have to 

respond to every remark made by the teachers. and it is not inappropriate 

for them to steer the teachers back to the current topic or move on to a 

new topic without cornmenting on what the teacher has just said. Thus 

it is not rude in excerpt #5 for the director to deflect the attempt by the 

teacher to include me in the conversation by ignoring what she has just 

said and saying. 'Let me ask another question." No one objects to this 

action on his part. indicating that not only is this complete control over 

the conversation not rude. it is in fact regarded as appropriate to his role 

as inte~ewer. 

It is this aspect of i n t e ~ e w  conversation that d o w s  the 

administrators to address one of their stated objectives in this 

evaluation: raising morde among the teachers by making them feel that 

someone is listening to the& concerns. They can, and do. let the teachers 

ta& at length. frequently aliowing them to wander kom the topic and 

provide 'irrelevantn information. Briggs (1986) identifies this as a way of 

distributing control over the interview in an egalitarian manner: 

inte~ewers do not have sole control over topics and turns. While this 

may perhaps be true in other interview situations, in this case. it merely 

creates a sense of distribution of control in the teachers. ailowing the 
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administrators to achieve their objective. The administrators appear to 

be distributhg control but in fact maintain control over the conversation 

through the use of formulations (Heritage & Watson 1979: Heymém, 

19861. Formulations are ways that participants in conversations 

negotiate the meanlng of preceding talk. Generaliy, formulations are 

used to summarize the gist of preceding taik and uestablish.. .preferences 

among available readings" (Heritage and Watson. 1979, p. 137)' aiiowing 

the administrators to assert their version of the meaning of what has 

been said by 'demonstratïng understanding and.. .having that 

understanding attended to.. .and endorsed" Meritage and Watson, 1979. 

p. 238). Fordations allow the administrators to preserve certain 

aspects of the preceding conversation and delete other aspects. The 

following excerpt illustrates how this happens. 
Excerpt #13 
M: How do you feel the Conservatory with ail its EC offerings 

fits into the EC community. if it does. 
T: My feeling is that the course that I teach is a feeding, i s  a 

feeder for private lessons. And that's ail Itre ever had the 
feeling that 1 shouid hope to have it go. In grouping the 
children, what I do. is 1 get ail the registrations and I11 take 
the youngest ones and ifwe had enough for the iiffle one. I 
would take. the 6 year olds would go in the middle pool and 
then the older ones up to grade 8. pardon me up to age 7. 
would go in the oldest. And some of the parents weren't 
aiways that happy how we grouped them. Often they'd be 
wanting the 5 year old to be working with the 7 year old 
because the 5 year old couid read. However. 1 stiU feel that 
very much that it is a sociahation thing and an attention 
span thing, so perhaps the person that is 5 years old can 
read. very very wek maybe better than some of the 7 year 
oids, the attention span isdt there yet. So I have found with 
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having a level 1 and a lwel2, and yet again. how do p u  Say 
that the leveL the child that starts when they are 5 should 
go into a Ievel2 because he can read, or the child that is 7 
that hasn't done lwel 1 why he should be down with the 4 

and 5 year olds because I think you are going to be getting 
towards behavior problems if it's a particular type of child. 
So I haven't even reaiiy thought about reorganiang it, it just 
seemed to a program that was where it was and.. . 

M: You mentioned that there are other programs in the 
city, that are aimed or intended for young children. If people 
contact the Conservatory or if they look at our literature. do 
you thuik that people can, is there enough information there 
to make an informed choice. to understand the ciifferences 
between what we do and what other people do? 

T: Weii, the very label, Program G, shows that we are pointed in 
another particular way. When 1 had done it. 1 wanted to cal1 
it playmaking, but 1 was told that the parents wouldn't be 
interested in play, that I should go with something more 
fundamental. hence we have Program G for the very young. 
And even though they read the blurb, we talk about 
pantomime. we talk about reacting, we talk about creativity, 
we talk about posture, we talk about sounds. we tak about 
moving to rhythms, if people are only interested in having 
their child act, they probably wouldn't see that those are 
fundamentals that you need for acting. And we do put a lot 
of emphasis on sounds, and creaüvity because we feel that 
that's vexy important. Whether you are leaming story, 
whether you are saying a poem. whether you are acting a 
monologue, for Our older private students. So we are 
definitely going towards technique, laying a foundation for 
technique. Even in the relaxation that 1 have the chiidren do 
on the floor and 1 did that long before 1 went to Simon 
Fraser. i've aiways had my kids lie on the floor and work on 
the smalier aticulator. on the articulators and then work on 
the larger muscles. 
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M: OK. So, our niche, as it were, what we are atternpiing to do 

teacher as he pursues his own interests. The manager begms by asking 

the teacher a very gencrral question about the rehtionship between the 

Consenratoxy's offerings and other offerings available in the community 

O.ines 1-2). The teacher (Iine 3) begins to describe how her course fits into 

the Conservatory's other offerings in her area. The manager apparently 

thinks she has misunderstood the question. AIthough he does not 

interrupt her, in his next utterance, he tries to nudge her back to the 

topic of interest to him. He refers to something she has said earlier in 

the i n t e ~ e w ,  formdating (line 26) what she said then as. -Yeu 

and what we do weii, you fed it is communicated? People do. 
if they are interested. 

T: If they are interested, 1 guess. 
M: The information is there for them to understand? 
T: And then the nact step up is, 1 forget what it is calfed. 

creative cirama. 1 don't even know if it is nulning any more. 
M m  taught it for many years and then 1 think Jennifer 
picked it up on Satrirday mornings. so you have drama in 
there. but you have creatkve chma and Program G is put 
together and those are for 7 year olds. So. my feeling, at that 
young age, if we were going to go somepiace it would be 
tawards creative acting, it woulddt be toward working on a 
script. But other people might feL that you need scripts with 
those young people. I don't know. that's my very personal 
opinion, that if we were to go another step with this course, 
it wouid be with creative dtama and choral G,  as a formal 
choral G group. And 1 had mentioned that to the coordinator 
and that was another no, no. no. 

M: Anything eise about that whole issue? DeaIing within the 
c011~111Llrliw 

In this excerpt. the manager ignores most of what is said by the 
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mentioned that there are other programs in the city." This allows him to 

ignore everything she has just said and rephrase his question to get at 

his concems. 

- The teacher this time does address the question @ne 32). but she 

also taiks at Iength again about what she does in her courses. so much 

so that the manager seems to miss the answer to his question: Xnd even 

though they read the blurb. ... if people are only interested in having the& 

&id act, they probably woddn't see that those are fundamentals that 

you need for acting (Line 3742). She seems to have said that the 

promotional materiais do not adequately convey the connection between 

what the program teaches and the acting training that parents might be 

interested in for their chiidren. That is. she seems to think that the 

conservatory's program codd fit in with other acting programs in the 

city, perhaps feeding into them, but that this is not weii known in the 

community. 

The manager again tvaits poiitely until she has finished and again 

tries to formulate what she has said as an answer to his question: 'So. 

our niche. as it were. what we are attempting to do and what we do well. 

you feel is communicated?" (iine 53). This is in fact not what she has 

saîd. as indicated by her uneasy response (line 56). 'If they are 

interested. I guess." As he has missed her answer to his question, he 

tries yet again to nudge the teacher back onto the topic of his concem 

and get an answer to his question by formulating her answer &ne 57) as 

"The information is there for them to understand?" As in excerpt # 11. the 

manager comrnunicates his assessrnent that the teacher's flist answer 

has not adequately addressed the question, so the teacher continues 
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talking. Howwer. the manager apparentîy cannot see the comection 

between what she is saying and the question he has asked. so he finally 

gives up trying to keep her on what he regards as the topîc. 

- The manager thus r e m s  control over the conversation by 

repeatedly rephrasing his question and ignoring everything that she says 

that does not answer the question. He aiso decides what her answer to 

the question is. and as she does not correct him. his version of the 

answer stands as her answer. Thus the teacher colIaborates in allowing 

the manager to formulate a version of her answer different fkom the one 

she gave. The manager also allows the teacher to express herself fuy. 

without, apparently. being aware that some or all of her anmer i s  

regarded by the manager as inappropriate to his concems. In this way he 

achieves his stated objective of raising morale amongst teachers by 

making them feel that someone is Listening to their concems whiie 

ensuring that his concems as a manager remain primary. 

There can be no doubt that the administrators are deeply 

implicated in the production of the teachers* answers. They orient the 

teachers to the lrinds of answers that will be appropnate (excerpt #3). 

they designate the point of view fkom which they want teachers to 

respond (excerpt # I l ) .  and they even instnict the teachers in how to 

answer the questions (excerpt #IO). They steer the interviews (excerpt 

#13) to get answers that address the& concerns as administrators and 

that will provide them with the materiai they need to produce a report 

that wiil count as an evaluation and let them do their job of managing 

the organization. 
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In ali of this they invoke widely avaiiabIe lay knowIedge about 

intervieocring that corresponds to traditional ideas of objective interview 

research. Objectivity is necessary if the entire process is to be credible to 

both the teachers being in te~ewed and coiiege higher-ups. It is also 

necessaq if the administrators are to defend any unpopular 

recommendations or decisions they may make as a result of the review 

process- Ln particular, the administrators must use the interviews to 

move on to the next stage of the process. namely mganking and 

interpreting the data and writing a report based on the data. Although 

the administrators are deeply implicated in the production of the 

teachers' answers, the notion of objectivity distances the administrators 

h m  the teachers' answers and allows them to regard the teachers' 

m e r s  as produced and owned by the teachers. As the director says a 

number of times when discussing the answers with the manager, 4t 

belongs to these guys: it is their opinion, let it belong to them." Seeing 

thernselves as outside the answers allows the administrators to defend 

any conclusions they draw kom the data as simply 'allowing the data to 

speak for themselves." as researchers are so often exhorted to do. 

Not only do the administrators participate in the production of the 

teachers' answers, they also participate in the production of the 

interview data. In the next chapter, 1 examine how the administrators 

transformed the teachers' answers when they recorded and later read 

their notes, while still a , g  the objectivity of their activities. My 

analysis demonstrates that in doing so, they contînued to pursue their 

practical interests and work toward achieviag their managerial 

objectives. 



Chapter 5 
The Production of Interview Data 

Just as inte~ews  are not a neutral research technique free of 

interpretive activity. so too is the production of interview data not free of 

interpretive activity. Aithough the administrators strove to be fair and 

objective in their note-taking during the interviews and in their 

organizing of the notes for analpis, they codd not avoid being 

impiicated in the process. As Blumer (1956) so eloquently puts it, 'If 

there i s  anything we do know, it is that an object. event or situation in 

human experience does not carry its own meaning: the meaning is 

conferred on it" (p. 687). The administrators conferred meaning onto the 

i n t e ~ e w s  when they selectively recorded only certain aspects of the 

teachers' anmers in their notes, when they later read the questions and 

answers on their schedules of questions, attributhg particular meanings 

to those questions and answers, and when they organized their notes 

pnor to wriüng the report. in short, there was no aspect of the 

production and organization of data that did not involve interpretive 

actiety and did not in some way contribute to the achievement of their 

managerial objectives. 

However, the administrators aff"ilrned the objectivity of the process. 

both for themselves and for their various audiences, by the use of an 

analytic method in which the conclusions and recommendations are, in 

theory, allowed to arise out of the notes rather than being imposed onto 

the notes by the researchers. In doing so. the administrators continued 

to pursue their practical interest of producing an eduation report that 

would be regarded as reasonable and defensible by others in the 
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organization. They continued to construct a response to the practical 

issues of conducting an evaluation and writing a report that would d o w  

them to carry out their jobs as managers. 

- The data in the administrators* evaluation consisted of the notes 

taken during the interviews. The schedule of questions had been designed 

with a blank space below each question in which the administrators 

could record the answers they received. When both the director and the 

manager were present at the fntervfews. they each had the& own copy of 

the schedule of questions and each made their own record of the 

i n t e~ew.  They tried to ask each teacher the same questions in the same 

order. However. if a teacher brought up somethïng that the 

administrators felt applied to a dinerent question, they flipped through 

the questions and put the answer underneath what they considered to be 

the appropriate question. Thus, when it came tirne to analyze their data. 

the questions and the answers were assembled into neat packages on the 

schedule of questions. 

Analysis of data gathered in unçtructured interviews genedy  

involves the grouping and surmwizing of respondents* answers to 

deveiop a fiamework to explain aspects of the social world portrayed by 

the respondents. Glaser & Strauss (1967). for example. in their 

influentid work nie Discouery of Gmunded Ttieory, detail a systematic 

procedure that they c d  the constant comparative method for organizing 

data into categories based on themes or ideas that arise in the data. 

Researchers ustng this method alIow the analysis to emerge fkom the 

data rather than imposing an interpretation onto the data. They sift 

through the accumulated material looking for critical terms, key events. 
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or recurrent themes. Once themes or categories have been identified, 

researchers sort the data. often cutting up  the^ notes and the 

transcripts of interviews in order to group materiai fkom Merent 

interviews into the categories. They then look for relationships between 

categories in order to produce an integrated anaipis that fully describes 

and explains what is king researched (see e.g. Neuman. 1997). 

The administrators engaged in a procedure very similar to this. 

They took their notes, grouped them* and then drew concIusions and 

made recommendations based on what appeared in the groups of notes. 

Because the manager had conducted most of the interviews. they decided 

that the manager rather than the director would draft the final report. 

They wodd then meet to review draffs of the report and the manager 

wouId make changes based on the* discussions. The manager began by 

taking the notes they had each made on the schedules of questions and 

making a list of aU the answers to each question. For example. question 

# 1 asked, What in your view are the particuiar strengths and 

weaknesses of your area of e z l y  childhood education at Communïty 

College?" The manager grouped everything that appeared in the notes for 

question #1 into two iïsts. one cded  'Strengths" and the second cailed 

Weaknesses." He identified some of the comments as coming from 

teachers in particular programs by putting the name of the program in 

parenthesis next to the comments. He then realized that he would be 

able to draw only some generai conclusions fkom these arnalgamations of 

comments and that he needed to M e r  group the comments so that 

comments from teachers in each individual program appeared together. 

(see appendix 2). After doing this. he was then in a position to draw 
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conclusions about and make recommendations for each of the programs 

included in the review. 

Evidence that the administrators did indeed see themselves as 

engaged in an objective process of data andpis in which the 

recommendations arise out of the teachers' coniments is provided by the 

following two excerpts. These excerpts corne fkom the meeting between 

the two administrators at which they discussed the first complete draft 

of the report. In these excerpts the director refers to the notes which are 

compiled at the end of the report to confirm the conclusions the manager 

has drawn in the report. (Itaiics indicate that the text is being read fkom 

the draft of the report.) 
Excerpt # 14 

M: Administrative support and administrative stmdme are 
perceived as good. Practicaily no support for the idea of an 
o v e d  EC coor-r. Many faculty stress the desire for mre 
communication, more sharulg of ideas and UifonnafiDn. a 
stiwnger sense o f c o m i t y  among EC progrm. However, 
there was almost URLUIiTruius consensus that ue don't need 
anoîhe~ layer of administration/ bureaucmcy. 

D : It's interesting, and I am not sure whether we wanted an EC 

coordinator or not but to me, f m not quibbkg with what 
you have written. But it is just, and reading your notes. that 
is reaiiy clearly supported, they don't want a coordinator. Yet 
they are screaming for al these things that a coordinator 
should be able to provide. 

Excerpt # 15 
M: Most of thme intemked feit that fctculty and students are 

treated fam and eqrrnlly. Hourever, there w r e  serreml who 
feZt othwise. The most cornmon4 citeci exampie of preferential 
treaîment revdued mund the CoUegiate program (not its real 
name). 
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6 D: What L want to do is, 1 want to puII the data on that one. 

7 M: EquaUy and fairly. 
8 D: Which is question nine, page 24. 

In excerpt #14. the director indicates that he checked the notes 

@ne 10) that appear at the end of the report when he read the draft 

before the meeting. He was apparently surprised by the statement that 

the teachers did not want 'an overall EC coordinatof because in his 

view the teachers ' are screaming for al1 these things that a coordinator 

should be able to provide" (iine 12-13). He therefore Iooked this up and 

he found that 'reading your notes. that is r e d y  clearly supported, they 

don't want a coordinator" (Ilne 1 1). In excerpt # 15, he says that he wants 

to refer to the notes. "1 want to pull the data on that one* (line 6) and 

then turns to the page on which the notes for this question appear. in 

the ensuing discussion, the two administrators together read the notes 

and confirm that a number of teachers. dthough certainly not aU, did 

indeed Say that they feel the CoUegiate program gets preferential 

treatment. In both these excerpts. the director confirms for himself that 

the conclusions that appear in the report do, in fact. arise out of the 

available data. 

This approach assumes that the meanings of both the 

administrators' questions and the teachers* answers are 

unprobIernaticaIly adable  in the administrators' notes. As MishIer 

(1986) says. it is generally assumed that 'the question is adequately 

represented by its formal statement in the text of an i n t e ~ e w  schedule 

and the answer by an interviewer's highly selective version of what a 

respondent said, usudy in the form of 'on-the-spot' notes" (p. 36). 

However, as 1 have established in the previous chapter, the interview is 
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not an unproblernatic conveying of information from respondent to 

interviewer. "Respondents* ta& is not.. .a collection of reality reports" 

(Holstein & Gubrium. 1994. p. 79). Rather, the interview is a 

collaborative endeavor in which meanings are activeIy constituted as the 

discourse unfolds. Meanings of both questions and answers can thus 

only be understood in the context of the interview, something that was 

no longer avaiiable to the administrators when they sat down to read 

their notes, 

As Mishler points o u t  questions in intemiews leave room for 

interpretation by both interviewers and interviewees and we can not be 

certain that interviewers and interviewees will understand the questions 

in the same way. The meaning of the question is negotiated in the 

inte~ew. Howwer, oniy if the meaning of the questions is the same for 

all teachers can they be said to be anmering the same questions. And 

only if teachers are anmering the sarne questions can their answers be 

grouped me;iningfùlly together in the analysis of data. The following 

excerpts =strate the varie@ of ways in which the teachers being 

inte~ewed interpreted the meaning of question #2. which appeared as 

foliows on the schedule of questions: uPlease comment on the quality of 

instruction Within this program." 
J3xcerpt #16 

1 M: Comment on the qualïty of instruction, 
2 T: Quality of instruction? I think the quality of instruction is 
3 excellent hren though 1 said dinerent instructors offer 
4 different things. I think all the instructors in the program 
5 are vev good and they are ail doing a fine job. 

in this excerpt. the director asks the question using only the first 

part of the question printed on the schedule of questions. The teacher 
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immediately understands the question to be about the teaching abilities 

of the other teachers in her program: no negotiation over the meaning of 

the question takes place. She answers directly and concisely. and. 

because the manager goes on to the next question in his next utterance. 

it seems that he accepts her interpretation of the question as the correct 

one in this context. 

In the following excerpt which also appeared in the previous 

chapter, the director changes the wording of the question slightly. 
Excerpt #17 
D: How do you feel about the general quality of instruction 

wïthin the program? 
T: Like each teacher, what they do? 
D: Yeah. not asking to break down each teacher individually. 

but are you generally cornfortable that there is a good 
standard of instruction. good teachers doing good work or 
do you have concems about it? 

T: I wouid think they do good work, but I have never heard 
anybody. I heard a few of Mary's and CrystaI's [not their real 
names] students, so that is what I can Say 1 heard. So this 
is it. 1 donTt know exactly how many we have in the 
program. who is in the program. 1 heard Mary and Crystai's 
students because we had a fewrecitals together. so what I 
heard 1 liked. but I am not sure. is that it or is there more 
to it, or did everybody play. 

The slight change in the way the director phrases the question. 

fiom 'comment on the quality of instruction" to 'how do youfeel about 

the qudity of instruction." has changed the question. Akhough the 

questions are siniilar* they are not the same. We cannot say for sure 

whether the change of wordtng is significant. but certainly the response 

of the second teacher is very different fiom the response of the first. The 
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first teacher immediateiy understood the question in a way that made 

sense to her in the context of the interview and answered quickly and 

easily. The second teacher was unsure of what she was being asked and 

needed to negotiate the meaning of the question for the context of the 

interview. In line 3 she asks for darification, Xike each teacher. what 

they do?" and gets much more explicit direction in h e s  4-5 about how 

to answer: taik about whether the other teachers are *good teachers 

doing good work." She is also much more unsure of her answer than the 

first teacher: she does not r d y  want to commit herself to having 

feelings about the quaiity of the instruction provided by other teachers in 

the program. She conveys a sense that she thinks they probably are good, 

but she cannot say for sure. 

The two teachers quoted above both teach in the sarne program. 

The teacher in the next excerpt teaches in a different program. In this 

excerpt, question #2 appears in an elaborated form: the manager asks 

the teacher to comment on the quality of instruction in the teacher's 

program and in other early childhood programs. 
Excerpt #18 
M: Comment please on the quality of instruction. this is going 

to be a two pronged question like the 1 s t  one was. first of 
aii in Program G. which is a srnall number of faculty, but if 
you can comment on that, and then if you have a feel for 
EC in general. 

T: What 1 want to Say is that the quality. as Zelda and 1 teach 
it, is very good and very sound. Zelda's training was as a 
kindergarten teacher, my training was as a student in G 
fkom eariy childhood, but 1 had the opportunity to work 
closely with a professor in the education department and 
leam a lot about educational techniques. And so 1 had no 
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one at the Consematory to supervise me. but we did have 
once a form to filI out and. an assessment of some kind. if 
you recall just a few years ago. and our coordinator at the 
time was quite delîghted because the comrnents were vexy 
favorable about the course. So as far as the coilege is 
concerned we have had on& one assessment But 1 have had 
dong the way other ways of assessing and I had a realIy 
wonderfid experience. in the 8th week 1 was talking to 
Joseph's Montessori teacher and 1 hadn't seen her since he 
was 5. and as you know he is 16. but 1 invited her to corne 
to the 8th week session when the parents are coming in and 
watch what 1 was doing. And she was very v e v  enthusiastic 
because she knew the techniques that I was using were very 
sound and the results were very good. And she invited me to 
come and teach for her. And 1 might do that. shouid 1 mer 
get the energy or desire. I might have the joy of teaching in 

her Montessori school. She. she was always in a church. 
She has moved around a bit, but it is in a neighborhood 
nearby. and it was the f m t  school that Joseph went to. he 
went mer there when he was 4. and 1 kept him there for 
kindergarten. and then went to public school. So. as she 
spoke to my parents, she really quite outlined to them why 
this was such a wonderfid class. What a treat that was for 
me to have another teacher who recognlzed what 1 was 
doing, what my techniques were and re- was enthusiastic 
about it. 1 re* felt good. But other than that. there was, 
there is no way to assess an eady chtldhood program [in 
this discipline] because it is so rare. It is just developed out 
of one's ability. one's training and one's own creativity. 
That's the taro SUS that 1 am using there. My own training 
as a child and my own creativity and experience. We have 
had good feedback about the course. 

This teacher transforms the question from one about the teaching 

abilities of individual teachers in her program into a question about the 
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quality of the course being taught In the first sentence of her answer. 

(Line 6) the teacher says -as ZeIda and 1 teach it." The pronoun it refers to 

the course, not to any specific teacher. In lines 15-16 she mentions one 

formal assessrnent that was conducted, sa- the %omments were 

favorable about the course," and she finishes her answer (line 43) by 

saying 3ve have had good feedback about the course." Unme the 

teachers in the previous two excerpts who teach early childhood students 

both privately and in groups. the teacher in this excerpt teaches this age 

group ody in groups of about eight chiidren. The format of her teaching 

activities provides a context for her understanding of this question and 

therefore for the way she answers it. She also seems to hear this as a 

question about her own teaching abiüties rather than about the teaching 

abilities of other instmctors in the program. She taks not oniy about 

the course but also about herseif as a teacher. which neither of the other 

two teachers did. After a brief mention of another teacher at the 

beginning of her answer. she talks about her own training and tells a 

story about how a Montessori teacher responded to her teaching 

techniques (lines 17-37]. 

We cannot Say for sure whether the changes in the phrasing of the 

question influenced how the teachers understood the question. But 

while it was certainly the intention of the administrators to ask the 

same question of each teacher, they clearly have not done so. Even if 

they had used exactly the same wording for aii the interviews. we cannot 

assume that the meanings of the questions were the same for aii 

teachers, even teachers in the same program, and we therefore c a ~ o t  

assume that the answers are answers to the same questions. Certainly 
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the teachers bring their own understandings of their programs to the 

answering of the questions. There may. for m p l e ,  be factors other 

than the quality of teaching that cause the second teacher to be 

unwïüing to commit herself to an answer. As the conversation unfolds. it 

becomes clear that she has very strong negative feelings about the 

program as a whole. It is possible that these negative feelings about the 

program make her unwilîing to Say anything positive at aii, men though 

she might think that some of the teachers are in fact doing a good job. 

And the third teacher may talk about her course as weil as herself as a 

way of not blowing her own hom too obviousiy. 

Clearly these teachers have not been asked the same question and 

have probably not answered the same question: the answers therefore 

cannot be meaningfully grouped together. The manager himself realized 

that he could not group the third teacher's answer with the fkst two 

because they were taiking about dinerent programs. He therefore put the 

third teacher's answer with the answer fiom the other teacher in the 

same program. He presumably intended to put the answers kom the 

other two teachers. who both teach in the same prograrn. with the 

answers from the interviews of other teachers in their program. but 

apparently overlooked the notes of the fùst teacher's comments when 

putting his list of notes together. This teacher's answer is not recorded at 

aii on the list of notes kom which the manager worked when he wrote 

his report. This teacher is effectively. if unintentionaüy, silenced, at least 

on this question. 

Whether or not the answers can legitimateiy be regarded as 

answers to the same question, the administrators transform the answers 
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that the teachers give by selectiveiy recording on& certain aspects of the 

answers in the& notes. m e  notes appeared in four forms during the 

course of the evduation. For ciarity they wfll be referred to as follows: 

handiwritten notes on the interview schedules. notes(1); the manager's 

first grouping of notes by question. notes(2); the manager's next grouping 

of notes by question and program. notes(3): and the notes that appeared 

in the tact of the document, notes(41.) These notes(l1 may or may not 

refiect the meaning that is available in the context of the interview. The 

notes(l] for the excerpts above illustrate this. Ody the manager attended 

the interview of the teacher in excerpt # 16. The notes(1) for this excerpt 

read: 'Excellent. Although there are clifferences of approach. ali 

instmctors are good. doing a fine job." These notes(1) use many of the 

same words used by the teacher and reflect fairly accurately what was 

said. In the section of the intemiew just previous to the one excerpted 

here, the manager and the teacher discussed the fact that different 

teachers in the program use Werent teaching methods. so his change of 

her word 'things* into 'approachesw reflects the discussion that took 

place. 

The notes(1) for excerpt # 17. however. teli quite a dif3erent story. 

There are two sets of notes(l] for this interview because both the 

manager and the director attended. The rnanager9s notes(l] read. rZlink 

they do good work;" the director's read. Think they do good work. Hear 

some of the other teachers' students on recitaIs. What she has heard she 

likes. Not sure she knows from the outside." Both sets of notes(1) have 

left off the teacher's first two words. "1 would." In doing so. they have 

stripped away al1 of the teacher's uncertainty and reluctance to commit 
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herself on this topic. Without the context of the interview. the word 

'thinkm in both sets of notes(l) can be read to mean that she has made a 

definite statement that the other teachers are doing a good job. in the 

context of the interview, howevet. it is clear that the words '1 wouid 

thinkm mean that she supposes but doesn't redy know if the 0th- 

teachers are doing a good job. 

The director's notes(1) capture some of her uncertainty with the 

words. 'not sure she knows fkom the outside." But thÏs is not the 

laquage the teacher used. She said '1 have never heard anybody" 

(excerpt 17, Iines 8-9)' meaning that she had never actuaily heard any 

other teachers teach and so had no direct personal knowledge of the 

teaching abilities of other teachers. This is presumably what the director 

was trying to record with the word "outside" in his notes(1). but without 

the contact of the i n t e ~ e w  for reference, uoutside* does not convey this 

meaning with any certainty. It  couid. for example. mean that she has not 

heard a q  comments from people outside the program. 

In any case. because of the way the notes(1) are recorded in the list 

of notes(3) fkom which the manager worked when writing his report (see 

appendix 21. the point is moot. The notes(3) that he worked from and 

that are appended to the h a I  copy of the report read as foIIows: T'hi& 

they do good work Teachers have different approach. some H. some 

reading. Hears other teachers' students in recitals, what she hears she 

likes." m e  remark about the dinerent approaches cornes from a later 

section of the interview.) The director's phrase b o t  sure she kaows from 

the outside" has disappeared and with it any indication of the teacher's 

reluctance and uncertainty. The notes(3) now convey the sense that she 
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thinks the other teachers are doing good work because she likes what she 

hears in recitals. 

The answer of the teacher in excerpt #18 takes the form of a 

narrative. She describes the feedback she has received about her teaching 

by teliing a story about an occasion on which her son's Montessori 

teacher came to her classroom (lines 17-37). According to Paget (1983). 

people use narratives to arrive at  a rneaningful understanding of events 

in their lives. In this case, the context of the interview question provides 

the occasion for teliing about an event that happened in the p s t ,  and as 

she teiis her story, the teacher constructs the meaning of the event. The 

narrative emerges in the context of the i n t e ~ e w  and is given its meaning 

by that context. As Paget (1983) says, MMeaning can be seen as  it is 

constituted in the act of saying something." The telling of the story is 

thus integral to the meaning of this teacher's answer, 

The notes(1) for excerpt #18, however, give no hirit of the narrative. 

They read, -As ZL and DR teach it, very good Br strong. One evaluation 

very positive. ZL cornes kom kindergartea training, DR fiom G. Good 

feedback." The story, if it is represented here at ail, bas been reduced to 

"good feedback." the words that the teacher herseif used at the end of the 

excerpt to summarize what she has said. At most, the manager has 

recorded an extremely condensed version of her narrative. He has ignored 

the concrete details of the story and selectively kept only the summm. 

The rneaning that the teacher constmcted in telling her narrative has 

been completely eliminated fkom the notes(1) and replaced with an 

abstraction that could be related to any number of narratives or other 

kinds of answers. 
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The notes(L) that the administrators took in the interviews thus 

condensed and transformed the teachers' answers. The answers that 

appear in the notes(1) therefore cannot be taken to represent the answer 

the teachers gave. They can, however, be taken to represent what the 

administrators regarded as relevant to their administrative concenis, 

They selected kom what the teacher said on the b a i s  of what wodd be 

important and relevant for the construction of the report they wodd 

write in which they would assess and rnake recommendations for the 

various programs. It would have been impossible for the administrators 

to do otherwise: they codd attend to everything that was said in the 

interviews onIy if they taped and transcribed them. and even then they 

wodd have had to seIect fiom the material in some way in order to 

produce a report of reasonable length. When it came time to write the 

report, the manager had access only to these transformed versions of the 

teacher's answers, not to the words the teachers said. He may also have 

had memories of the interviews. but, as six months passed between the 

beginning of the interviews and the beginning of the writing of the report, 

these were likely not vMd. Whether or not he could actuaiiy remember 

what was said in the interviews, however, the notes now stood for the 

interviews. The notes at that point were the interviews. 

in order to understand the answers on their pages of notes, the 

administrators had to do the reverse of what they did when they 

condensed the teachers* answers: they had to somehow expand the notes 

to arrive at a meaning for them. As Mishler (1986) says, "the analyst uses 

her or his 'best understanding,' makes explicit pronomial or ellipticai 

references to other material as weii as to presumably shared knowledge 
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between the participants, and introduces factual materiai from other 

parts of the interview or from generai knowledge of the worldw (p. 95). 

However. without the context of the intemïew. the meaning that was 

constructed in the interview. and which the notes are presumed to 

represent, can never be recovered. In the fouowing excerpt, taken fkom a 

meeting at which they discussed a fairly complete draft of the final 

report. the two administrators puzzle over the meaning of a teacheis 

comment quoted in the report. The comment under discussion occurred 

in an interview conducted by the manager alone. (Italics indicate that 

the text is being read from the draft of the report.) 
Excerpt #19 
M: Our niche is perceived as leader in thefiid. Everybody thinks 

so. OurnOgrm C faculty also see the prqrant as agoodfit 
urith the ouemU Conse~~atory pr9gram. W e  have good links 
with the Uniwrsity. On the daon side. while we are h u m  in 
the C wmmunity and the music community. rue are not knouin 
in the geneml EC ~ ~ m r n t ~ ~ i t y - r u e  ned a hü~herpmfüe. 

D: Now where did that come from. 'cause that one surprises me. 
Program C. in the EC community that 1 am aware of, the C 
program has a vev high profile. 

M: 1 should say that Me faculty feels that make sure people 
know where that is coming fkom. 

D: 1 a m  wondering who this cornmunity is. If 1 talk to the 
people at the university they know about it. It's the one 
program where if 1 walk up and down the hallways, I am 
always bumping in to my neighbors. It seems to have very 
broad recognition and support. In the EC community, we 
are getting phone calls from people about the program. fkom 
other institutions. We get students wanting to come in and 
observe. you know grad students from university programs. 
We are getting people wanting to indude it in the theses 
work and studies. 1 don't want to omit the comment. 
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Do you want to answer ît in comments on our own? 
1 thïnk we should put something in there. Now I agree that 
we need a higher profile. But to me. we might want a higher 
profile because it is a terriflc strength. A strength we can 
build on, and get a higher profile in the community and get 
more people putting theÏr chifdren into it. But, it just for 
me. I just was sort of wondering. and including ail the other 
comments that were in here. HQh lewl of instmction quality. 
OrrrnicheisperceWedaslenriririnthefwM. Weareemulcttd 
tue are seen RCLt iOtdg as an exreuenfprogmm and leader- W e  
hmregoodlinkstotheunirrersity. WeareweIlknomintheC 
community and mrrsic community. W e  are not known in the 
geneml EC comnuuzfty. Are they t a l b g  about when they Say 
EC. are they taking about day cares. are they talking about. 
1 am thinking of EC community as EC arts community and 
maybe that's where I am missing the point. Maybe what 
they are referring to is the same thing 1 am talking about. 
you know with the marketing issue. Maybe we are not well 
enough known in the general EC community of preschools. 
and playschools and day cares, and 
The larger community of 
of early childhood activities. 
That's how 1 interpreted it. 
You are sure about that? 
1 can go look it up. 
Why donTt you look it up and if it is the case, let's clarify 
that so that somebody doesn't misinterpret it the way 1 did- 

In this excerpt, the director is surprised in Iine 7 by the note(41 

that ' k e  are not weil known in the general EC community-we need a 

higher profile." This comment is a combined and slightly edited version of 

two notes(1) that appear on separate but consecutive Unes on the 

managerTs schedule of questions: "we need to raise profile (was done 

before. needs to be looked at again)" and 'known within the music 
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community and music education community but not the general EC 

community." The director's perception. which he elaborates in iines 13- 

21. is that the Program C is one of the few Conservatory programs that is 

really well known in the EC music community. The dfrector seems to 

have read "the generaï EC community" to mean the EC music 

comrnunity. The manager appears to accept the director's understanding 

of the words in his next utterance, when he suggests that he could revise 

his text slightly to clam@ the source of the comment: '1 shouid Say that 

the faculty feels thnt make sure people know where that is coming fkom" 

(lîne 101 and again in Une 22 when he asks the director if he wants to 

answer the comment in the text of the report. 

At this point in the conversation, the administrators have 

constructed a meaning of the words -general EC c o m r n u n i ~  that is 

puzzling to at least the director. In Unes 34-37. he therefore continues to 

search for a meaning that will fit better with the other comments from 

teachew that appear in the report and that will make sense to him. He 

finalIy finds ft when he sees, in line 39-41. the word "generaiw as referring 

not to  the EC music communi~. but to a larger EC community that 

includes day cares and playschools. Now the comment makes sense to 

both administrators. although the director would iike to have 

confirmation that this is what the teacher who made the comment 

intended. The manager offers to "go look it up" (line 46). but there is no 

place to look up the intended meaning because the notes(4) were quoted 

almost as they were recorded by the manager in his original notes(1). The 

onginal notes(1) will not illuminate the teacheis meaning any more 

than the notes(4) the director has available to him in the report. The 
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notes have corne to stand for the intemiews and the meaning intended by 

the teacher is no longer recoverable by the administrators. The meaning 

of the notes. for their purposes, is the one that they construct when they 

read them. 

In order to produce data that would be relevant to their concerns 

as administrators and would allow them to work toward accomplishing 

their practical goal of producing an evaluation report. the administrators 

thus engaged in interpretive activity in wery aspect of the production of 

their data. They did not ask ail the teachers the same questions, and 

even if they had, we could not be sure that the teachers understood the 

questions in the same way. They condensed and transformeci the 

teachers' answers when they recorded or@ certain aspects of the answers 

in their notes. and they may or rnay not have recovered the teachers' 

meanings when they read the notes. Throughout aU of this interpretive 

activity they sustained the illusion of objectivity for thernselves and for 

their future readers through their use of an apparently objective and 

even-handed andytic method. Even if they had been trained researchers 

they would not have been aware of the extent to which they were 

implicated in the production of the data. As Mishler (1986) points out, 

These problems [the ones described in this chapter] generally are not 

topics for reflection and analysis within the mainstream tradition" (p. 

47). In fact, had they been aware of these problems the administrators 

might not have been able to carry on with their evaluation. 

Understanding the degree to which they were implicated in their own 

activities wodd probably have interfered with their ability to carry out 

their review with inteilectual integrity. 
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Having organized ail the notes, the manager was now ready to use 

those notes to draw conclusions about and make recommendations for 

each of the programs. As Miller and Holstein (1993) point out any given 

interpretive scheme is but one of many ways to organize social reaüty. In 

the next chapter 1 examine the interpretive activities the administrators 

engaged in when they analyzd their data and wrote the& report. In doing 

so. they organized their social reality in a particuiar way and produced 

their preferred version of the& orgmïzation, one that allowed them to 

cany out the work of managing the organization. 



Chapter 6 
Writing the Report 

In this chapter, 1 examine the interpretfve actiaties of the 

adminisbators as they wrote their report. 1 look in detail at the sections 

of the report on two programs, both of which were thought by the 

administrators to have senous problems, and at the discussions between 

the manager and the director about these sections. These two sections 

and the accompanying discussions illustrate the way in which the 

administrators imroked their knowledge of their orgeat ion  to evaluate 

the teachers' comments. accepting some and rejecting others. and then 

used the comments in the report to Iegitimate the decisions they made 

about the programs for their various audiences. They engaged in this 

interpretive activity in order to achiwe their practical purpose of writing 

an evaiuation report that wodd enable them to make changes in the 

programs they were describing. 

Smith [1984) describes texts as 'crystailizationsw of organïmtionai 

settings 'detached kom the& local historicity" (p. 60). This study 

demonstrates that whiie at Ieast some of the local historiciw does indeed 

drop away from the report, the report itself is a construction rather than 

a crystallization. The administrators do not describe and preserve an 

existing reality: rather they transform the interview data into the 

apparentiy stable reaiities described in the report. The teachers' 

comments included in the report aiiow them to promote their preferred 

view of their organization, whüe the interpretive activity that they engage 

in to produce that reality becomes invisible to the reader of the report. 
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However, although their own interpretive actnrity drops away. 

throughout the writing process, they are very much aware of the 

interpretive contexts that readers wiii bring to the report. The 

administrators make various ciaims about the programs that they are 

reviewing, some of them quite criticai of both the programs and the 

teachers involved in them. Their view of what is going on is not likely to 

be popular with all readers of the report, especialiy those most heavily 

criticized. They must therefore write the report in such a way that the 

versions of the various programs they present in the report can be 

defended as the 'correct" ones and the decisions they have made about 

the programs can be seen as justitied. As G. Miller (1996) says, 'Once a 

decision has been made, much of the decision making process becomes 

irrelevant to the task at hand which involves constructing texts that 

others are likely to find reasonable and defensible" (p. 12). 

The primary means by which the report is made defensible is that 

it appears to rest on an objective interview process in which every person 

affected by any decisions that have been or wiii be made had the 

opportunity to participate. The many comments and quotes fkom the 

interviews in the body of the report and the list of ail comments at the 

end of the report provide the evidence of this process. Thus. although the 

interpretive work that has gone into the decision-making largely 

disappears. the administrators do not completely detach the report fkom 

its local historicity: rather they preserve aspects of the local historicity 

as  a means of rendering the report reasonable and defensible. But as 1 

have shown in previous chapters, no part of this process has been 

objective: it has o d y  been cast by the administrators as objective. Even 
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if w e  were to accept the idea that the data that the administrators caUed 

upon in writing the report are in some way objecme, the way in which 

the teachers' comments are evaiuated by the administrators and then 

used .in the report befies this. In fact the administrators caii not just on 

the data kom the intemiews but also on available resources within their 

organization to produce administrative versions of the programs that 

they are reviewing and they use the teachers' cornrnents to legitimate and 

validate these versions to their various audiences. The following remarks 

were addressed to me at the end of one of a meeting that took pIace 

before the interviews began. In the first sentence, the director is referring 

to the evaluations of this type that they conducted in the previous two 

years. 
bcerpt #20 
D: We haven't been completely surprised ail that many times. 

You get your, you get coilaboration, you get documentation, 
confirmation. 

M: Aiways a few surprises. 
D: A few surprises, but they tend not to be earth shattering. 

But on the other hand you have gone through a process it 
gives you a weight of opinion that ailows you do things 
sometimes organizationaily, that you would be a considered 
a heavy handed clod for doing without going through and 
giving everybody a chance to have their Say about it. And, 
that doesn't always stop you fkom being perceived as a heavy 
handed clod anyway. Particdarly by people who donY 
like.. .. 

As the director's remark in line 1 indicates. they already had a pretty 

good idea before they started the whole process of what they would find 

out f?om the teachers, although there could be 'a few surprisesw (line 4). 
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In addition. they expected to use the process to justw their decfsions. 

The director confirmed this in another meeting with the manager: 
Excerpt #2 1 

1 D: 1 think this is part of the process. This reviewing. I mean we 
2 are giving them their Say. we are letting them teil us exactiy 
3 what their perspectives are, we are making 
4 recommendations. 1 dont want it to become an issue where 
5 recomrnendations just flow directly and completely out of 
6 their perceptions if their perceptions are. sometimes people's 
7 perceptions need to be chdenged to create improvement. 

The teachers are being ailowed to 'teil us what their perspectives are" 

(lines 2-31, but the administrators are in control of the writing of the 

report and the malring of recommendations about the programs. and they 

are doing so from an administrative point of view. 

The administrators thus do not simply accept the teachers' 

comments at face value. They evduate the answers they have received on 

the ba i s  of how weii they accord with what they akeady know about the 

programs and what they know about the people who gave the answers. 

Because the answers written down on the& schedules of questions are 

seen by them as separate from themselves and owned by the teachers. 

they can assess the cornpetence of individual teachers to comment on 

the matters at hand and impute various motives in providing certain 

answers to specific teachers. They can then evaiuate answers and accept 

or reject them on these bases. Although they have caiied on the 

prospecting metaphor of interviewing. with aii its associated 

assumptions. and have tried to conduct their interviews in accordance 

with the rules of interviewing. in analyzing their data. they are weil 

aware of the fact that 'the narrator is relating experience at a specific 
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time and place. to a distinctive audience. with particular objectives in 

mind" (Holstein â G u b f i ~ .  1994. p. 28). They invoke the& knowledge of 

their organization in order to assess motives the teachers may have had 

in the intenriews. That is. they interpret their data fkom their own point 

of view as administrators rather than from some (non-existent) neutral 

position as researchers and produce a report that presents the& version 

of the programs under review. This is something that, g ~ e n  the indexid 

and reflexive nature of the social world, they cannot avoid doing. 

The following analysis illustrates how this occurs. Ln it. 1 examine 

the administrators' discussions of two programs and the sections of the 

report on these programs. In these sections of the report. the teachers' 

comments are treated very differentiy depending on whether or not the 

administrators agree or disagree with the comments. Both of these 

programs were thought by the administrators to have serious problems. 

in the ï n t e ~ e w s .  howwer. the coordinators of both of these programs 

presented a positive description of the& programs and of their roles in 

them. (The coordinators also teach in the programs. so thus far 1 have 

referred to them coUectiveIy with the teachers simply as the teachers. The 

coordinators are not part of the administration of the Conservatory.) In 

the Brst case. Program F. the oniy other teacher interviewed presented 

the same positive picture of the program as the coordinator. The 

administrators. therefore. received no corroboration of their view of the 

program fkom the interviews. In the section of the report on this 

program. relatively few comments h m  the teachers were included and 

the comments that did appear were buried in the body of the text and 

discounted in the recommendations. 
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In the second case, Program H. the on& other teacher intenriewed 

presented a vexy different picture of the program from the coordinator's. 

IA second teacher was iU at the time of the interviews but came in at 

another time with the first teacher to taik to the manager about the 

program. Comments from this meeting are also included in the report. 

These two teachers and the coordinator comprise the teaching staff of 

this program.) The administrators agreed with the teachers' version of 

the program rather than the coordinator's. The section of the report on 

this program included many of the teachers' comments. These were listed 

on separate lines. each one preceded with a hyphen. in a block of text set 

apart from the body of the report where they would be easily seen by w e n  

a casual reader. However, the teachers also presented some cornplaints 

against the administration of the Conservatory and these cornplaints 

the administrators simply ignored in their recommendations. 

Throughout. the administrators were conscious not only of making their 

decisions seem reasonable and defensible (e.g. excerpts #29 and #30) but 

also of how they as the writers of the report wouid appear to their 

various audiences (e.g. excerpt #32). 

The following excerpt cornes fkom the interview with the 

coordinator of Program F. This program had lost enrobent over the 

previous two years and was in danger of being axed altogether. At the 

time of the intenriews, no decision had been made as to the fate of the 

program. By the thne the report was hished. the decision had been 

made to keep the program but in a drastic* reduced and altered form. 

This decision had not been made public at the time the report was 

completed. m s  excerpt is reconstnicted h m  notes taken during a five 
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minute period at the beginning of the intemm when the tape recorder 

failed to function.) 
Ekcerpt #22 
M: What in your view are the particular strengths and 

weaknesses of the e x @  childhood F program? 
T: W e  have an excellent program. The three. four and five year 

olds are leaming to work in a group. they leam discipline 
and their creative process is being advanced. We have taro 

excelient instructors. 1 don't know of any weaknesses. If 1 
did 1 would be tking them. 

M: Anything we can do better? 
T: Nope. As 1 Say. if there were any problems 1 wouid be fixing 

them. 
M: Are there any oppominities we are not taking advantage of? 
T: No, none. 

In the discussion of the section of the report dealing with this 

program, the administrators c d  on the& prior experience with this 

teacher and their knowledge of her program to assess her description of 

her program. They know the problems the program has had. so they are 

not fooled by this unremittingly positive description of it. In the next 

excerpt, they together constmct a version of the teacher as someone 

whose cornments cannot. in this context, be taken seriously and who 

has an agenda to push. nameiy trying to Save her program. This excerpt 

cornes fkom a meeting at which the administrators are discussing the 

first complete draft of the report. Elizabeth is the coordinator and hrelyn 

is the teacher. (Italics indicate that the text is being read fkom the draft 

of the report.) 
Excerpt #23 

1 M: Sbengths, quality of instnrction, 1We music, good studio space. 
2 W e  do the same sorts of things as 0th~ schuds. but do them 
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better and are semïng community needs weU. Elizabeth kept 
saying. very good, top rate. best in the city, stun like that. 
(laughsl 
OK sure. 
Both Elizabeth and EveIyn said that it was mted that the 
coUege was a bit stark. physically austprp, c d  s~rr~wzdùrgs 
harsh üght although they liked the studios themselves. 
Rooms are too spread out This is one of Elizabeth's mantras. 
She wants them contiguous. 
1 know. 
Having the mm be closer tqether would heip tofoster a 
better sense of cornmmitg. She was very mild about 
marketing efforts in Our in te~ew.  So what about 
marketing? WeU. she says, we are doing the best that we 
can do. This is not in line with the party line a lot of other 
times. My subjective reaction. which 1 shared with Barbara 
at the time, was that Elizabeth came in with a game plan 
that everything was going to be OK She was very positive 
about just about wexything. The message we received for the 
program was that the instruction is of very high quaiity and 
we are Ue top, from all reports." That's a quote, see that? 
W e  were somewhat swprised, speaking for you here. czt the 
rosy scenaRo painteci by the facultg wnsidering the ongoing 
pro$Iems uiê haue in attracting and rnauztauiing student 
eruvüments. Whatever the en- problems are. the facuIty 
certainlydonotat tr ibutethemtotheur-class~oftheir  
studenl. 1s that fair? 
Uh huh. 
Very recently the amrdinator has becorne concenied Urat our 
pncingfor the entire program incIudhg EC is out of line with 
the market. and rw c m t  cornpete with Ule pricing structure 

we h u e .  P r i !  has not chcrnged in any sQt~t$ccant wayjor 
saieml gears. and the mordvuxbr's sudden mncem with this 
issue is sornewhatpuzzling. but that doesn't mean she is 
wmw. It neeàs to he inuestiaated. 
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D: 1 would do the investigation before we finish the report- You 

know, make a few phone cas ,  see if our prices, we certain@ 
did that, we put a secretaq in one of the back rooms with 

the door shut, had her phone other schools and get the 
pricing, when we did the admin review of the program. 

M: U h  huh. 
D: It needs to be investfgated. 
M: 7%e larger issue, of course, is whether the entire program 

remains a uiable enterprise at Community Cdlege. 96/97 ulas 
b be a make or break year, tagets were set lasi year and are 
not king  met. E v e q  year we lower our -ns 
@umcWy, not artisticauy oredUCQtiORcLuy~ and evey year we 
fd s9n1@ant4 short of bu@& NoMy w a n l  tu preside ouer 
the demise of the program. but we must seriousiy consider 
such a possibility this yecu. Does that belong in here? 

D: 1 think it belongs in here. I think it is fine because we are 
making recommendations. I think we need sometbing in 
here. but this buiishit that Elizabeth and Evelyn are saying 
is wiilful in my muid. Personal opinion, it's wiMd 
avoidance. They are sitting here saying everythmg is 
wonderful, werything is fine. everything is good. we are 
marketing great, we have. weii the lighting is a little 
austere, but basically we have the best thing going on since 
sliced bread. Very recently, after these interviews in fact, like 
six months later. she has decided that prîcing might be out 
of line, which also seems bogus from everythiag that we 
know realistidy, you know. objectively. And yes, let's do 
the checking, because 1 hate leaving iike loose ends lying 
there like that. when it is reaily quite simple to check and 
see what the reality is. And I think we have to put 
something there. 1 think if you are doing evaluation, you 
have to, if you know that the data you are being given is 
garbage, 1 think you have to acknowledge at some, or 
challenge it in some way. rather than just letting it sit 
there. You know it is the garbage in, garbage out thing. 1 
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seems suspicious. At least we should raise the flag there 
that, a program that is losing 25% of its enrobent 
aanudy, and on the verge of being canceled for la& of 
viability, it seems disconnected with reality to have the 
instmctors interviewed citing everything as king perfect. 
Just a thought. And that, weU 1 would tend to Say. 
ateqthîng £tom when we did with the admin review. people 
we taiked to, qualifications of instructors. seeing 
some of the classes, 1 think they do a very high quaiity job 
of instruction. But. something must be wrong. Something is 
not happening. 

M: My interpretatîon, 1 didn't confront Elizabeth and 1 haven't 
since. she feels &ne t a h g  about problems with me, it stays 
in the f d y .  She knows this is going to the vice president 
academic, she's not going to Say anythuig bad about her 
program. That's how 1 interpreted it. 

From the begïnning of this discussion. the manager is attempting 

to discredit the coordinator as a credible commenter on the program. He 

laughs (line 5) as he describes the kind of comments that the coordinator 

has made in the interview. And the director responds in the same vein 

with the words, 'Oh, sure." The manager then refers (Lue 10) to the 

coordinator's request for adjoining rooms as a "mantra." Apparently she 

has asked for this maay times. so many times, in fact. îhat it has begun 

to seem an unreasonable request to the administrators when both they 

and the coordinator know that nothing can be done to accommodate it. 

So far in the conversation the coordinator is being portrayed as someone 

who cannot be taken seriously. 

In the manager's next utterance he compares the coordinator's 

description in the interview of the program as problem-kee with the way 
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she usuaily talks to the manager about the program. Her comments 

about marketing in this interview are 'not in line with the party iine a 

lot of other m e s "  ( ihe 17). The coordinator is taiking about the program 

in a different way than she usuaiiy does and the manager looks for a 

reason for this. "Elizabeth came in with a game plan that everything was 

going to be OH" m e s  19-20). Now the coordinator is not just someone 

who cannot be taken seriously, but someone with a "game plan," an 

agenda to push. She is not someone who is simply there to comply with 

the administrators' purposes by giving them information about her 

program; she is now sorneone who has a purpose of her own to 

accomplish in the interview. He then reads a quote fkom the coordinator 

to the effect that the program is doing weii and points this out to the 

director in line. m a t ' s  a quote, see that?" to corroborate his contention 

that the coordinator is trying to promote a particuiar view of the 

Pros-. 

The next bit of the report that the manager reads @ne 31-37) refers 

to a conversation that took place at some time after the i n t e ~ e w  with 

the coordinator; pricing of the program was not discussed in the 

interview conducted for the writing of this report. The coordinator is 

presented as having an unexpected interest in the prices of her courses, 

prices that have not changed in a number of years. This could, in fact. be 

a reasonable concern on her part: she could be searching for an 

explanation for the fact that her program is attracting fwer and fewer 

students. The manager. howwer, describes this concern in the text of his 

report m e s  35, 361 as 'suddenw and "puzzling," again casting the 

coordinator as someone who talks about things differently at different 
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times. depending on what her personal agenda might be. The coordinator 

has now been described as someone whose comments cannot be regarded 

as objective because she so ciearIy adapts them to her own goals in 

pamcular situations. 

The manager has not simply provided a record of the intemiew as it 

happened. but has described the intenriew as it was 'seen as relevant to 

reaching a decision about the charactef (Smith, 1978. p. 24) of the 

interview. Because he regards the interview as having been proàuced by 

and owned by the teacher. he can regard the character he imputes to the 

behavior of the coordinator as displayed in the interview itself rather 

than in his account of the inte~ew.  He is not using the interview as a 

resource in creating an account of what actually happened: he is 

describing something that he regards as a feature of the interview itself. 

But. as Heritage (1984) points out, there is no such thing as literal 

description. A description advocates a particular version of the 

circumstances in question. A description of an event 'does not convey or 

report reaiïty as much as it assembles and manages it for the practical 

purpose at handw (Holstein, 1992. p. 27), in this case. the writing of a 

report that evaiuates the program. The manager has thus described his 

interview with the coordinator in such a way as to rnake his account of 

the interview immediately conwicing, thereby excluding any other 

possible readings of the interview. In the manager's version. the 

coordinator has presented a positive description of the program in spite 

of what the administrators regard as ovemhelming evidence to the 

contrary and in doing so has caiied into question her credibility and 

objectivity as an observer of the program. 
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Although the director was not present at the interview, he accepts 

the manager's version of the coordinator's behavior. He says he is being 

fed a line that simply does not fit with what he knows about the program 

"objectively" (Iine 64, and describes the coordinator's behavior as "willfiil 

avoidance" &ne 56-57] and her feedback as "garbage" @ne 701, 

"suspicious" m e  741, and "disconnected kom reaiity" (Une 77). He 

proposes a version of the coordinator in which she is avoiding facing a 

reality that wili almost certainly have unpleasant ramifications for her. 

The manager does not actively disagree with this version of the 

coordinator's behavior, but sees it not so much as avoidance as a 

strategy produced by the fact that the coordinator knows the report wiU 

go to another audience. namely the vice president academic of the 

coilege. The coordinator, in his view, does not want auy negative 

information about the program to go to a Iwel of administration that 

rnight have an important voice in deciding the future of her program. 

The administrators here have acknowfedged that their 

interpretations do not arise out of at Ieast this teacher's comments. In 

fact, the director indicates that, as a responsible researcher and 

administrator, he carmot d o w  the teacher's version to stand as the final 

word on the program. "If you know the data you are being given is 

garbage. 1 think you have to . . .challenge it in some way rather than just 

letting it sit there" Clines 71-72). It is his job as a researcher to evaluate 

the data he has been given, not simply to let the teachers* perceptions be 

the final word. It is his job to construct some versions of the programs as 

legitimate and others as not. 
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The section of the report on this program rdects the 

administrators' interpretation. The Notes From Interviews section of 

Program F consists of two short paragraphs. 
Quote # 1 

Strengths cited were quaiity of instruction, b e  music, and good 
studio space, We do the same sorts of things as other F programs, 
but do them better, and are seming community needs well. The 
administrative structure is serving Program F weli- Location is an 
important reason why vexy yomg students choose CC, dong with 
good word of mouth about the program and quality of instruction. 

While facilities were found to be a strength, it was noted that 
Community Coiiege in general is a bit stark for the very young 
children. Community Coiiege is 'physicaily austere, has cool 
surroundings" and uatmosphere is Iacking, hght harsh." 
instmctors noted that the noms are too spread out. It was felt 
that if the rooms could be doser together, it would help to foster a 
better sense of community within Program F, more of a school 
atmosphere. Communication. posting of schedules and notices. 
keeping the office in the loop-could be better. The coordinator, 
who has been criticai of the Conservatory's marketing efforts in 
the past, says that we are 'doing the best that we can do." 

In both these paragraphs, quotes and comments nom teachers 

have been integrated into the paragraphs rather than being set off on 

separate lines or in separate parâgraphs as they are for other programs. 

The teachers' cornments on the program's strengths are summarized 

briefly in the first paragraph. This material appears to be paraphrased, as 

there are no quotation marks. in fact, however, rnany of the phrases in 

this paragraph are direct quotations h m  the notes(3) iisted at the end 

of the report (see appendur 2). The omission of the quotation marks 

makes these cornments visuaiiy Iess conspicuous to the reader. in effect 
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downplaying the cornrnents. The second paragraph presents a few fm 

minor criticisms of the program, none of which deai with rnatters that 

are central to the nrnning or the success of the program. These 

comments, although minor. are in quotation marks, which visuaiiy draw 

the reader's attention to them. Thus, through the typographie device of 

quotation marks, the negative comments are given more attention than 

the positive ones- The second paragraph also contains a hint of an 

editorial comment on the part of the manager in Iines 15- 17: The 

coordinator, who has been critical of the Conservatoqfs marketing 

efforts in the past. says that we are 'doing the best that we can do.'" The 

coordinator is presented as having told a different story about marketing 

efforts in the interview than in past; that is. she apparently changes her 

opinion depending on the circumstances. and therefore her comments 

probably cannot be trusted. This sets up the Recommendations section. 

in which the positive picme of the program presented by the teachers is 

completely discounted. 
Quote #2 
The message we received from Program F was that the instruction 
in Program F is of very high quaiity and we are "at the top, fkom 
ail reports." We were somewhat surprised at the rosy scenario 
painted by the Program F faculty considering the ongoing 
problems we have in attracting and maintaining student 
enrollments. Whatever the enrollment problems are, the facuity 
certainly do not attribute them to the in-class experience of their 
students. 

The inescapable issue, of course. is whether the entire Program F 
remains a viable enterprise at Community CoUege. 96/97 was to be 
a make-or-break year for Program F, and targets were set last year 
that are not being met. EnroUment in EC Program F is alarmingly 
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12 low this year. Every year we lower our expectations (financially, 
13 not artistiay or educationally). and every year we fall 
14 signiscantly short of budget Nobody wants to preside over the 
15 demise of Program F. but we must very seriously consider such a 
16 - possibility this year. 

In the first sentence of the Comments and Recommendations, the 

administrators attribute the positive remarks about the program to the 

teachers In the program without appearing themselves to agree or 

dfsagree with these comments. 'The message we received fkom Program F 

was that the instruction in Program F is of very high quality and we are 

'at the top. fiom ali reports.'" That is, the comments are presented as the 

teachers* point of view about rather than an objective description of the 

program. Because them comments have been presented as an opinion 

belonging to the teachers, the administrators can disagree strongly with 

it. saying, %e were somewhat surprised at the rosy scenario painted by 

the Program F faculty" @ne 3). The evidence for the& version of the 

program cornes in the second haif of the sentence: 'considering the 

ongoing problems we have in attracting and m a i n m g  student 

enroIlmentsw b e  4-5 1. It seems that. h m  the point of view of the 

administrators. declining enroilment figures tell the real story of the 

success. or lack thereof. of the program. The teachers* version has ken  

completely discounted and the administrators' version has been asserted 

as the objective, stable reality. The last sentence of the paragraph hints 

at the administrators* hstration in dealing with the teachers in this 

program and contains a touch of a rebuke to the teachers. Perhaps the 

teaching is excelient and the artistic standards are high. but something 

must be wrong if enrobent is dropping every year (excerpt #23, Ilne 83). 
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The teachers are ignoring what the administrators regard as the very real 

problems with this program. 

It is interesting to note that while dropping enroben t  threatens 

the existence of Program F, enrollment in itself is not necessariiy the 

d e t e m g  factor in the life of a program. Program B had also Iost 

enrollment over the past few years, but there is no suggestion, either in 

the discussions or in the report itself, that this program should be axed. 

Quite the con t rq .  As the manager says in the Comrnents and 

Recommendations section on Program B. he beiieves 
Quote #3 

1 This should be a high priority item for the Conservatory. This is 
2 not just something that would be nice to have. Program B should 
3 be the broad base of our B v d  - out of Program B should flow 
4 many of our private students. many other Program 
5 participants, and many of our Coiïegiate members. 

The other programs rnentioned in this excerpt are the programs 

that the Conservatory is best known for. The manager beiieves that 

program B has the potential to produce students to feed into these 

programs. In spite of low enrobent, he therefore wants to not only hang 

onto this program but also to deveIop it into a thriving program. 

Dropping enrohen t  is not a reason to cancel the program but should 

provide motivation to make the program 'a high pnority item for the 

Conservatow @ne 1) and encourage them to marshal their resources to 

turn the situation around. Thus the administrators evaluate the same 

piece of evidence, dropping enrollment, in different ways depending on 

how they see the program fitting into the larger scheme of things in the 

Conservatory, 
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Returning to the discussion of h-ogram F. in contrast to the 

recomrnendations for 0th- programs. the administrators make no 

attempt here to propose solutions to what they regard as the program's 

problems. As noted eariier. by the time the manager produced the finai 

ciraft of the report. the decision to drasticaiiy m o d e  this program had 

already been made, although it had not been announced. Ail that 

remained was to mite the report in such a way as to make that decision 

seem reasonable and defensible when it was annomced. The 

administrators, therefore, do not address the question of whether or not 

the program really is an artistic success except to note parenthetically in 

lines 12-13 that they have lowered on@ their financial and not their 

artistic or educational expectations. Doing so might put them in an 

awkward position. First, questioning the artistic merit of the program 

might unnecessarily offend at least some of ttieir audience, the 

coordinator and the teacher. They feel they have legitimate grounds for 

canceling the program whether or not the program is artistically 

successful. so they do not need to address this question. But even more 

importantly, if they found themselves agreeing that the program was an 

unqualified artistic success, it muld be much harder to justify canceling 

the program. Without ever commenting on the artistic merit of the 

program, which from the teachers' point of view is an important aspect of 

the program, the administrators are now in a position to defend their 

decision as the right one, based on what they regard as the facts of the 

matter. 

The teachers in Program F have been alIowed to give their 

perspectives on the program. The administrators, however, have not 
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simply taken these perspectives and presented them in the report: rather 

they have interpreted the teachers' comments and made judgments about 

the relationship of those comments to what they regard as the facts 

about this program. The teachers in this program have certainly not 

provided the ucoIlaboration, documentation. or confirmationw (see 

excerpt #20. line 2-31 that the administrators were hoping for. but the 

administrators have neverthe1ess asserted the& version of the program as 

the 'stable objective reality" (G. Miller. 1996. p. 2). In G. Millefs (1996) 

words, they have Uassembled and used the interpretive resources 

available in the setting.. . to construct contextuaiiy defensible meaningsw 

(p. 9) for the teacherç* comments. even when they did not agree with 

those comments. 

The teachers* comments appeared in the report very differently 

when the administrators agreed with them. as the section of the report 

on Program H illustrates. In this section. the manager has listed no 

fewer than seven strongly worded complaints about the program from the 

two teachers other than the coordinator. These appear in the draft as 

foiiows. each compla.int set off fiom the others in its own paragraph 

preceded by a hyphen (see appendix 1) and aii the complaints set in fiom 

the left margin. This has the effect of highlighting the complaints. 

b ~ g i n g  them to the attention of the reader: 
Quote #4 

1 The faculty's complaints are numerous and strongky felt. 
2 - There have been grave emors made in the past. in regard to the 
3 hiring and firing of teachers. Feelings still nui hi@. and 
4 reconciliation is still needed. 
5 - Faculty and students have obviously not k e n  treated fairly and 
6 equaily. Lots of people don't support the Program H philosophy. 
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Rogram H go away. despite the fact that there is customer 
satisfaction and the community supports it." 

- Wouid iike a review of Program H specifically. The Artistic 

Director is a problem - the position needs a job description. The 
program needs more effective teacher trainfng - it's working in 
other places. In avoiding conflict, the coordinator has stined 
new thought. Things are cornfortable. but not artistically or 
educationally vital. Much potential. 

- The Pro- H Teacher Training program has been to- 
unsuccessful. The coordinator's personal style is such that she 
preferç to leave things open-ended and vague, rather than 
stating specific expectations. providing concrete objectives. or 
giving conventionai feedback. This has resulted in frustration 
and eventual withdrawal for aii the trainees who have 
undertaken the program. Trainees have expressed their concems 
to the coordinator. but she has k e n  unresponsive to their 
wishes. 

- There is not really any 'program." The coordinator has 
estabiished a situation in which she teaches her students. the 
faculty each teach theirs. and there is practidy no 
interaction, coordinated activity. or sharing of ideas. The 
Conservatory's Program H should be the hub of  H activity in 
the City. The coordinator should make efforts to draw the 
community together and Bnd ways to sbengthen the City H 
community. the Conservatory program, and the Conservatory 
program's position in the community. The coordinator seems to 
be doing just the opposite, isolattng us fkom the larger City 
community rather than building bridges. 

- The coordinator has 'cherry picked* some students from the 
faculty. without the faculty member's knowledge or consent. 

Of these seven teachers' complaints. the first bvo are directed 

toward the Consewatory administration: the other five are directed 

toward the coordinator of the program. Four of these five deal with what 
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relationships with the current teachers, training new teachers. and 

building Lulks to the larger community. The last one addresses a common 

source of fkiction between music teachers: students switching teachers. 

In the discussion about this program, the adminisîrators defiected the 

cornplaints against the administration and created a sense of a program 

in which al of the problems identified by the teachers were the fadt  of 

the coordinator of the prograrn. The recommendations that appear in the 

report make no mention of any changes that the administration might 

make; rather they focus entirely on the ways in -ch the coordinator 

should change her behavior to improve the running of the program. 

The discussion of this program took place at two Merent times 

during the meeting at which the draft was discussed. The first came in 

response to the foilowing comment, very similar to the second of the 

teachers' complaints. which the manager included in the section 

Resdts/Trends - EC Generally. It appeared in a paragraph summarizing 

responses to the question 'Do you believe faculty and students are 

treated fairly and equaiiy across aii our EC programs?" 
Quote #5 

I - Representatives of Program H felt that their program and the 
2 Program H phiiosophy are not supported, that they feel the 
3 administration "would just as soon Program H go away," despite 
4 strong customer satisfaction. 

This paragraph produced the following exchange belmeen the 

administrators as they tned to understand what might be behind this 

perception on the part of the teacher. Joan is the teacher and Ilona is 
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the coordinator. (The coordinator runs Program H but is not part of the 

Conservatory administration.) 
b c q t  #24 
M: My recoilecthn is it was Joan alone who was m g  that 

point of view- She is the one who hm the history that goes 
back fir enough and was present for whatever events she was 
taiking about, which pre-date me. 

D: WeU. and yes, and since they almost pre-date me, and 
1 wasn't reaily directly iuvolved in anything with Joan where 
she might feel that negatnrely about administration. She was 
part of the issue. she used to work part time for cont ed and 
run the H stimmer workshop for them- They bagged the 
workshop and bagged her. We took the workshop. I t  was 
when Ilona f ~ s t  came and was on faculty. When we put her 
in as coordinator we threw it into her baiiiwïck and Joan 
wasn't being paid. She was being paid a fair amount of 
money to nia it down in cont ed. And cont ed basicaiiy 
questioned what they were getting and so on, so it may 
certainly be tied to that 1 don't know. 1 don't want to 
diminish what she is saying, but it seemed vev  
uncharacteristic and sort of outside of my expenence for any 
row we have had with them and certainiy 1 have never had 
any other row with her about that when we brought it up 
here. It was dead and gone as far as she was concemed. 
[more discussion of this] 

D: OK, weli, 1 don't know what she is taiking about. 

m e  director is looking for some explanation for what he regards as  

the teacher's negative perception of the administration (line 7). He finds 

a possible explanation not in what he regards as real sins committed by 

the administration but in imagining her reaction to a managerial 

decision taken some years ago. This teacher was once employed by the 

Continuing Education department to coordinate a summer workshop in 
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this program. When Continuing Education no longer wanted to run the 

workshop, the Consematory took it over @ne 10) and asked someone else 

to coordinate the workshop. The director's only possible explanation for 

Joan's negative attitude toward the administration is the fact that she 

was no longer being paid to coordinate the workshop. However, even that 

seems weak to him because his recoiiection of her reaction to that is 

that he didn't 'have a row" m e  20) with her over the issue and that the 

workshop Was dead and gone as far as she was concemedw (hue 2 1). He 

says he 'doesn't want to diminish what she is saying (iine 16-17, but it 

seems that unless he can corne up with an explanation for her attitude 

that makes sense to him, he can dismiss this cornplaint, concluding that 

he "doesn't know what she is taking about" &ne 23). 

The second discussion of this program took place near the end of 

the meeting. It began with the manager reading fkom his text the 

generally positive things said by the coordinator about the program. (He 

read quickly and left out many words that appeared in the text because 

they were running out of time. ltalics indicate that the text is king read 

from the ciraft of the report.] 
Excerpt #25 

1 M: Sb.ilang lack ofmngnrence bebveen the c00rc fWf  s 
2 perception and the faculty's perception, Coordinator spke 
3 positwely, basically happy with the progmm. Such probiems as 
4 exist do so withîh the contsrt of a sumessful and smoothi~~ 
5 m i n g  Program. 

He then went on to taIk about what the teachers said in their 

interviews. 
Excerpt #26 

I M: And here is just a Litany of cornplaints. If you have any 
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trouble with the way 1 have expressed them. let me know. 1 

have to Say that 1 agree r e a y  with aiI of them. My 
perspective is the same as the peopIe who are making these 
complaints. 

D: WeU. OK 1 wouid agree, if you are asking m e  if they are fine. 
they are fine. If you are asking m e  if 1 agree with them. 1 

don't know about the Iast one. 1 havent heard that one yet. 
The coordinatorchem~ picked some studentsfrom thefcmuty 
without the faculty members' knowiecige or consent I am 
aIways touchy about those things. because sometimes it is 
tnte, and 1 also very very strongiy believe in the students' 
right to vote with their feet. And 1 have never seen. almost 
never do 1 see a situation. men though 1 know, because 
parents talk to me, students taik to me, and I have been a 
student myself. that sometimes students change teachers 
because they want something Merent or they think they are 
going to get something better. Or they just wouid Iike a 
change. Aimost d m - ,  the former teacher blames the new 
teacher and beiieves that the student was stolen. I don't 
know how much time I have spent dealing with that issue. 
And 1 am not saying it doesn't occur. but it happens. The 
perception of that occurrïng is so much higher because 
nobody &es to Say. weii maybe it was time for the student 
to move. Obviously if the student has k e n  tampered with 
and if the student or the parents redy  thought about things 
they wouid know it was better for the student to stay right 
where they are than go to another teacher. So I don't know, 
that one. I'm not saying it shouldn't be in here, if that's 
what people believe. it's fine for it to be in there, but I 
personally don't do that. 

M: OK Should 1 Say something in the recommendations? 
Because 1 don't address that one. 

D: I think you might flag that one. because fkom my point of 
view. I'd like it, if I was doing the draft. 1 would flag that and 
make a comment that this is at best very difficult to prove. 
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And 1 have never known any students that have b e n  
required to switch fkom one kacher to another. You know, it 
just doesn't happen. 'ïhey are the ones who have to register 
and pay tuition. Nobody says OK you're done with teacher, 
you're going with me now. At l e s t  I've never corne across 
that before, this could be a Eirst The other one 1 am not sure 

1 agree with, 1 mean 1 do agree. but it depends on the 
coatext. It says. There have k e n  graue m r s  made Ur the pst 
in reg& b the hiting andf*rrvig ofkc~chers. 

M: I have no idea. 
D: I beIieve there have been grave errors made in the hiring of 

teachers. 1 don't believe there have been any errors made in 
the f'uing of teachers except that some of them weren't fird 
soon enough. And 1 believe there is a crisis. and 1 wouid in 
Our comments 

M: Use the word? 
D: 1 would use it, there is a crisis in fmding quaiifred Program H 

teachers. The teachers, the one area 1 can support nona in 
and agree with her 100016 is that the vast majority of H 
teachers seem to be. excuse me, housewives who have taken 
their grade 6 and gone to a week long H snmmer 
workshop. They are nowhere near q u u e d  in the way, and 
we have been through this with O u r  last set of auditions. 
nowhere near quMed in the way we would expect and 
insist any other of our faculty would. And then people get 
oumged that we don't have more H teachers and 
aren't doing this, when you go out and look at the 
comrnunity, I mean the fast one they are upset we haven't 
hired is someone we fked three years ago, who is devoting 
most of their time to doing grade 10 and probably isn't 
fkom what 1 have heard, doesn't play at a leveL that they are 
going to pass their grade 10. So, there's, and somehow 

M: (An aside addressed to Barbara) This was a person who came 
to a professional audition and played the Happy Fanner. 

D: Sornehow this is accepted within tfie H community 
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72 and sornehow in the comments and recommendations, 
73 we need to have that. 

The manager begins this part of the discussion by saying that he 

agrees with ail of the cornpiaints made by the teachers @ne 3). In fact. 

he agrees ody with the compiaints made against the coordinator of the 

program, not with the two cornplaints made against the administration. 

The second of the teacher's cornplaints had already been dealt with and 

dismissed earlier in the meeting. The first of the teachers' cornplaints has 

to do with the hiring and finng of teachers. The teachers said that "grave 

errorsw had been made in how teachers were treated in the past. The 

director, however, does not believe that any mistakes were made in the 

firing of teachers, only in the hiring of incompetent ones in the first 

place m e s  47-50) who then had to be fired. in his view, the actions of 

the administration were justified by the unacceptable level of competence 

demonstrated by the teachers. He feels that there is a "crisis in 5ding 

qualified H teachers" &ne 53), which has made it di"cu1t to staff their 

program. People may be "outragedm b e  62) that the Consematory does 

not hire many teachers h m  the cornmunity and fires the few it does 

hire. but according to him, teachers in the community who are interested 

in teaching in this program are "nowhere near qualified in the way.. .we 

would expect and insist any other of our faculty wouldw (lines 60-61). 

Thus he casts the administration's actions in hiring and firing in this 

program as a reasonable response to the level of competence of the 

available teachers and in doing so deflects this complaint fiom the 

administration. 
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The director also objects to the teachers' finai complaint that the 

coordinator has 'cherry pickedw some of the& best students for her own 

cIass. Aithough he is not suggesting the comment be taken out. the 

director is not sure this complaint can be defended because so many 

factors mn be at work when students change teachers (Iines 16-18). He 

suggests that the manager make an editoriai remark next to this 

complaint to the effect that this is very difficult to prove (line 36). The 

manager says he will address thfs in his recommendations @ne 32), but 

in the next ciraft of the report. he simpIy deletes this cornplaint. 

Aithough the director has now rejected both cornplaints against 

the administration and questioned the comments about the coordinator 

'cherry picking" students, he has not questioned the teacher's credibiiity 

as someone qualified to comment on the program. This contrasts with 

the treatment of the coordinator of Program F, whom the adminfstrators 

criticized for both the substance of her comments and her motives in 

making them. Unlike the coordinator of Program F. this teacher is not 

regarded by the administrators as playing a game or pushing an agenda. 

Rather, she is regarded as a credible witness, someone who substantiates 

their own version of this program and its coordinator in many of her 

other comments (e. g. excerpt # 26, Iine 3). 

In the next excerpt the administrators go on to support the 

teacher's other complaints. This excerpt is a continuation of the previous 

one. 
Excerpt #27 

I D: Somehow this is accepted within the H community 
2 and somehow in the comments and iecommendations. we 
3 need to have that. Having said that, I think Ilona is full of 
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s u t ,  I mean, 1 agree with ail those comments. except I donTt 
know the answer. llona is the only person we have got with 
decent quaMications in H and she is a bizarre character and 
doesn't seem to work weil with 0th- people. And I redly get 
a sense a lot of times that she wants to distance herself fiom 
the rest of the H community for exactly the reasons 1 am 
just describing, because she sees them as not being 
competent. not teaching at a level she is cornfortable with. 

She's given up. 
Being embarrassed with the results so she has given up on 
them and drifted off doing her own thing. So do you get back 
in step with the main Stream which is generally an 
embarrassing level of quality. and 1 am really perplexed as to 
why that is tme with this program. because 1 wouldn't Say 
the same things about other progmns. The people invohred 
in other programs seem to have. by and large seem to have a 
Ievel of qualification that is more comparable with what you 
find in mainstream music education. People in H are 
fkightful. 
The way I have qressed my opinions here. they obviously 
are opinions. When 1 Say that the coordinator seems content to 

see the pmgram dwindle rather than gmw. 
I wouldn't Say. 1 am not sure that's fair. She would Say she 
would rather have it smaii run  with quality instructors. than 
to have it expand using unqualified instructors. 
OK- 
I think you're absolutely on point about a natural leadership 
role in the City H community- IlonaTs tumed her back 
on it. And rather than try to grow the comrnunity or irnprove 
the people in it, work with them. she is saying just leave me 
done. III do my own thing, and it wîii be of the quality 1 am 
codortable with. and the rest of them can go rot. And I 
agree with your strong customer satisfaction and the idea 
that it could be a growth area if we want it to be. But 1 think 
again. if we h g  that in the c o n t e  of the ongoiné ~roblems 
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of hding quaiified instructors, Now are you cornfortable 
with that? 1 am saying that with such passion because 1 get 
so mady about this problem. But it seems you have had the 
same experience that I've had, now over a number of years, 
of going to these auditions and auditioning ail these faculty 
members that are, and even ones we have hired, would 
probably, if they were regular piano faculty, we wouldn't hire 
people iike that. 

M: 1 see it going back to teacher training. 1 see that there have 
been good people here. They are not great piayers, but they 
are decent players, and they are bright people who want to be 
involved in H, and they can't break through, weii you know 
the problems. There is no way they can get through Ilona's 
program and if the teacher training worked we muld have 
two or three or maybe four people over the years who could 
be contributing. But they are being cut off at the knees. 

D: Why don't you put that in? 1 think it is m e .  1 think 
what 1 am saying about the quality is tme, and what you are 
saying is one of the answers. If you have successfbi teacher 
training you can raise those people to a level that is 
acceptable and healthy. 

M: OK. 

In this part of the discussion, the administrators discredit the 

coordinator's version of the program and her role in it and vaiidate the 

rest of the teacher's criticisms that the coordinator is isolating the 

program frorn the community, is not successfidiy training new teachers, 

and does not interact weli with the other teachers in the program. 

Although the director agrees with the coordinator that it is hard to fuid 

quahfied teachers (excerpt #26, line 531, saying that "this is the one area 

1 can support Ilona in and agree with her 1WhW (line 541, he ais0 sees 

her as having abdicated her responsibility to fuid and develop teachers 
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for the program. She has -@en up on themw (excerpt #27. line 14). 

3 a t h e r  than grow the community or improve the people in it. work with 

them. she is saying just leave me alonew @ne 32). The coordinator. in his 

view. has '2kifted off doing her own thing" nine 14) and has 'tumed her 

back" @.ne 311 on the rest of the cornmuni@. This supports the teacher's 

cornpiaint that the coordinator is isolating the program from the rest of 

the community. 

The director describes himself (excerpt #27. line 4 1) as ''cranky" 

because he has encountered the problem of £Ming q u m e d  teachers for 

so many years but does not know how to solve i t  Here he seems to be 

again taking the coordinator's part supporting her unwiihgness to hire 

the a d a b l e  candidates. The manager. however, sees teacher training as 

a solution, something at which he daims the coordinator has faiied. 

There are people around who play at an adequate level and have been 

interested in becoming teachers in the program, but he says. There is no 

way they can get through IIona's [teacher training] program.. ..They are 

being cut off at the knees" [Lines 54). Teacher training has failed not just 

because there are weak candidates in the community but because the 

coordinator has set unreasonably high expectations. The director is 

persuaded that effective teacher training is a possible solution to the 

problems of the program. *I think what I am saying about the quallty is 

true, and what you are saying is one of the answers. Ifyou have 

successful teacher training, you can raise those people to a ievel that is 

acceptable and healthy" (lines 56-59). 

The director also seems to support the teacher's contention that 

the coordinator has isolated herself fkom the other teachers in the 
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program. He describes her as of shit" (Iine 3). a &bizarre character 

who doesn't seem to work weU with peoplew ( h e  6). And, indeed, in a 

later meeting, the director explicitly supports ail three cornplaints. 
Excerpt #28 

I D: I don't want to justï.@ what Uona is doing. Exactly what you 
2 are saying. A s  a coordinator she's, what 1 see fkom her 
3 perhaps is a levei of discornfort for the type of reasons 1 am 
4 describing, and her solution is to abcikate responsibflity, 
5 and not have anything to do with the Iocal communîty. And 
6 to just basic distance herseif fkom other instructors and 
7 participants and so on. Which 1 think is wrong. If she is 
8 going to be in a leadership role, she has to do the harder 
9 thing which is try to End a way to raïse the standard. 

By the end of the discussion, the teachers' cornplaints against the 

coordinator have been validated and the problems have been attributed 

to the coordinator's inabiiity to take a leadership role in fbding and 

training teachers for her program. "The s-g iack of congruence 

between the coordinator's perception and the facuitys perception" 

(excerpt #25) has been resohred in favour of the faculty. But the Iack of 

congruence between the faculty and the administration about the 

administration's role in the program has been resolved in favour of the 

administration. The administrators have thus successfÙUy vaüdated and 

supported the complaints they did agree with. the ones against the 

coordinator. whiie casting doubt on the ones that they did not agree 

with. the ones against the administration of the Conservatory 

This is reflected in the Comments and Recommendations section 

for this program. Although the complaints against the administration 

were left in the report in the section Notes kom the Interviews - Program 
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H, the recommendations address only the cornplaints that the 

administrators agree with. 

Quote #6 
The Conservatory administration needs to communicate with the 
Program H coordinator in direct and unequivocal te= 
concernuig our expectations for Program H. 

THE COORDINATOR NEEDS TO BE PRO-ACTIVE IN TRAINING 
OR FiNDING NEW H INSTRUCTORS, 
There seems to be a crisis in finding qualified H teachers. Program 
H has more demand than we have instnictors to satisfy the 
demand. However, our H Teacher Training Program has shown a 
spectacular lack of success [not a single program completion). and 
the Ci@ H comrnunity may not be able to supply good candidates. 
At present the coordinator has begun to look outside the H 
community to find qualified perfomers/teachers who might be 
interested in learning and teaching the H approach. This is a 
reasonable course of action. but stiii depends on an effective 
training program. 

CO- COLLEGE SHOULD BE A LEADER IN THE H 
COlbmmMTY. 
What we see as our natural leadership role in the City H 
community is being abdicated. W e  would like to see efforts to make 
the Conservatory's H program more inclusive. more nurturing of 
the larger community of H. 

A PROGRAM APPROACH NEEDS TO BE DEVELOPED VIS A VIS 
THE FACULTY. 
Within o u  own faculty there is a feeling of being isolated, and not 
really part of a program. The coordinator seems to have given up 
on creating and maintainhg an inclusive orientation for the 
faculty. We recommend that the coordinator open lines of 
communication and re-establish a more programmatic and 
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On the positive side, the program has extremely strong customer 
satisfaction, and the coordinator and hculty are in agreement that 
the students are getting good inshuction. This can be a growth 
area. However. the coordinator has adopted a passive approach, 
and seems content to let the facdty dwhdle and become isohted, 
and let the Program drift away h m  community outreach and 
leadership. These issues need to be addresseci. 

The recommendations for this program are among the most 

strongly worded in the report, each one directed toward the coordinator, 

suggesting that she change her behavior in some way. Each 

recommendation addresses a cornphint that the administrators agree 

with. No menuon is made of the cornplaints against the administration. 

ln addition, these recommendations are formatteci differently h m  any 

others in the report, each one being introduced with a sentence printed 

in capital Ietters surnmarizing the recommendation. This gwes additionai 

emphasis to these recommendations. 

The e s t  recommendation acknowledges the efforts of the 

coordinator to fuld aew teachers, but places tfiis effort in the context of 

a "specacularly unsuccessfu1" &ne 9) teacher training program. The 

message is clear: whatever other efforts the coordinator makes to find 

teachers, she must aiso improve the teacher training program. The other 

two recommendations address the 0th- two cornplaints that the 

administrators agree with. that the Consematory's program shouid have 

better links with the community and that the coordinator should have 

more contact with her otni faculty. Both of these recommendations corne 

down hard on the coordinator. Although the second recommendation is 
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consmcted in the passive voice so that no mention is made of the 

coordinator. it is directed at her. As the leader of Program H. the 

coordinator is responsible for taking a Ieadership role in the community. 

In any case. teachers who are exciuded from fùil participation in a 

program are h a d y  UeIy to be in a position to build links with the 

community, so the efforts the administration would like to see to make 

the Consemtory's program more inclusive are going to have to corne 

from the coordinator. The third one states quite explicitly that the 

coordinator must change her relationships with the other teachers in the 

program: W e  recomrnend that the coordinator open lines of 

communication and re-establiçh a more programmatic and inclusive 

orientation for the Conservatory Program H" (Unes 27-29). The 

coordinator is again being directed to change her behavior to solve the 

problems of the program. 

The 'stable. objective reality" (G. Miller. 1996. p. 2) presented in 

the report is that the coordinator is responsible for the problems in 

Program H. This was the view that at least the manager held before the 

interviews took place. As he noted at the be-g of the discussion of 

Program H, uMy perspective is the same as the people who are mnking 

these complaints" (excerpt #26. îine 4). The administrators received a 

considerable measure of the 'coiiaboration. documentation. or 

confmnation" (excerpt #20, line 2) that they needed to support their 

point of view and anything that didn't provide this, they discounted and 

ignored. Thus. the teachers' comments appeared in the report in such a 

way that they corroborated this administrative version of the program. 
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cornplaints against the adminfs~tion in the& recommendations. they 

did not remove them kom the report. The report has a number of 

dinerent audiences and. as the next fou. excerpts illustrate, the 

administrators were ver- conscious of havtng to address ail of them. 

These inciude all the people who were interviewed. other administrators 

in the Conservatory. and the vice president academic of the coilege. 

While the comments were essential to the administrators in promoting 

and defending their preferred view of the organization. choosing the 

comments to include was a bit of a delicate balancing act. On one hand. 

the teachers and coordinators who were intemiewed were all told in the 

preamble to their intewiews that their input was important to the 

administrators and that Y o u r  ideas hopefuiIy will get into the 

document" (excerpt #3, iine 30). One of the stated goals of the 

administrators in carrying out the review was to raise morale among 

teachers by making them feel that someone was listening to their 

concerns. Teachers are unlikely to feel that anyone has listened to their 

concems if they do not see their comments in the report. 

On the other hand. many of the teachers have been critical of the 

coordinators of their programs and have made negative comments not 

only about them but aiso about the programs. These comments can only 

be disturbing or men hurtCul to the coordinators. The administrators 

don't want to offend the coordinators any more than they have to. 

especiaUy on issues that they regard as teachers' concems rather 

administrative concerns. Thus the manager decided to leave out the 
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s tudents. 
Excerpt #29 
M: What 1 took out of the Program H discussion was the 

comment about, that one of the teachers made about llona 
cheny picking her students, taking her best to be in her 
class. I thought about how I could comment on it, your 
commeots about h m  ciifficuit it is to prove and whether 1 

reaiiy want to take on Uona over this. if 1 indude it 1 bave to 
do sornething. 1 can't just let it sit there. So 1 just took it 
out. 

D: Coward, Facetiousness aside, I wouid agree. unïess it is 
something that you feel is substantiated or can be 
substantiated and that you are willing to act on. 

The director here proposes criteria for including cornments in the 

report based on whether the comments can be substantiated and 

whether the manager is willùig to act on them (Lue 111. In fact, these are 

not their criteria at aii; rather. the* awareness of the impact of the 

comments on the& readers determines whether or not a comment is 

included in the report. Thus. they have left in the report the compIaints 

from teachers in Program H against the administration, on which they 

have no intention of acting. However, the inclusion of these comments 

will make it more likely that the teachers will feel that th& concems 

have been heard. In addition. since these comments are directed against 

the administration. they can appear to be objective and even-handed by 

including them. On the other hand, they have taken out a cornplaint 

against the coordinator which is, given the number of other, more 

important problems in the program and the lack of what they regad a 

good evidence that it really happened, likely to offend the coordinator 
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and not worth taking action on. They have baianced the needs of two 

different audiences by including some but not other comments iiom the 

teachers. 

Aithough they do not want to offend or hurt people unnecessarily, 

they do want the evaluation process and the report to Iead to changes in 

the programs that have problems. For this. they need the teachers' 

negative comments about the coordinators and programs in order to 

make their recommendations defensible and to persuade the coordinators 

that changes are necessaxy. They are therefore not willing to play down 

aii of the negative comments because. without them. they have no 

grounds on which to demand changes. In the foliotffing excerpt they are 

discussing how to present the ovemheimingly negative comments about 

her to the coordinator of Program B. Mary is the coordinator of Program 

B. David is another manager in the Consenratory who has a supewisory 

role in Program B. 
Excerpt #30 

1 D: 1 don't think it is worth sugar coating. I think we have to do 
2 the report and then there mi@ be questions about how to 
3 disseminate it and so on. 1 don? want to hurt people. But 
4 for example, when we get down to your recomrnendations 
5 regarding having a hard look at the coordinators, 1 think we 
6 have to review it with David and then we have to talk with 
7 Mary and the first lwel of discussion with Mary may be to 
8 explain obviously we are going to be recommending some 
9 changes here and thinking about some things and get her 
10 sense, indicate that there has been, there is certainly a level 
11 of dissatisfaction and there's going to have to be some things 
12 changed. Whether she wants to continue as coordinator and 
13 work through what are going to be some dlfficult and fairly 
14 painfur changes and she should think about that. And if she 
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is adamant that she, and David is very supportive of her, 
insisting that she continue, and she*s insisting that she 
continue then 1 wouid give her the comments. not sugar 
coated. and she is going to have to deai with this SM, corne 
to terms with it and efZect some pretty -tic changes if 
she is going to  be effective in that position. So 1 guess for 
now 1 am saying let's just be accurate and to whatever extent 
you possibly can. objective. Then we will deal with the other 
questions. But 1 dont think you are going to get any change 
there if you, 1 think there is a pattern of avoidance is what 1 
am saying, and has been there. And so if you sugar coat stuff 
and don't actuaiiy Iet people know what other people are 
saying and what the issues are in the minds of the faculty 
then you'll get more avoidance. 

The director sees the comments as the leverage they need to 

persuade both Mary and David, the third manager, of the legitimacy of 

the& version of this program as one with serious problems that need to 

be addresseci. David has apparently supported Mary's appointment as the 

coordinator of the program and may "insist that she continue" (line 161, 

so he will have to be consulted as part of this process: the 

administrators acknowledge, "we have to review it with David" &ne 6). 

Then they will have to talk to Mary and teii her that there has been 

negative feedback about her fkom the teachers and that they will be 

recommending some changes to the program. "She is going to have to 

deal with this come to terms with it and effect sorne pretty 

dramatic changes if she is going to be effective in that positionu (Enes 

18-20). Without the comrnents they don't have the evidence they need to 

demonstrate that there are serious problems and to iasist on changes. As 

the director says, without the comments presented in an "accurate* ( h e  
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2 1) and 'objective" @ne 22) way. "1 don't think you are going to get any 

change there if you. 1 think there is a pattern of avoidance therew &ne 

24). It is not clear whether he is referring to Mary or David in this 

sentence, but clearly one or both of them have. in his opinion. avoided 

acknowledging and dealing with ongoing problems that are corroborated 

by the teachers' comments. While the teachers' comments wiU 

undoubtedly upset the coordinator, the administrators' goal of improving 

the programs they are reviewiag cannot be met without the inclusion of 

negative comments in an un-usugar-coated" m e s  17-18] form. 

Yet another audience who wiil read the report is the vice president 

academic of the couege. This is the person withia the college to whom 

the director of the Consematory reports. As the following excerpt 

indlcates, the director is very aware of her as an important audience. 
Esccerpt #31 

I D: If we give it to the vice president I am giving it to her as 
2 background information, not asking for decisions. She has 
3 never in the past corne back and said, well 1 read your rwiew 
4 and th& is what 1 thtnk you shodd do. That hasn't been the 
5 process. It's a context so she understands what's happening 
6 in the area. so she gets our perspectives on what's going on 
7 there. And can get a sense of it as she sees us doing flurther 
8 planning and trying to help the program evolve. 

The director does not expect the vice president to take an active 

role in recommending specific changes to programs. but he does expect 

that his own activities as director of the Conservatory WU be on display. 

He is aware that the report will give her a sense of how weU the 

administrators are doing their jobs. It will show them managing their 

programs and 'doing m e r  plsuining" (lines 7-8). Aithough the report 
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wiU describe problems in the Consenratory's programs (something other 

managers rnight want to conceal), as the following excerpt shows. the 

director wants to be sure that these problems in the programs are 

presented in a way that will reflect as weIi as possible. under the 

circumstances. on the administrators- 
Ekcerpt #32 

1 D: This one might be one where we want to have a little bit of a 
2 look at the structure and deal very ciearly with educational 
3 issues and with organisrnionaï issues- So that we are not 
4 blurring the Enes so people can see where it is. And. for 
5 example, if I am sitting down with the vice president and 
6 going through this I want to be absolutely dear, that she 
7 sees clearly that the issues we are going to be working 
8 through here are organizationai issues and issues of faculty 
9 members working together and cohesiveness, and those type 
10 of things. But that there is a big difference in my mind about 
II working through those issues and looking at program and 
12 saying this one is a mess because the quality of instruction 
13 is something we are embarrasseci about. 1 am not 
14 embarrassed about the teacbing of any of the people in the 
15 program. 1 am embarrassed about the way they treat each 
16 other and work together. 

The director is making a distinction between organizational issues 

and educational issues. If the teaching in the program is bad. that would 

not reflect weli on the administrators, the Conservatory or the Coiïege. 

Good teaching is the product that they offer to the public and if the 

teaching is bad then they have clearly failed to do their jobs. They have 

compromised their artistic standards and have not upheld Community 

Coiiege's cornmitment to offer students good teaching. if, on the other 

hmd, the good teachers in a program dont get dong very weU. that 
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whose contact with the prograrn is through their private lessons with 

committed, dedicated. enthusiastic teachers. Program B has an 

organizational problem that the Conservatory needs to resolve. but not 

one that affects the reputation of the college. It therefore does not reflect 

as badly on the administration of the Conservatory as it would if it were 

an educationai problem. The director wants this to be perfectiy ciear in 

the report. and so wants the teachers' comments framed in such a way 

that what he regards as the true nature of the problem is clear. 

The administrators thus evaiuated and interpreted their data and 

produced an evaiuation report that would diow them to carry out the 

work of managing their organization. The teachers' comments. which 

appear throughout the report, not only support the administrators' view 

of the organizatïon and make it defensible to the report's various 

audiences but aIso remind readers that the report is based on an 

apparently objective process of research and anaiysis. The appearance of 

the teachers comments in the report obscures the interpretive activity 

through which the administrators evaluated both the teachers and their 

comments in light of what they aiready knew about their organization. 

The report promotes the administrators' preferred view of their 

organization and asserts this view as the stable reality of organizational 

He, validated by evidence provided by members of the organization. 

In the last three chapters I have examined in detail the interpretive 

activities of two administrators in an educational institution as they 

conducted an intemal review and evduation one of their programs. I 

have shown that although they used various strategies to make their 
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research objective and therdore credibie, in fact no part of the process 

could be described as in any way fkee of interpretive activity. They 

conducted their interviews with the teachers in accordarice with the niles 

of inte~ewing. as they are g e n d y  understood in positivist research. 

They used an analytic method in which conclusions are, in theory, 

aIlowed to arise directly from the data rather than being imposed onto 

the data by the researchers. They included many of the teachers* 

comments in the report itselfand appended the complete list of teachers' 

comments to the report. Howwer, dose m a t i o n  of the transcripts of 

the meetings between the administrators and the Ïnterviews between 

administrators and teachers reveaied the interviews as interactional 

accomplishments in which the anministrators controlled the topics and 

decided what was relevant to their concerns. It also reveaied way in 

which the administrators transformed the teachers' remarks when they 

recorded their notes and again later when they read their notes. And it 

revealed the way in which the administrators evaiuated both the teachers 

and their comments in light of what they already knew about the& 

organization. AU of this interpretive actMty enabled the admuiistrators 

to accomplish their practical purposes of constructing an evaluation 

report in their organizational context and legitimated their own version 

of the organization as a stable and objective reaiîty. It enabled them to 

cany out the work of managing the& organization. 

In the next and ha1 chapter, I discuss some implications of this 

study for understanding how the interrelationship of writing and 

organizational context occus. I also look at implications for 
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understanding power in organtizations, for the use of interviews as a 

research method. and for conducting evaluations. 



Chapter 7 
Conclusion 

in the preceding chapters. I have presented an analysis of one 

instance in which two administrators created and managed the social 

order of their organization. 1 have Iooked in detail at how they assembled 

the sociai facts that became the apparently stable ongoing reaiïty of the 

organization as they pursued their practical interesl as managers of the 

organization and produced a report that would allow them to make 

certain decisions about the programs they were evaluating. This study 

has implications for understanding writing in organizations. 

understanding power in organizations. and understanding intemiews as 

a research method. In particular. this study is another demonstration 

that social stmcture is realized through the actions of knowledgeable 

agents as they accornplish their practicd purposes. 

Implications for Understanding Writing in Organizations 

That there is a reciprocal reiationship between writing and sociai 

context is without doubt. It is common in the writing literature to 

describe writing and social context as two separate domains that 

influence each other in various ways: that is. sociai context produces 

effects on writing and writing in tum produces effects on context. What 

this study demonstrates is that this interrelationship of writing and 

social context is not a two -y street dong which two distinct and 

identifiable things. external sociai structure and individual writing 

activities, travel and interact. Rather it demonstrates that the taken-for- 

granted social world is both oriented to and accomplished through 
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writïng and the talk that surrounds writing. The social context of the 

organization is talked into being and then preserved in writing. Howwer, 

all evidence of the interactional work that goes into the creation of a 

document disappears ftom the document leaving only the permanently 

recorded version of the social structure. 

In this study. the o r g ~ t i o n a i  setting provided certain resources, 

for example. the administrators' conceptions of what their jobs consisted 

of (e. g. mccerpt 6211, their understanding of what would count as an 

appropriate evaluation report (e. g. excerpt #311. their own experiences 

with the programs and teachers they were reviewing (e. g. excerpt 1126). 

and the teachers' comments in the interviews (e. g. excerpt #26). to 

which the administrators referred when decidùig what to write about the 

program. These resources did not determine what appeared in the 

document: that is, they were not rules or regdations that provided a set 

of instructions for what the administrators could or could not do in the& 

report. Rather they provided conditions of possibillty for the making of 

certain reality claims about the organization. They provided a settfng in 

which some reality claims wodd be regarded by others in the 

organization as more reasonable and defensible than others. The 

administrators caiied on these resources to produce a report that they 

could defend as based on the data they had collected and therefore as a 

reasonable and defensible version of the programs k ing  described. 

Thus. for example, through their tak about Program H. (excerpt 

#23) the administrators called on their previous knowledge about the 

program and the teachers' comments about the program and its 

coordinator to produce a version of Program H in which ail the problems 



that had been identified by the teachers were the fault of the 

coordinator. It might, for amnple, have been possible to produce a 

version in which the teachers were whiners who just didn't understand 

what. the coordinator was trying tu accomplish. Likewise, the 

administrators discounted the coordinator's version of Program F as a 

smoothly fbnctioning operation and instead produced a version of 

Program F as one that had so many problems that serious consideration 

must be given to canceluig the program. In making these reality claims 

and thereby creattng these versions of the programs, the administrators 

oriented to certain aspects of the organizational setting and used them 

to achieve a sense of social facticity, of organizational structure as an 

extemal and constraining reality. The talk provided the site for the 

practicaî accompiishment of the ïnterrelationship of organizational 

setting and wrimg* 

This study also confirms that genres are responses to recurrent 

patterns of social activity, not simply prescribed formats for particular 

kinds of documents. The administrators in this study did not follow a 

mode1 of an ideai evaluation report in constructing their report. Rather 

they developed a format that would d o w  them to constnict a version of 

the programs being evaluated that would enable them to make the 

decisions and take the managerial action that they regarded as 

warranted by their descriptions of the programs. Thus, for example, they 

included extensive quotes fiom the teachers' answers in the report as a 

way to ensure acceptance of the report as a legitimate evaluation report. 

They also wrote recommendations sections for each program detailing the 

kïnds of decisions and directions they thought appropriate for each 
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program as a way to set the stage for any changes they might make to 

the programs. The administrators chose these rhetorical strategies not 

because a areal" evaluation report should have them but because these 

strategies helped them to accompiish the& practicai purposes. 

The completion of the writing of this report is by no means the end 

of the story. As G- Miller (19961 points out, the meanings of 

organizational texts are always potentially unstable. 'ïhat is. the 

meanfngs of texts always depend on the circumstances in which they are 

read. The director himself knows that the report is but one step in an 

ongoing process in which meanings will be negotiated and renegotiated 

with readers of the report. The administrators wiU have to assert their 

version of the organization over and over again as the report is 

discussed. As the director notes. 
Excerpt #32 

1 D in my mind a document like this will never be completed. It's 
2 a living document in a sense in that if you sit d o m  and 
3 address some of the issues there and some of the 
4 recornmendations with a particdar coordinator, then it has 
5 to evolve to the next step of working with them to correct 
6 whatever the issues are. 

The report WU lead to more discussion of the organization. a 

slightly revised version of the organization wii l  be taiked into being, and 

the report may be revised to reflect this new version. And all of this will 

be accomplished in the talk surrounding the document- A final version of 

the organization will. of course, never be produced. But the report will 

stand as a version of the organization as the administrators saw it at a 

particular point in thne. 



Implications for Understanding Power in Orgmhations 

As noted above, the administrators wiil have to assert their version 

of the organization over and over as the report is discussed. That is, they 

wiii have to establish themselves as more powerfùi than ttiose who 

challenge the& version each time the report is discussed. Traditional 

accounts of power might regard the adminisbtors' abiiity to "have their 

wiil and get their (Hodgkinson, 1978, p. 811 as evidence of the power 

lodged in them by the institution of which they are members. Power in 

this view is a large scale phenomenon that operates at the Ievel of 

institutions. The organizational structure is seen to exist Uldependently 

of the activities of the organization's mernbers and to confer differing 

amounts of power upon its various members. The administrators can 

thus be seen to control the whole rwiew and evahation process because 

they have power. Power is an anaiyst's concept that is used to explain 

the fact that the administrators get their way. 

This study demonstrates, however, that power is not a structural 

feature of organizational life but is in fact located in the details of 

interaction itself. Power does not cause the interaction to take place as it 

does; rather power is accomplished as the discourse unfolds. The detaiis 

of interaction provide evidence that the participants in the interaction 

orient to certain aspects of what is usually regarded as the hierarchical 

power structure of the organization. In doing so. they reproduce the idea 

of a power structure as a social fact. In this view, power is accomplished 

when some participants in interaction achieve effects not achieved by 

otiiers. As Hutchby (1996) says, the "ways in which participants design 

their interaction can have the effect of placing them in a reiationship 
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where discourse strategies of greater or Iesser power are differentially 

avaüable to each of themw [p. 4821. The administrators achiwe the& 

practical aîms in the review proceçs and thus seem in the traditional 

view to have more power than the teachers not because of the& place in 

the social structure of the institution. but bemuse in collaboration with 

the teachers they produce interaction in which a number of discourse 

strategies are more available to them than to the teachers. 

This was demonstrated in a number of ways in this study. The very 

form of the interview, in which the administrators ask the questions and 

the teachers answer them. is a puwerfd source of control in interaction. 

Individual questions place immediate constraints on the discourse 

options available to the teachers at any @en moment in the interview. 

and the sequence of questions allows the administrators to keep the 

focus of the tdk throughout the interview on the& practical concems. 

Although the teachers do, fkom time to time during the interviews. ask 

questions themseives, as they have been encouraged to do in the 

preamble to the interview (excerpt #3). the right to ask the questions 

quickly reverts back to its real home in the interview context, with the 

administrators. returning them to the upowerw position in the interview. 

However, the interview setting does not simply give the 

administrators the right to ask the questions. Power does not simply 

inhere in the administrators. m e r .  the administrators and teachers 

actively collaborate to produce interview discourse in which the 

administrators ask the questions and the teachers answer them. The 

teachers cooperate in producing the administrators' control over the 

course of the conversation, in producing what Briggs [1986) calls the 
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uc~mmunicative hegemonf (p. 123) of the administrators. The teachers 

coiiaborate in the production and maintenance of a power situation in 

which the administrators have control over the questions that wiU be 

asked and how they WU be asked and therefore over the topics that wiU 

be discussed and how those topics wïii be discussed. 

In excerpt # 1 1, for examp1e. the manager gave the teacher a limited 

number of choices fkom which to construct her answer and in so doing 

constrained her answer. She accepted this constraint by selecting one of 

his choices, thus cooperating with him to limït her answer to the choices 

he offered. And later. when she was asked a second time why she thinks 

people come to Community Coiiege, she did not protest that she had 

already answered the question. or say that her first answer was the one 

she was sticking with. or tum the tables and ask the manager why he 

thinks people come to Community Coliege. On the contraxy* she allowed 

herself to be repositioned by the manager and obligingly produced 

another answer, dif5erent fkom her first. She cooperated in her own 

repositioning by the manager and coilaborated to produce interaction in 

which he has the right to reposition her. 

Formulations are another way in which the administrators control 

the conversation. in a question and answer situation suc. as an 

interview, the discourse strategy of formulation is available for the most 

part to the questioner but not to the answerer. Although the answerer 

can ask for clarification of a question. until an answer has been given. 

there is nothing to summarize with a formulation. The questioner is 

therefore in the position of being able to selectively formulate the 

answers given by the intewiewee. By formulating in a particular way 
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regard as the relevant parts of the ans- and discard everything eise. 

This was the case in excerpt #13. *en the manager used formulations 

to focus the conversation on his concems about how Program G fits into 

the iarger cornmunity and discard everything the teacher said about how 

she organizes her teaching. In fact. his formulation contradicted what 

she had just said in her answer. Howwer, she did not correct hirn and so 

she let his formulation stand as what she had said. In doing sot she 

collaborated with the manager to give him the power not o d y  to 

formulate her answer, but to formulate the defmïtive version of her 

answer. 

Another instance of the interactional achiatement of power in this 

study is the administrators' assertion of control over the taking of the 

notes and the writing of the report. Nwer at any point in any of the 

interviews did anyone question the right of the administrators to take 

the notes, -te the report and decide who would read the report. No one 

asked to look at the notes the administrators were taking or indicated, 

for example. that what they had to Say was redy important and should 

be included in the notes. No one said that they wouid participate in the 

process oniy if they could see and approve the report before ft went to the 

vice president. A traditional view of this outcome might be that the 

administrators had exclusive control over the report because they are in 

positions of power in the organization. An alternate view is that they 

achieved this control in the course of the interaction. They announced 

their intentions to take the notes. write the report and send it to the vice 

president, and no one objected. The teachers coilaborated in giviag the 
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admiriistrators complete control over the report. And once they had this 

control, the administrators used it to achieve their own practrcal ends. 

This is not to Say that the teachers never resisted the 

communicaüve hegemony of the administrators. The teacher in excerpt 

#5, for example, trfed Mce to involve me in the conversation. Although 

the administrators moved immediately after her first attempt to close off 

this discourse option, she was persistent and tried again to get an 

answer fi-om me. 1, however, cooperated with the administrators in not 

responding to her. and she in the end did too, abandoning her efforts to 

taik to me in the fàce of the director asserting his right to ask another 

question. 

Another example of resistance can be found in excerpt #22, the 

intemiew of the coordinator of Program F. In this excerpt, the 

coordinator rehsed to be pushed into saying that there were any 

weaknesses in the program or any ways in which the program might be 

improved. AIthough the manager tried three times to get her to admit a 

weakness or problem in the program, the coordinator resisted the efforts 

of the .manager to get her to produce this answer. In the end, however, 

this teacher's resistance also came to naught because the administrators 

considered the program to have many serious problems and therefore saw 

the coordinator as having an agenda to push- That is, she was perceived 

by them as wanting to use the interview for her own ends, rather than 

cooperating with them to achieve their ends. Her credibility was lessened 

in the administrators' eyes by her very act of resistance. and because she 

did not insist on sharing control of the report, the administrators were 

free to disregard her answers. 
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Power can thus be seen as a collaborative accomplishrnent, 

achieved in interaction. However, as the administrators in this study 

weii know, power is never accomplished once and for ail: it must be re- 

accomplished time and again. every day. in wery interaction as 

osganization members pursue their practical interests within the 

organization. 

Implications for Unde~~tandhg interviews as a Reseuch Methoâ 

This study has demonstrated that the traditionai conception of 

inte~ewing described by the prospecting metaphor is anything but a 

neutral research method. Ln the traditional vfew of interviewing, 

interviewers using appropriate techniques will be able to gain objective 

access to  the information that resides within the interviewee. The 

intemiew itself is a pipeline for the transmission of this information. The 

administrators described in this study saw themsehres as carrying out 

their interviews in accordance with this view of interviewing. What this 

study has demonstrated is not that they used a fadted version of the 

prospecting method, did a bad job of carrying out their research and 

therefore did not achieve objectivity. Rather it has demonstrated that the 

prospecting view of interviewhg is a faulted view of intemiewing. I t  

cannot be carried out. 

The primary reason for this lies in the nature of language itseK 

Language is both reflexlve and indacal; that is, it both creates its own 

context and relies on that context for its meaning. Thus, for example, 

the meaning of questions prepared in advance is found not in the 

questions themselves but in the interaction of the in te~ew.  No matter 
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haw careful the interviewer is to ask the question the same way to each 

respondent, he carmot be sure that the question wiil aiways be 

understood in the same way. Likewise. the meaning of the answers ais0 

is avaiiable only in the context of the interview. Once the answer has 

been removed from the content by king tumed, for example. into notes, 

the meaning of the answer may no longer be the one constructed by the 

participants during the interview- This is not the fault of the interviewer 

using poor technique. No amount of effort put into rewording of 

questions or rearranging of question order or careful reading of questions 

can address the fact that the indexid and reflextve nature of language 

means that questions and answers take their meaning h m  the context 

rather than carrying meaning within them. The nature of language 

requires not that we strive to improve our intemiewing technique but 

that w e  understand interviewing in altogether another way. 

An interview is not what Mishler (1986) cails a behavioral event; it 

is a linguistic event. It is an interactional accomplishment, a form of 

t a .  It i s  a coilaboration between interviewer and interviewee in which 

together they produce answers to questions. Knowledge is not simply 

transmitted from one person to another in the interview but is 

constructed by interviewer and interviewee during the course of the 

interview. Such a view of interviewing requires that researchers wishing 

to use interview methods must reconsider their approach to the whole 

enterprise. In particular, researchers must be aware that ali methods 

have consequences and that 'one's methodological approach unavoidably 

shapes what the phenornenon can potentidy be" (Holstein & Gubrium. 

1994, p. 73). Scholars such as Mishier (1986) and Suchman and Jordan 
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[199U advocate that researchers be aware of the interactional nature of 

the interview and the power differential of interview taik. Mishler. in 

particuliir. attempts to rehabilitate interviews as a research method by 

suggesting they be conducted in ways that 'lare attentive to 

[respondents] voices" (1986. p. 143). He (1986) notes that the asymmetry 

of power between interviewer and interviewee is a centrai structuring 

feature of intenriew discourse and therefore advocates that researchers 

seek to empower interviewees by looking dosely at whose interests are 

being served by the research and who will benefit fkom it. He also 

suggests that researchers regard their respondents as hill collaborators 

in the research, participants in the research design and in the analysis 

and interpretation of data. 

Mthough Mishleis suggestions may go some way in reducing the 

power imbalance in interviews, this study demonstrates that it is simply 

not possible to completely avoid either asymmetries of power or the 

fimdamental problem of interviews that because meaning is constructed 

in the interview context, the data from the interview cannot be taken as 

a descrîption or representatîon of the social world under discussion. 

Holstein and Gubrium (1994) offer a way around this probiem. They 

advocate that researchers use their data not as a way to get information 

about the world described by the interviewees but to understand how 

reality is assembled in collaboration with the interviewer. The d y s t ' s  

job is not only to attend to the meanings that are constructed in the 

interview but aiso to explicate how those meanings are constructed. The 

interview data is thus used not to gain information about a social world 
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extemal to the interview setting but to understand how the social reality 

of the intervfew itseif is assembled. 

While it may be possible for researchers in academic settings to 

incorporate these ideas by adapting both the goah and the methods of 

their research, this approach is hardly iike1y to catch on in a big way in 

organizations. Research, p a r t ï c ~ ~ y  evaiuation research. is never 

innocent. It is always conducted by particuiar groups within the 

organîzation for specific practicai purposes. Administrators in 

organizations conduct research when they have an agenda to advance. 

While this study clearly demonstrates that interviews are interactional 

events in which interviewer and fnterviêwee coliaborate to produce 

answers to questions, it is uniikeIy that managers will seek out this 

information and adapt their evaluation practices in light of it. I have no 

doubt that managers in organizations wilI continue to use interviews as 

a way to accomplish their practicai purposes. 

A Note on Enipowtxmtnt in Organizations 

As noted above, managers conduct research in order to achieve 

certain practical purposes. One of those purposes might be to empower 

their employees, as was the case in this study. The administrators stated 

that one of their goals was to raise morale by making the teachers feel 

that someone was iistening to their concerns. However. this was far from 

being the empowerment of respondents that Mfshler (1986) talles about. 

This was in fact sirnply another manageriai strategy to improve 

performance in the organization, and interviews were the primary tool for 

accomplishing this. While the administrators did iisten patiently, as in 
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excerpt #13. to everything the teachers had to say. the foIlow up 

questions, the formulations. and the notes reflected the administrators' 

concems. not the teachers' concems. And the report itseif, whiie it used 

the teachers' words extensivdy as supporting evidence. presented the 

administrators' version of the organization, not the teachers'. This study 

should encourage organkational schoIars to be cautious in extolling the 

vlrtues of empowerment. as it clearly dernonstrates that the strategy used 

by the administrators to achieve empowerment of employees served 

managerial interests, Brst and foremost. 

ïinppücations for Understanding Evaluations 

Although the focus of this study is not on program evaiuation. the 

study does point to some considerations for understanding waluations. 

The Merature on evaluations briefly reviewed earfier indicates that there 

a d s t  many models to choose from in conducting an evaiuation. The 

administrators in this study did not go through this literature and 

choose a model that would work for their situation. However, this is 

certainly not an exceptional devfation h m  good waluation practice. As 

Worthen and Sanders (1987) point out, almost no evaiuations do in fact 

completely adhere to a model. Rather evduators adapt models, t a h g  a 

bit fkom one and a piece kom another to design evaluations suitable for 

particuiar contacts. 

Most of the available evaluation models are based on positivist 

assumptions. As with interviews based on positivist assumptions. this 

study demonstrates that regardess of the mode1 or combination of 

models chosen for an evaluation. it is not possible to conduct an 
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evaluatfon that successfully adheres to these assumptions. Interpetive 

activity is inevftable in we y stage of the evaluation process. As with 

Mishler's (1986) approach to interviews, Guba and Lincoin (1989) 

attempt to rehabilitate the aialuation process by basing it on 

interpretivist assumptions and recommending evaluation practices that 

are coliaborative and empower ail the participants in the process. 

However, they do not acknowledge that the real practice of evaluation 

takes place in the t& that surrounds the duation. Even with the best 

of intentions to see evaiuation as an uemergent process" that 'creates 

reality" (Guba & Lincoln. 1989. p. 254-255). evaiuation produces data 

that reveals more about how the waluation itselfwas assembIed than 

about the program being evaluated. As noted eariier. it would be naive to 

think that this s t u d y  wtll change how administrators think about and 

use evaiuations. However. it does make a small contribution to 

understanding the nature of evaiuation. 

Areas for m e r  Study 

1 did not investigate the role of gender in this study. However. as 

both of the administrators were male and most of the teachers were 

women. this might be a fniitfùl area for fkther exploration. As the data 

a i s t  in the form of transcripts. it would certainly be possible to re- 

analyze it for widence that the parücipants this study oiiented to gender 

as a feature of the social c o n t e  Whiie it wodd be easy to assume, 

because of the oàrious gender division between administrators and 

teachers. that gender must certaïnIy be a factor in the review process. it 
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would be a mistake to impose this fnterpretation onto the data without 

evidence in the interaction itseif that this is so. 

In this shidy, 1 was. unfortunately, not able to study the reading of 

the report. This is clearly a fertile area for further research. The writulg of 

this report is only the beginning of the story of the review and d u a t i o n  

of the Early Childhood Program at Community Coiiege. The program wiU 

never be settled, once and for ail. It will be the subject of ongoing 

discussion among the people involved in the program. Change may or 

rnay not take place as a result of the review process, and this change may 

or may not be what the administrators and teachers envisioned when 

they initiated it. The w-riting process and the written report will continue 

to have a role in the ongoing Me of the organization as the report 

circulates. is read or ignored. and produces more talk about the program. 
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Appendix 1 

The Body of the Report. 

For the convenieace of readers of this dissertation. 1 have divided the 

report produced by the administrators in this study into three 

appendices: 

Appendix 1 : The body of the text. 

Appendix 2: The notes fkom the inte~ews. 

Appendix 3: The schedule of interview questions. 

The original report consisted of the body of the text followed by the 

collected notes. This was followed by one appendix containing the 

schedule of questions and another containing my research proposal. 1 

have not  reprinted my proposal here. Except for changes to program 

names and names of people. the report appears as it was produced by the 

administrators- 
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In January and Febrwry of 1996 an administrative review of the CommMity College 
Conservatory's Eariy Childhood Proprams (ECP) was undertaken. This review pmess 
was initiated by the Duector of the Comervatory, within the conrea of ongoing, annuai 
reviews of Conservatory programs starting in the 1993/1994 year. The first such review 
was of the Consematory Program X followed in 19941995 by a review of the 
Consematory Program Y. As in these previous reviews, the aim was to gain a broader 
understandhg of the program, including iîs strengths and weaknesses (bah orPoanizational 
and instructional), and its position within the City Early Cbiidhood education community. 

However, the ECP are different h m  the other areas reviewed in previous years. Program 
X and Program Y are se l f  contained programs, each with a part-time coordinator and a 
uniiied ciirnculum of coordinated courses. mthin the Conservatory's offerings for very 
young children, however, there is a multiplicity of cunicula and appmaches, with a diverse 
faculty, and several coordinators whose individuai philosophies may or may not coincide. 
Part of the review process, therefore, was to look for areas of convergence and divergence, 
to explore the possibilities of a comrnon vision among the various programs, and to 
ïnvestigate opportunities for cooperation. Repiesented in the review process were f a d t y  
and administrators h m  the foilowing Consematory programs: 

Program A 
h % a m B  
Pr0-c 
Program D 
Program E 
Prosam F 
Program G 
Program H 

PROCESS 

The administrative review was conducted by the Director of the Conservatory and the 
Manager. Sometimes in tandem and sometimes individuaüy, the Director and Manager 
in~rviewed al1 current Conservatory faculty involved witb Eariy CMdhood education. We 
ais0 interviewed a few individuais active in the Early Childhood education community 
outside the Coilege. A piauned parent focus group was canceiled due to insurmountable 
scheduling problerns and a lack of parent support. A h t  and second draft of this report 
were prepared by the Manager, General Programs. mese were reviewed by both 
administrators in consultation, followed by this nnal repos submiûed to the Vice 
President, Academic. 

The questions used in the interviews are included as Appendix 1 to this report A base 
goup of questions was used in each interview. The interviewees were such a diverse 
p u p ,  however, that most interviews at some point becsune more program specinc. 

Please note that the comments included in the Data From interviews section of tbis report 
are not verbatim quotes of the interviewees' responses; radier, they are the interviewers' 
notes, which were paraphrases of the responses. When quotation marks are used in this 
report, they si,* quotations from the Data From Interviews section of this report. 



A unique feature of the ECP review was the presence throughout the process of Barbara 
Schneider, a PMI candidate in the Faculty of Education at the Universityp who win be 
using the review as data for her dissertation, The Role of Talk in Orgauizational Writing". 
Ms. Schneider's interest is not in Earïy ChiIdhoodper se, but in the process of the review. 
Her rok in the Conservatory's review was strictly that of an observer. For ftrnher 
information on Ms. Schneider's participation see Appendk 2. 

Most people intewiewed cited our faculty and the quaIity of instruction as major strengths, 
for individual programs and amss EC offerings as a whok. People coasistently 
recognized the advantages of king part of Community Coilege (CC) for a number of 
reasons: word of mouth is strong - the institution lends creàiiilicy; afts as a" gouafantee" in 
the public eye for quaiity of programs and instruction; serious Ieaming environment; 
fadities; availability of other educatioW propms for chikiren as they grow. A number of 
instructors spe&caUy pointed out that these advantages for EC corne h m  the Conege, 
rather than the Couse~atory. The Conservatory Office staff was coIlSiStentïy mentioned as 
doing an outstanding job, aithough there were a few program-specific soggestions that they 
couid be better informeci 

M a r k e ~ g  îs a concem. Responses were wide mging - however, there were very few 
who thought current marketing efforts were sufncient for their spe-c program. A curious 
trend was for faculty to mention other programs as king beaer supported through 
marketing (for instance, Program F and Program C), only to have representatives of those 
other pmgrams daim insuffiCient or nonexistent Marketing support as weU Some said 
their program is not marJreted at aU Many ideas were floated: - CC days showcashg our proprams, advertised weU 

- Mom & TO~S type shows 
- common EC brochure; maybe a poster approach Like Toronto 
- using Cont Ed bulletin, Newspaper Camping Section for summer, City Parks & 

Recreation, Public Libraries. schoois 
- program specifïc videos - Be sure to showcase all Consematory programs at fatI fundraiser. 
- Conservatory newsletter or bulletin 
- more r e g g ,  consistent advertising - keep putthg it the before the public 
- exposure on the Community channe1; our kids on Channel 30 
- a 'Taste of the Conservaîory" multi-disciptisary course offering 

Administrative support and adminisnative structure are perceived as good. There is 
practicaliy no support for the idea of an overall EC coordinator* Many faculty stressed the 
desire for more communication, more sharing of ideas and iaformation, and a mnger 
seme of commmity among EC programs. However, there was aimost manimous 
consensus that we don? need another layer of administratioa/biireaucracy. 

One faculty member spoke conceming the iack of support and office access on weekends. 
With quite a lot of Conse~atory activity now happening on Saturday, she suggested we 
consider providing some office support, even if minimal We recommend that L e  
issue of Sahrrday access to the Conservafory Offîèe be explored fùtther. It 
should Be brought to CAT for discussion, we need input fmm other faculty 
and the support staff, and there are budget implications. 



Most of those intenriewed felt that ffacrty and students are treated fairiy and equdy. 
However, there were several who felt otberwise. The rnost commonly cited examples of 
preferentiai treatment revolve around the Coikghie Program. Of course, the ColIegiate 
Program, is not an EC program; however, the CoiIegiate Program. is perceived by many as 
having a higher priority than other prograns. Some say it is just a perception, some Say it 
is real and deserved, some ment the CoIlegiate Program. as king treated as "the be-aU and 
end-all". At the Ieast, there is suspicion that time, energy, human resources and money are 
behg expended disproportionateIy, and al the expense of other programs. Other issues: - A representative of Rogram H felt that the program and the Program H philosophy 

are not supporte& that they feel the administration "Would just as soon Program H 
go away", despite suong customer satisfaction. 

- Program D fdt that EC g e d y  isn't supporte& 
- One facuity member complairled tint h g r a m  D gets preferential treatment and 

questioned why it is still runninp. 

Not many had a prepared, smctured statement of vision and values. Responses seemed 
off the cuff, but serious and tfioughtfbl, with common threads. PeopIe stressed creativity, 
fun, seif esteem, discipline and the development of other Me skills, preparation for higher 
Ievel studies, and nurturing a lïfelong love of Iiterahireldancdmusidmovement 

Faciiities, while generaiiy cited as adequate or better, came in for criticism: 
- specialized faciIities needed for EC - need lucked rooms, storage rooms, multi piano rooms, larger rooms, dedicated 

rooms 
- problems witù setup, çustodiai 
- probIems with heat, ventilation 

ûther issues raised, not necessarily reIating spedicaiiy to EC: 
- lnsmictor reco,Onition- Near the end of [a previous director's] directorship, a 

committee was struck, but there hasn't been any foilow up. - Benefits package for Facuity needs to be improved 

RESULTS/TRENDS - PROGRAM SP- 

BACKGROUND - PROGRAM A 

Program A is a fledglhg discipline. At the Conservatory it is almost e n b l y  taught in 
private lessous. Aithough we try ui nin an EC Program A Ensemble eacb semester, it often 
daes not run due to insufncient enrollment. There are two instnictors who have specialized 
expertise in EC Progam k The enrollment in 96/97 is: 314 yr old=O; 516 yr old=3; 7/ 10 y. 
old=24. 

NOTES FROM INTFRWEWS - PROTIRAM A 

Eariy Childhood Program A is a reIatively smaü discipline at the Conservatory, but one 
which is very active and with a distinct point of view. EC Program A is "'in its infancy", 
with the Europeans leading the way. In the City "for A, we are in the van,ouard for kids". 



EC Program A's stren,otbs as seen by the facuIty are the curriculum, performance classes 
which are open to severai instructors inside and outside CC- Contacts with EC Program A 
teachers in the community are smng. The f d t y  nnds the quaiity of instruction very 
good. Conservatory support received a strong endorsement. Marketing OK for now; 
Conservatory Administrative structure OK for now. 

There is a perceived need for more coordination among teachers, and the further 
development of class Iessons. 

EC Ptogram A is smdt but ieuUhy. We recornmend t h t  the faculzy work 
togethet to coordinute curriculum and activüïes. Instnrctors sliould shure 
resources, build group uctivities, and ia general try to foster a program 
approach. If we are the City's leading edge, we should take steps # ensure 
we are perceived us such - and we need b be pro-active in continuing ta 
enhance the program in order to s&y in the vunguard. 

BACKGROUND - PROGRAMB 

There are many young children taking B Iessons at the Conservatory However, 
enroIiment in the EC Program B has dwindled over the past several years, and there are 
ody 17 students currently enrokd in the ciasses ttiat constitute our EC Program B. In the 
past few years, two facuity members have opted out of EC Program B, and dthough we 
have six faculty wiiïinp to participate, t h e  is ody enough enrollment to support four srnaLi 
classes. 

NOTES FROM INTERVIEWS - PROGRAM B 

While some strengths were noted, the general tom of comments regarding our EC Program 
B was negative, and the consensus is that it is not working weiL 'The program needs to be 
nin better and designed better.*' 

The faculty is seen as a strength; instructors respect one anotber's work. Another stren,otti 
mentioned is the fkeedom for each teacher to teaich in hidher method of choice. This 
freedom, however, is a double edged sword; whiïe the freedom is appreciated, at the same 
time there is a strong feeling: 

- "'ïhere should be more cooperation- AU the teaichers do their own tbing, no 
ovemding philosophy." 

- "...never felt like there's k e n  a program," - "No cohesive teaching p h  or method for groups." - "Not really a pro-; what do we tell prospective customers?" 
- "Perception is that quality is very dependent on the teacher. ... CC teaches donPt 

need to use the same method in teacbing - but there should be a plan, a timeiine, 
cohesive goals, if not approacb" 

Instnictors are critical of the coordinatof: - "Too few meetings - late1y better, in the past fractious." 
- "No consultation about brochure - leamed philosophy fiom brochure. Understood 

when Manager explained, but not fiom coordinator. Should know what we're 
uying to do - to this day, after 10 years, we still donTt know." 



- "Personnel has to change - someone is needed to put in the work to move it in the 
direction they want it to go." 

- 'Uck of goals." 
- 'Coordinator has to do much more work. Coordinator is not dedicated; gening 

paid, but who knows why? Someone has to spearhead, work at it, which never 
happened" 

- - "Shocked to find out there are no meetings here," (This comment is fiom a 
Consematory insmctor who is not directiy involved with the EC Program B.) 

We fit into the EC B cornmunity as an aIîemative to (another similar program). However, 
(the other pro-) has a weil defïned program, whiie we do not The CC name attracts 
students - but we stili have a much lower profile than (the other program). Our students are 
happy once they are here - but g%ing them is a problem; we are losing the cornpetition wirh 
(the other program) for new students. Co-operation between (the other pro-) and the 
Conservatory changes depending on (the other program) leadership, Currently there is 
encouragement for (the other program) students to participate ia Conservatory Prograns. 
Generally? (the other program) is m g  to keep smdents for as long as possible; a common 
time for students to switch to CC is 12-13 years 016 

In generaL the EC Program B faculty feh rhat the support staff does a good job, but there 
are problems: - "Tronc desk doesn't reaüy h o w  w W s  going on - need rnorelbetter instructions. 

Wonders if the front de& lrnows who the coordinator is, if they understand the 
program." 

- "Sharon does F a t  but is overworked, sometimes things (bookïngs, faciliues 
changes) faii through the cracks. Front desk needs betîer and more specific info to 
describe program and differences to students." 

- "Info taken over the phone not aiways accurate-" 

Nobody fiom EC Program B thought that support in general was exceptionaiiy good, 
Responses varied from OK, to critical. : 

- 'There reaily isnTt any support, for instance like (2 other conservatory propms). 
EC in general isn't supported as much as  others." (mis needs cüuifiatiun. 
Both the other program are programs witli a separate budget areu and 
designated support s&n. There are hundreds of students in those 
programs and if takes considerably more resources to support tkem, 
in comparison to EC Program B. However, secreturiul support & 
avaikàble to EC Program B through Genemf Programs, and botli the 
General Programs Mamger and the Collegiate manager have spent 
considerable time working OR EC Program B plans and problems. 
Marketing support couCd be iinproved, but the program itseff needs 
better focus before effective marketing can take place [see other 
comments] and effective short and long r e m  marketing is a problem 
within the Conservatory generally and certainfy not unque tu EC 
Program B.) - "Office support OK Because there's no reai program, it was impossible to go to 
other teachers to ask them for participation or 'advertise' so there was very little 
supporL" - "Would like a dedicated accompanist ... who understands the problems, etc., of 
little chiidren." 



EC Program B kcrs alwuys hud good insttuction. The iasttuctors are strong 
pe&gugie~ICy, they are dedïmted and ideaZisticy and have an obvious 
enthusiàsm for theü work Tkere is agreement that educationally the 
progrum is go04 and there seenrr û~ be good student and parent 
satisfaction. However, EC Ptogam B rh4s hod a history of non-cooperatwn 
among the insttuctots, and men when there hus been strong leadership it 

been diffiult to get instructors ta work fogether. The curtent 
coordinator hus not shown sttong leaderskip; the resuft today is 
fragmentclfion within the faculty, very luw enrollment, and the possible 
disintegratwn of the program. 

EC Program B h a  had ongohg problems for sevemf yeam, predating #he 
current administrative srneaire and the hüing of the eurtent coordinator- 
It is ditfieu& to get the EC Program B facufty tu agree on anything, erecpt 
perhaps that tkey are unhappy witk the current sfote of affairs, wktever 
thut happens to be. We ore sympathetic with the coordinator, because she 
bas beem trying tu work w*h peopk wiro are very nice personall'y and who 
individually are very cooperative, but wiZhin the conte* of EC Program B 
connut seem to find contmon ground und whu fur whatever weU motivated 
reason continually subvert any enorts tu create a progroin. 

However, th t  being suid, we must a b  note thut the coordinator must be 
much more decîsivey be much more insistent, work harder, and kave a 
much clearer vision of w h t  she won& for EC Program B, if there b to &e 
any hope of positive growth. Tkis group of insttuctors wilZ simply not 
work togetker withomt strong leadership. The program needs sowteone who 
has a vision and belîeves in ir, will tuke a sfctnd, maybe &ke some risks, 
and is willing to recommend personnel changes if instmctors are not 
pulling in the saine direction. Up until now, the incumbent coordinator Iurs 
not exhibitcd these quulities. 

Our conpetition is (another program) and they have a tlirnting progrum 
witk good eustonter satisfac~wn. But there LS certllinly room for another 
thriving program with a different approack EC Progrum B seems like a 
natural for the Consewatory. We Lave good teachers, we have good 
facilities, we have progtams for students to link with and graduate into. 

This should be a kigh prion'ty item for the Consewatory. This is not just 
something t h t  would be nicc to huve- EC Program B should be the broad 
base of our B pymmid - out of EC Program B should f low many of our 
private studenfi, rnony other Programs participantsy and muny of Our 
Collegiate meinbers. For EC Program B ta fvnction as a source of 
excellent instruction, to funetibn as a feeder tu our more udvaneed 
programs, and for it to grow and be recognizedy we need (1) at least one 
ttuly exceptional EC Program B specicrlist who U w i h g  tu make EC B 
hisher principal fucus, and (2) a strong, energetic, thick-skinned 
coordinator with vision. This could, of course, be one person. 

We recommend thut the Administration &ke an honest look at EC Prugram 
B and d e  changes as necessuty fo get it working as a program. The 



Conservatory Administration needs tu recugnize the imporianct of EC 
Program B, recognïze t h #  it is mot working, and d e  a cornmitment tu the 
success of the progtam. 

BACKGROUND - PROCTRAM C 

The Early Childhood Program C has b e n  very siaccessfid for severaï y-, from both an 
educational and an enrollment standpoint. Enrollment for 96/97 smds  at &ost 500 
students in over 50 classes. Tbere are 4 C insuuctors, 

NOTES FROM INTERVIEWS - P R W M  CI 

For the most pas Program C insiructors were very positive about their program- 
Interestingly, other programs often pointed to Pro- C as a successfuL weU nui, well 
supported program. Strengths cited indude: - high level of insauctioa, cohesive team, dedication - qualit., comprehensiveness, currency, and re-ent of curriculum 

- materials and handouts 
- classsize 

+ * - good admini.Ftration 
- parental involvernent 
- customer satisfaction 

Perceived weahesses included room size, time constraints at higher Ievels, inaççessibility 
of coordinator, and a lack of p u p  planning and ealk among insauctors. 

In responding to our question about Program C's niche in the commdty, the faculty were 
consistent in their opinion that we are a leader in the field: %gram itseIfis best in the 
City, probably the best in Canada", 'We are seen nationally as an excellent program and 
leadei' and, 'We are emuIared-" Our Program C faculty also see the program as a good fit 
with the overail Conservatory program. We also have good links to the University. 

"Office support is much better than previously-" 'The staffnow seems to undersrand the 
program better* and support i ~ "  (4 staff) are singied out for being particularly goad and 
supportive. Although it is recognized that there has been considerable improvement in 
recent years, the Program C faculty stilI perceives some problems: 

- Saturday classes present a problem, The office is not open, so there is no access to 
mail, and no messages lÏom students can get through. With so much activity in the 
Conservatory on Saturdays, perhaps office support is warranteci, even if minimal. 
Also, the air is bad on the weekends - hot, close, exhausting. 

- Careless mors at fiont desk erodes aust that instructors can leave messages and be 
sure things will be doue, or done correctiy. 

- Class iists are missing some detaiï chat the Program C faculty wodd find useW 
- concerns that office staff is overworked, king qread too thin 
- Support suffers in summer when staffis away. 
- Some of the Program C faculty feel that as the program is m e ,  complex, 

successful, and generates significant revenues, it desemes, and would improve by 
having, their own facility, their own copier, and dedicated office support. 

Program C shares the perception that the program is under-marketed The growth of the 
pro- is entirely due to word of mouth. While this has been sufficient in the p s t ,  the 



market has changed, and the program needs to be marketed more agpssively just to 
maintain its numbers, let alone continue to @W. 

There were no complaints about the adrmrilstrarr . - 've stmcture. However, one instructor felt 
a Iack of orientation and support h m  the current coordinatorf 

Wiiatever compkrints or suggestions came fomard in the interview process, 
if was clear that they were in the conte- of a successfil and well tun 
program. 

There was recognition that the market place changed since the initial 
gruwth of the program Vety limited marketing wrrs suf/icient in the past 
tu maintain our numbers. Wliile enrohena  currently remain at record 
levels, the marketplace for early childhood actioüies of all kinds has grown 
much more competiîive, and carefirl attearion ioeeds to be paid to marketing 
strategies and &ctics to maintain the long Ltnn kealth of the progran, 

While office support is b e u r  now than ever, there ore still glitches that 
need attention. Betîer support on Saturduys und in the summer are areas to 
explore, 

Comments by new Program C faculty concerning tRe availability of the 
coordinator for orientation and consultrrlion fead us to question whether the 
coordinator is spread foo thin in her various capaciiics in the Conservatory. 
We need to meet with her and discuss these issues. 

BACKGROUND - PROGRAM Dl 

Program D is an approach to EC music education that is much more popuIar in Europe than 
in North Amenca Our own Program D program has never flourished and is showing no 
growtti. In 96/97 it is quite srnail (one instructor, 2 cIasses, 16 sudents). 

NOTES FROM INTERVIEWS - PROGRAM D 

Comment from faculty regarding Program D was exu-emely limited. . The Program D 
insuuctor also inst~cts  Program E, and most of her comments in the interview were 
concemed with Program D. 

She said that whiie there are many EC progmns in the City many of them excellent, 
nobody is doing exactly the same things as Program D. She beiieves that Program D 
prepares children to go on to other programs, and prepares them to study musical 
instruments. She feeis that the vision for Program D is different tban Rogram G, with 
Program D haviag much more of a social eIement 

Program D has never had great denund and is unlikeiy to grow. It has been 
offered at the Conservatory for several years, and those who have 
participated seem satisfed with the experience and the instructor, but there 
Iras been no great enthusiasm and word of mouth hus b e e ~  insufficient tu 



generate increosed numbers. It doesn't contribute a lot, and it doesnY kurt 
us. If  ù good to be ahle to offer different approaches like Progtam C and 
Program D - perhaps we should consider (another prograin) as well. 

Program E is a small program, with moderate growth in student numbers, and a shrinking 
facuity. Since the program's inception 3 years ago there have been 4 teachers involvesi, 
with as many as 3 active at one time. Citrrently (96/97) there Îs 1 insmctor active in 
Rogram E; we are ninning 6 sections with a totai enrobent of 44. 

The i.ustmctors felt that Rogram E is a valuable leaming oppoRunity for young children 
and thek parents. Music is a marvelous thing to have in one's life, and Program E 
provides an opportunity for nomm1Isically literate parents to leam about music. Ieam to 
love music, and stan  b ~ g i a g  music into their families. The curriculum is basicaily good, 
but needs to be rounded out, with expanded coatent hgram E staned 95/96 king  team 
tau& which was good; but the team reaching didn't l a s  (due to ilInes). 
FaciLities are uaanimously seen as a problem by the insenictors. They feel that this type of 
activity needs a dedicated space: sïze, storage, permanent decorations. 

There is some serious disagreement about teaching methods. Coordination and consultation 
among the teachers have ken difficuit (Ofcourse. this year we are dom to 1 insmctor, 
so these problems are cmently in abeyance.) Orie of the instnictors. no longer with the 
program, goes M e r .  She says that the goals and philosophy of the program are not 
undentood by the insrnaors - the program needs people who are smcally aained for 
Program E - instnictors need EC as weU as specinc Program E aaining. and the 1 
instructor now teaching Program E does not have it 

Program E is an area of potenticrl growth, und facilities are an o&s&cle to 
futther growth of the progrm. I n s ~ c ~ î - s ~  cornplaints about facifities are 
remonable, but in CC's cument facilities cmnch, space is at a premium 
and ouf conttol is Iirnirrd Given the sue of Ihe program, it is diffiult to 
see Low we cun make a dedièuted space a Ligh priotity. 

Program E is not u phenornenon unique to the City. The founder of our 
progran, made great effoorts to network wüh other centres of scliolarship 
and teaching. Our current insîtucfor is quite the oppusite, and seems tu 
avoîd contact and influence from olhers in the fieu. We need to encourage 
her to be in greater contact with her colleagues and to patticipate in 
prof essional developrnent uctivities. 

BACKGROUND - PROGRAM F 

In 96/97, Program F is in its sixth year as pan of the Conservatory When Program F came . * to the Conservatory h m  Continuhg Education. we retained its admmwrative structure 
and facuity* In 93/94 the Conservatory conducted its Admin Review of Rogram F. One of 



the major recommendations coming out of that review was si@cant change in the admin 
smcnne. The recommendation was impiemented quickly, and we were hopehil that the 
Program F wouid begin to grow and prosper. 

. . However. despite the administrative resmictllring, and despite mative. dedicated, and 
cooperative leadership. the enrollment of Program F has decIined comistentiy and 
si@cantLy. The cunent Registration Report shows e m h e n t  for Program F at 145. 
down fiom a hi@ of 348 in 91/92 While h g m n  F stiU shows a profit, it has aiways 
fallen short of budget. and will do so once again in %/97. 

Enrobent at the EC level of Rogram F has dmiinished dong with the rest of Program FT 
however it rernained smng enough ontil this year to feed the higher Ievels. This year EC 
Program F registrati.011~ are autainhg 2 classes with a total registration of 17. 

Smngths cited were quality inshcuction, live music, and good studio space. We do the 
same sorts of things as other F progranis, but do them better, and are serving communïty 
needs weiL The administrative stnic~re is senring Program F weU. Location is an 
important reason why vexy young students choose CC, dong with good word of mouth 
about the program and qyalïty of instruction. 

Wbile facilities were found to be a strength, it was noted that CC in generaï is a bit stark for 
the very young children. CC is "physically austere. has cm1 su~~oundings'' and 
"'amosphere is lacking, lighi harsh". htructors noted that the rooms are too spread out 
It was felt that if the rooms could be closer together, it wouid help to foster a better sense of 
community within Rogram FT more of a Program F atmosphere. Communication. posting 
of schedules and notices, keeping the office in the loop - couid be b a r .  The coordinator, 
who has been criticai of the Conse~alory's mrkthg effom in the past, says that we are 
'"doing the b a t  that we can doT7. 

The message we received f r m  the Ptugrum F wos thut the instruction in EC 
Program F is of very high qualily and we are "ut the top, front aU reports". 
We were somewiuif surpBsed at the rosy seenario painted by the Program I: 

faculty consùien'ng the ongoing problems we have in atttucting and 
maintaining student enrollments. Whufever the enrollment problerns are, 
the faculty certcrinly do not attribute tiieïn ta the in -cks  experience of their 
students. 

The inescapable issue, of course, is wlietlier the entùe Program F rewtuins ci 
vioble enterprise at CC. 96/97 wos to be a maRe-or-break year for Program 
F, and Urge& were set hst year thut are not being met. Enrollment in EC 
Program F is ahrmingi'y low this year. Every year we lower our 
expectations Cfinanciolly, not artistically or educatiunafly), and every year 
we fali signi*nUy short of budget. Nobody wune to preside over the 
demise of Program F, but we must very seriously consider such a 
possibility this year. 



Program G has never had very large enrollment, and the num ber of facuity involved has 
remained at one or two since the inception of the program. 96/97 regislrations show 3 
classes with a total enroiiment of 20. The program was designed and implemented by 
members of the Conservatory's Program G faculty. 

The faculîy h m  EC Program G felt that they are addressing an area no& king addressed in 
the schools. They feel that the skiiis taught and attitudes instilled through G uaining are 
valuable for the intellectuai and emotional growth of the child ït was noted that EC 
Program G is mainly the invention of the faculty who teach it here at CC. ""ûther 
disciplines have books, schools, and courses to train them and set standards. There is 
nothing iike it for EC G. In the past not evexyoae was on the same page. because everyone 
was creating his/her own cuxricuium." However, the faculty feel that over t h e  the ideas, 
coming from different faculty backgrounds and training, have developed into a weU 
understood and effective common curriculum. 

The faculty for EC Program G, as currentiy constituted, is seen as a great sangth Our 
offerings are seen as unique - there are no rivais or competition in this field Of course, 
there is much competition for EC customers, and the commlmity stiü doesn't reaiiy know 
what we do or what the benefits are for young chïldren. 

A weakaess of EC Program G, as seen by the facuity, is the lack of coordinated class 
levels. A.€ter the introductory classes, the emphasis has been on feeding students into 
private lessons. 'We need more stepping Stones. more classes above introt" in the past, 
the coordinator has believed in and supported the introductory courses, but the facuIty was 
never encouraged to make it grow or develop other courses for it to feed into- Program G 
instnictors were particuiarly suong in their advocacy for heightened marketing efforts. 
Numbers have shnink in recent years in EC Program G- They see a need for more G 
marketing generall~~ more EC Program G marke~g, and in particular they see a need to 
market outside of their traditional cornmunity bases. 

Conceming admin structure, it was stated that 'The coordinator's position was aever 
defined. It is different fiom other areas, which are not as mcult or cornplex as G. What is 
the coordinator's role in growth in emiiment, growth and direction of programs, putting 
us on the map?" 

COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDAnONS - PROGRAM G 

Four recommendations, the fûst two of which have aire- received recent 
attention: 
1 .  More and better urgeted marketing for the introductory Pmgram G 

courses. 
2 .  Rethink the curriculum tu provide a broder  range of csordirrated and 

graduated EC and other introductory classes. 
3 .  The EC Program G instructors say Wther disciplines have books, 

schools, and courses to train them and set s&ri&rds. There is nothing 
like if for EC G." White this may have been tnre in the past, the 
research in d l  areas of EC today i$ ovemhelrning. We urge ins&ucturs 
to investigate the current literature in their discipline. 



It  seemr odd t h t  afier so many years, the senior G fucuCty are asking 
what the role of the coordinator is. We need to communicate this 
information to the entire G faculfy. 

BACKGROUND - PROCRAMH 

Program H is, in 96/97, a two person operation: the coordinatorflead teacher (40 students) 
and one Branch instnrctor (28 students). In a way the program seems very heaIthy, in bat 
both of our instnrctors have as many students as they can handle. However, when a 
second Branch instnictor moved away this summer, we were unabIe to fk~d a replacement 
for her, and as a coLlSeQuence lost her 51 registrations. Several of the snidents' families 
openly expressed a strong desire to remin within the Conservatory's pro-, but we 
were unable to accommodate them- This points directiy to the ineffectiveness of our 
Program H Teacher Training Program, 

Finding quaiüied Program H teachers presents unique probleros. Because of the structure 
(ïnternationally) of the teacher training component, very little background is required to 
become a "'qiiaiif?ed" H teacher. People with little or no pst-secondary music training can 
take short summer courses (such as we offér) and call themselves H teachers. Cher the 
years most appiicants for H positions at CC have had iittle advanced aaining. In fact, 
many of hem have not shown skilis at a Ievel Ut would gain them admittance to our own 
Credit Program. The zdmhismors' and coordinators' rejection of these appliçants has 
ken considered elitist and aati-H by some members of the H cornmuni@. 

Each summer the Conservatory hosts an international H Institute, which is organized and 
coordinated by the Consemtory's Rom H coordinator. The Institure attracts students 
and faculty h m  the United States and Canada. and enhances the Conservatory's profile 
and reputation. 

There was a sctüring lack of conpence between the coordinator's perception and the 
facdty's perception. The coordinator spoke very positively, and is basicaiiy happy with the 
program. Such problems as exist, he impiies. do so within the context of a successful and 
smoothLy running program. The office staff understands the program and Program H gets 
excelient suppofi There isn't really any quaüty competition for the program in City - no H 
alternative. The coordinator expressed complete saasfaction with the CC facilities, excepc 
for the smeil and noise h m  tar and jackhammers in the summer. He would Like CO see 
gmwtIi in number of teachers as well as students. The public needs to know more - how 
do we get the message out? He feels no-one will take H training without credit, therefore a 
way of giving credit has Co be established either here or in cooperation with the University. 
A proposal has aùeady gone forward to the Conservatory Director. 

To get any real sense of the faculty's positions, 1 will have CO rely not only on the 
interviews undertaken for ttiis Review, but also ment meetings that 1 have had outside of 
this process (1 will indicate comments from outside of this review with *). The faculty's 
cornplaints are numerou and sbongly felt: - There have been grave emrs made in the pasf in regard to the hiring and liring of 

teachers. Feelings stili nm high, and reconciliation is stiü needed - Faculty and students have obviously not been treated fairly and equally. Lots of 
people don't support the H philosophy. "Sornetimes 1 think the administration 
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would just as soon H go away. despite the fact that there is customer satisfaction 
and the comrnunïty supports it" 
Would like a review of Prograni H specifically. The Anistic Director is a problem - 
the position needs a job description. The program weds more effective teacher 
trainhg - it's workuig in other piaces. In avoiding conflict, the coordinator has 
stifled new thought Things are comfortabIe, but not artistically or educationaiïy 
vital. Much potential 
The H Teacher Training program has been totally umxcessfbL The coordinator's 
pemnai style is such that he prefers to leave things openended and vague, rather 
than stating specific expectations. providing coacrete objectives, or giving 
conventional feedback. This has resuked in frustration and eventual WithdrawaI for 
alî of the naiaees who bave undertaken the program. Trainees have expressed th& 
concems to the coorninator, but he has been uncesponsive to their wishes. 
There îs not r d y  any "prognmf"' The coorninator has established a situation in 
which he teaches his students. the faculty each teach th&, and there is practicaily 
no interaction, coorclinated activity? or sharing of ideas. 
The Conservatory Rogram H Program should be the hub of H activity in City. 
The coordinator should make efforts to draw the cornrnunity together and h d  ways 
to saengthen the Ciq H community. the Consematory program, and the 
Conservatory program's position in the commmityty The coordinator seems to be 
doing just the opposite. isolathg us fkom the iarger City commtmity rather than 
building bridges. 

Ine Consetvulory Administmion neeh to comrnunÉcate with the Program 
t i  coordinator in direct and unequivocal te- coneerning our expecfations 
for Program 8. 

TEE COORDINATOR NEEOS TO BE PRO-ACTWE IN TRAINING OR 
FINDING NEW H INSTRUCTORS, 

There seenu to be a criFLF in findiag qualified E teachers. Program E 
lurs more demand than we have Msauctors to sati&fy the demand. 
However, ouf E Teacher Training prugmnr kas sliowir u spectacuku lack 
of success (not o single program completion), and the City H community 
nury not be able to supply good candidaes. At present the coordinator 
has begun fo look outside the H cornmuniry tu Fm€ quafijied 
perfomer/teachers who niight Be interested in leaming and teocking L e  
H approach. This k a remonable course of action, But still depends on 
an effective troining program. 

CC SHOULD BE A =ADER IN THE E COMMUNITY 
Whut we sec as our natural Leadetship role in the City E community is 
being abdicated- We woukl likc tu sec efforts to wtuke the 
Conservatory's Program H progtam more iaclusive, more nurturing of 
the larger coinmunitg of H. 

A PROGRAM APPROACH NEEDS TO BE DEVELOPED VIS A VIS THE 
FACULTY 

Within our OWR faculty there i s  a feeling 4 being kokrted, and not 
reafly port of a program. m e  coordinator seenw tu h v e  given up on 



creating and mainuining an inclusive orienta&im for the faculfy. We 
recommend that the coordinator open lines of communication and re- 
establish a more programmatic a ~ d  inclusive orienîation for the 
Conservatory Program H. 

On the positive side, the program has extremely strong custorner 
satisfaction, and the coordinator und faculty are in agreement that the 
students are geaing good instruction. This can be a growth area. 
However, the coordinator has adopted a passive approach, attd seems 
content to let the faculty dwindle and become isolaterl; and let the Program 
drift uway fiom community outreach and leadership. These issues need to 
be addressed. 



The Notes h m  the Interviews 



DATA FROM INTERViEWS 

la StrenofhS 
mcë 
- Office support (heIpfuI, hard working, total cooperation, good quaiity work) 
- Ofnce is gmt; very personable, good at ge- back 
Teac hing 
- Quality teachers & propm: cites particuiarIy piano and Program C. 
- Good reacfiing 
FaciIities 
sociaüzation; what are the chiLdren capable of saying, physically or cuïturaiïy; knowing 
when to push and when to back off 
org-izafion, support f?om institution; ofnce support; professiody doue; 
reptratiodrefund process 
lots of good ideas 
recitals 
refends 
prepares srudents weU, good feeder to further studies 

(program F) Teachers (animated, b ~ g  out the innate seme of imagination, play; 
contact with others). Live music (accompanisrs can pick up on things and adjust; 
provide variety). Studio space. 
(program F) 3 & 4 & 5 year oIds bamuig to work in a group. DiscipIine within a 
group. Creative prucess, inventiveness. 2 exceUent instrucmrs in LM aud PL, Live 
piano accompaniment good accompanists- 

(pro- A) AC'S cmiculum very good for contiauing program C students. Bi- 
weekly perfomance classes for a l i  program A studenrs: AC, FL, Univemity 

(pro- C) comprehensive; very good basis and extension; we serve as a model; 
keeps cunrent; child centre& good rapport with childreniparents; class size; more 
demanding than most 
(pro- C) gohg very we& quality of program; encourages intenialization of 
musicianship &Us, especially ear skills; good administration, maybe maxed out; 
individuaiized support wouid be good 
(program C) Generally: different program, a variety of approaches, balance of 
offerings. Very highly regarded faculty, quality of instruction. 
program C in particuiar 

- refined curriculum, ongokg 
- handoutdmaterials 
- parental involvement and enthusiasm 

(program C) Very well run - gIitches have been worked out- registrations, operations, 
expectations, etc. 

(program E) New instnrctor - yet to see what is wotking & what is not Admires the 
way H phiïosophy is used. H PhiI is only as good as the people who use it. Creates an 
environment for them to leam and l em to Iove what is offered. Motherfchild bonding - 
son@ and pames are stepping Stones to other learning oppornrnities - many young 
parents don? have these as personaï resourcea There is interaction among children - 
Ehey lem h m  each 0 t h -  Cuuiculum basicdïy good - needs to be rouaded out - 
content needs to be expandeci. 



(program G) Addressiag an area not addressed in the school system; makmg a 
difference in the child: chrity. expressiveness needed to put ideas anoss; emotional and 
inteuectual traasmission of ideas and confÎdence. Appk to older students as weU as 
youngsters. 

(program B) Enviroament for young students coming h m  (graduating nom) other 
gmp activities. Not isoiated Opportunity for performance, performance exmence. 
(program B) Freedom to teach any methoci Facilities for p u p s ,  recitaIs, occasional 
pianlst, 
(program B) we have a program; some fine teafhers 

(program H) - organized faculty, teach well, wosk weli together. though not a lot In 
general, the quaIity of the teachers. 

Wealoiesses 
Miidcetmg 
- marketing, advertising, promotion - markting ; not sure tbat the public lmows about us or how they c m  get M o  
appropriate, stabk rooms 
money for matp.rialS. instnmients 
Inconsistency 
- instructors need to know more about aJï programs; iack of sense of commumty; 

kachers need to get together, commdcate; program C discourages people from 
going into program H 

- teachers do tkir own thing (program B); common curRcnium is a problem 
Conseervatory Calendar (sic) is misse& tidbits not as good 
no carry over after EC; parents need guidance 
EC needs a coordinator, for advice, and practical things; with or without a coordinator, 
would iike EC meetings, coopemtive ventures, communication 
facility for EC age group; parkiug. crowd connol- noise. congestion, siblings. coats; 
ideal would be dedicated a m ;  if teacher is sick or away, office nightmare to contact 
students; Consematory teachers are often unahle to continue program C concepts when 
students graduate - we shouid encourage program C graduates. 

(program F) CC physicaliy austere, cool smomdings. Need to foster more of a sense 
of community, more of a F school atmosphere. Schedules and rooms king in closer 
proximity wouid help. 
(pro- F) No. FaciFities perhaps - a bit stadr for the littie mes 

(program A) Separate people doing different things. Co-ordination with [tacher] yet to 
happen. Wouid iike to start groupdciasses. 

(program C) A student who does group private would be ideal, but there are very 
few who do both: time energy, money. Group can't work on individuaihtion, but 
takes shyness away and teaches mamers. 
(program C) Pme constraints; level4 at times seems short at 45 mins 
(program C) No specinc weaknesses. Nor a lot ofgroup plarming or p u p  talk. 
Would like to have more input Has Masters Degree - wodd b more input, to get 
more brain power involved. 



- (program C) smaiï room contribures aegatively to program as a whok; constant 
enroUment figures - would see advantages to a broader base; perhaps a satefite school - 
maintain what we have here and expand outside, perhaps regional 

- (program E) Space is not good Not condutive, too open. Needs dedicated space. 
HauIing of materiais. 

- (program G) Have been encouraged to be a feeder system into pnvate fessons. We 
need more stepping Stones, rnoR classes above inm. And we need an interim course 
for pronunciation for children of immigrants- 

- (program B) numbers f a g  
- (program B) never felt lilre it's ken  a program; lack of communication; H c m  say 

exacdy what they do - but we are more individuaiized - les consistency. Parents 
enpect more uniformity -parents notice. Tm few meetings - lately bener. in the past 
fiacrious. No guidelines to insmctors in Wnting 

- (program B) Shouid have more cooperation. AU the teachers do their own thing, no 
ovemding phiiosophy. No coIlSUltation about brochure - learned philosophy fkom 
brochure. Understood when manager exphineci, but not from coordinator. Shouid 
know what we're trying to do - to this day, after 10 tears, we still don? know. 

- (program B) Lack of goals. Undemood goal was to produce students for fume 
ensembles. No cohesive teaching plan or method for p p s .  Wide diversity of 
approach evi&nt in each ciass. Nothing but [instrument] - if that's what it is, then caIï 
it EC [instrument]. Front desk needs more info - parents cornplain about not enough 
info. Other teachers don? want to be observe& Numbers have dwindled - mixed 
levek in classes, 

- (p~ogram B) - Not going anywhere. Chanmg the name does not change mything. Personnel 
has to change - someone is needed to put in the work to move it in the direction they 
want it to go. Just [instrument]. - Dr. J had ideas, but rationaIes never made explicit. People who took over had far 
les experience and didn't understand Dr. J's program. 

- Coordinator has to do much more w o k  MG is not dedicated; gectuig p u  but 
who knows why? Someone has to spearhead, work at it, which never happened. - Not reaïly a pro-; what do we tell prospective customexs? 

- (program B outsider) - Perception is that there is not a reaily strong EC program B. Perception is that 
quitlity is very dependent on the teacher. More communication would be goai. V 
meets once a month, to discuss students, help each other with problems. Shocked 
to b d  out there are no meetings here. The= is rapport arnong teachers at V; seems 
not to be so here. - V is clearly dehned, it is clear what is beùig off'd. V: "If you like i~ corne to us - 
this is what we offer." CC teachers don't need to use the same method in teaching - 
but there should be a plan, a timeihe, cohesive goals, if not approach. TES wouid 
be good pedagogicaily, good for the program. 

- Groups are i m p o m  hin. kids enjoy. It is essential for younger kids to have 
older ones around Social aspect very important. 

- (program H) Numbers - teachers and studentdparents. People find out about us too 
late, when EC is over. hiblic doesn't know such programs are avatlable. How do we 
pt the message out. 



2. chJ&&of 
Generaih aualitv seems fine. 
excellek ÀIthgugh there are ciifferences in approach, aii instnictors are 904 dohg a 
fine job. 

(program F) 1 think we'ce gaod Supportive, make time for personal contact; availabIe 
to parents; approachable; share ideas. 
(program F) Both excellent instnictors, can deal with young children and be very 
animated Very pleased with b a h .  Insanctors creative, howledgeable 

(program A) Quaiity is good Fs  method seems go04 he has a good, gentie way with 
kids. EC program A is in its infancy. The Europeans are doing good work 

(program C) very high levei of instruction; curriculum worked out extensively and 
rehned; uniform in goals 
(program C) the key to any educational setting Cohesive team, dedicated to program 
and aims of program, helping each other. No "pecking ordei'. A team but a vaRety of 
presentations and styles - can channe1 students to appropriate tacher, 
(program C) T b k s  good, though has not observed other teachers very much. Good 
consistent ~ c u l u m .  Energetic faculty. A coupie of times 1 didn't teach Iessons 
because 1 couldn't get questions about materiah answered 

(program E) Go& aot understood by instructors; we need people who are specifically 
trained for tbis program; philosophy of the program needs ta be thoroughly undersfood 
by the people who mn the program; instructofs need EC training, program E training, 
(program El Started out team teaching, looked good, didn't last. Mer insmictor good, 
creative, but different ideas. Need more orientation the. Some resistauce to H Ph2 
within fxdty - but practicai acceptance. 

(program G) sometimes choice of teachers has resulted in poor PR with office 
(program G) very quaWied and suitable. Difficulty nriding 0 t h  instructors who wilI 
work as weii. Can't teach full time - too intense, need other source of incorne. 
(program G) As ZL and DR teach it, very smng. ZL cornes from kindergarten 
training, DR from G. Good feedback In the past not everyone was on the same page, 
because everyone was creating their own curriculum- People are well trained eIsewhere 
and b ~ g  different skiils here. ûther disciplines have boolcs, schools, courses to train 
them and set standards- Nothing Iike it for EC program . British tradition, adapted 

(program B) ûnly seen BR'S students; did joint recitais; can't comment 
(program B) In general, good; consistency is a problem. Goals for first year, common 
cinricuIu11 is a problem. 
(program BI Think they do good woric. Teachers have difierent approach, some H, 
some reading. Hears other teachers' students in recitals, what she hem she k s .  

(Program H) in general teachers have accreditation, calibre high 
(Program H) EC generally - things are reaUy good- Program H - individual concerm 
about teachers- Happy basicaliy, looking for solutions to recent problems observed in 
student performances. Philosophy, issues of approach, "refiective go*. 

3. How do we fit? Wim our W. how oood a ipb are we doine 
- There are Monday conflicts, but not major. - program approach, providing enriched program, continuation when EC is fxnished 



(program FI We'ze fitting in by doing similar things, bu1 dohg them better- Better 
insfructors, Accompanists- At the top, h m  all reports- SerVing community needs 
weL 

(program A) For program A, we are in tfie vaubgmd for kikids, CC on the hi@ end 
'Iliere are 2 more teaçhers in the commiinity: (1) AC'S student, evolving her own way 
using AC'S materialS. Uose ties to AC, (2) Program R program A Strll studying with 
A ri 

(Program C) This program is C, but is aho oriented toward readidg music, wbich is 
not really Program C, This is a good fit with ove& Consematory program. Exceïïent 
program. Levd 4: some quedons Iike hamonic minor vs meIodic minor; no modes, 
which are very important to folk Song basis of CUtrjCUlum, 
(Program C) we are emulated; aur program is mnch more specific than others - 
identifies speçinc sidis for outcornes; more extensive amïculm; more parenta[ 
involvement; more, earlier reading; smakr cias six. 
(Program C) More and more people are king trairmed and setting up smaiï operatiom. 
We are seen nationaliy as an exdent program and leader. There are Iinks to University 
- University students are required to obsenfe our classes. We need to raise profile - was 
done before, needs to be doue again, We are knom withi. the hogram C community 
and music community, but not the generai EC community. 
(Program C) prugram itself is the best in City, probably cfie best in Canada; facilities 
issues impact: if we codd have our own facility, and dedicated offiçe support, it might 
help. CC Gym Club bas EC component; could we hook up with them - Program C & 
Gym, take a whde moming. 

(pro- D) there are many prograrns, many exceUent; nobody doing exactly the same 
things as program D 

(program D) Music is part of He, prepares kids for hture m u s i d  activities. QuaIity 
courses. Remise that music is a marvdous thing to bave in one's Me. We provide an 
opporainity for non musicdiy literate parents to stah  It is out of reach for many peopk 
b c i a l l y .  The coilege has a good name - people know there are pro- here - 
exceiient word of mouth, ShouId be more advertis'mg done h m .  

(program G) No rivals or competition for Program G Ed in Eariy ChiIdhood - but there 
are many playschoois. Parents are Iooking - but the commuuity srSi doesn't reaiiy 
know what we do or what the beneh are for young chiIdren. And we' re unique. 

(program B) competition is H program; we have lower profile; easier to explain H: 
repertoire, books; we teach readmg right away 
(program B) Everyone knows H. People heu about us because of the Coilege, but 
nobody comes h m  ourside because they heard we have a program- When students are 
here, they are happy and stay. But g e e g  them is not good 
(program B) H is perceived by tk public as less competitive; overail perception is that 
CC is competitive. 
(pro- B) Would lïke to have a higher prome, Now entirely word of mouth because 
of CC. Could cash in on Coilege repumion. H does more cornmunity profile work 
We have better resources, shodd have betrer profile. Number of students is in a 
holding pattern - generally wouid Iike more. 



(program B) Ensembies are our stfength. H has high IeveI of cornmitment and Teel 
good" philosophy for the young - we could leam nom this. Doesn't work so welï for 
older kids, 
(Program B) The m e  itseifgives some prestige: CC, not Conse~atory. Credibility. 
But we are not fulnlliap the promise that the aune's credibility makes 
(program B) Parental involvement at H is very strong; parents are told up ftont - parent 
is "home teachei'. There is (and should be) a "contract" or "info sheet". Some parental 
involvernent is necessary. 
(Program B outsider) 
- W h  dIfferent H Head Teachers. ceoperation with CC is different, Cunentiy there 

is encouragement to come to CC for the &chestras. H is cuzrentiy trying to keep 
kids for as long as possible. A common time for kids to come over Born H is 11, 
12, 13 years olb 

- Advocates starting in H, follows H @ciples and methods herseK But cautions: 
'Vsing a H book isn't H teaching." 

(Program H) Outside of program B. not sure it's actuaIly happening in the City- We 
shouid be the ruïe model, not sure that's the case. Ia tbe commmity thuigs are 
splintered - we could be the focuser, bring uùngs together. Where will new teachers 
come Born? Need to develop 'teacher level of instruction". "Housewife" teachers 
niffcuit to reach and involve. 

4. How welI does the C o w r v a t o ~  Office supgonm 
beuer than it used to; facilties problem with change of semester 
Good Efficient, organized, it works. Eluabeth & fabulous - always helpful and very 
pleasaat. manager is accessible. 
Great Front desk knowledgeable, co-operative, competent. AU the admin support SM 
1 donTt want to hassle with is done really weU, and I cm focus on teachg. 
sometimes perception of working in a vacuum; coordinator has most contact; - yes, 
helpful with info and work 
they do a good job; messages OK; supportive; sometimes with new help or temps, 
people are m e d  away by mistake. told class or not ninning when they are 
ninning; new heIp and temps need more updates and notes fiom the more expexienced 
staff 
concem that planning t h e  for classes c m  result in hardship for teachers if classes are 
cancekd 
no calls since September - don? know what secreuuies say to people when they call 

(program F) Communication needs to get tighter. Schedules, etc- hogram F posa 
notices, but office should be clued in. Word Rocessing help OK 
(program F) Top rate. Please put the pi& slips in Ekzabeth's box, 
(program A) Super. Creative recitais, working with technicians, theatre avdability and 
suppor~ EM terrifie. Suppon for ensembles, flexibility good. Not sure about EC 
generally. 

(Program C) Mail is a problem. Teaching on Saturday is a problem - office not king 
open is a problem. Dont get messages about students not showing. So many 
activities on Saturday, why not minimai stafflng. It is hard to leave messages and 
know that things are going to be done: phoning studenrs when sick (care1ess emrs at 
&o.ont desk JP - explained thiags twice, JP stiiî didn't get it) 



(Program C) No problem with the office staff- Working smooWy, the office now 
seems to understand and support. Pm parrïculafIy go& CIass Iisfs are missing 
impormnt Wonnarion Could we bave a bigger- bemr copier; copyright not an issue. 
(Program C) Program C by virtue of ambers requires more support than other mas. 
Support h m  the office is much bemr tfiaa previoosly; AG and CR also care about 
detail, and are giving good support - open minded and co-opwative. Jean dohg weiL 
Concerns for offiœ people - cm't spread it too thin, Need to be aware of stress and 
work load Support suffers in B e r  when staff is away - proper foiiow-ups didn't 
happen 1st year - needs attention during snmmer. 

~~ G) Never found any dBïcuIty with Admia Support; but ZL did a l l  the prep 
and w o k  EP klieved in if supported i t  Nobody has ever encouraged anyone to 
make it grow or deveIop other courses for it to feed into. 

(program B) Front desk doesn't reaily know what's going on - need more/better 
instructions- Wonders if the front desk knows who coordinator Ïs, if they understaxid 
program. Placement forms done slowiy. 
(program B) û E c e  supports weil, but we don't know how to take advanme of it We 
don't know what the fidl extent of s e ~ c e s  is. Couldn't name areas where she wanted 
support. Would Iike input to brochures, somethhg more inspirational, show positive 
benefits, include sunmer activities. 
(program B) Doesn't have a studio. Has to switch so much she's teaching at home. 
Wants piano at group ~~SSQIIS. iane does mat bat is overworkeà, sometÏmes things 
(bookings, facilues changes) Eall through the cracks - communication fine. Front desk 
needs better and more specinc info to descnbe pmgrams and clifferences to students, 
e-g., what is taught in group lessons 
(Program B) They kaow enough about it M o  taken over the phone not aiways 
accurate. Outdated waiting  lis^ Support functions OK Teachers no& identïfied as 
"Eariy Childhood" donTt get young beginners. 

5. How do - vou feel the level of w o r t  cwares  with other Conservatom 
only fhme of reference is cokgiate, which is a higher pnority 
Jane fabuIous, SC helpful and accommodating, media and p ~ t i n g  too. Flexible. 
stnicturally OK, but downsized; admin shouid try to build 
program B and coIleghte perfiaps take more offi& resources. More visible support, 
espeaally colleghte - Sarah's work 
Pro- F has its own ads, own budget 
Sometimes it would be good to know what is happening outside the Consematory - 
what kinds of support is available bom Media or PA&D or Performance Ofnce, 
Can't judge- Good support on a personal leveL Some people feel Cokgiate gets much 
more attention. 1 think it's reaI - there is an emphrrci.F, resources are aven to 
Coiiegiate . 
oood; EC rnaybe notas important to the CoiIege as  other program, like piano is a =* higher priority - BC got cabinet for his studio quickly, easily. 

(program A) d a  Tremendous support h m  cokgiate when there have been students. 
Master classes. PC h m  Sudbury is developing a cIass of EC, is in touch re,darly. 

(Program C) Don? know. Other institutions provide beaer for teachers: financial 
support for projects, trips. 



- (Program C )  I thinlc there Ïs a lot of support for Program C- Someone is gving out 
Susan's phone number to discuss Program C. No specific questions - it just seems that 
the office staff are not @ h g  info. but referrhg instead 

- (program G) d a  It's a smaü program; remernber, it's not a performing p u p .  Program 
G needs a coorâinated effort - need to talk to f a t y  to hnd out whar the needs are. GP 
had oniy one s t a n  meeting. chanmg theory, heightening drama and performance. 
Need minutes. FacuIty should have input to theory - GP should take advantage of 
facuIty's experience. 

- (program B) Ofnce support OK. Because there's no real program, it was impossible to 
go to other teachers to ask them for participation or "'advertise" so the= was very liale 
support, - (program B)There really isn't any support, for instance like collegiare or [another 
program], EC in general isn't supported as much as  others. 

- (program B) Would iike a designated accompanist - someow who understands the 
problems, etc. of linle children. 

- (Program H) Very good. Office staff understands programsi. EC generaiiy & Program 
H spe&icaUy, ask for more than other pro- and get excellent support. 

6. Marketing 
CC dayc where we show our programs, once or twice a year. Advertise it weii. 
ECS has very low 
More is hem Keep putting it in fhmt of the people. Limited by resources. Inclusive 
EC ad& would be good Package of music. dance drama, etc. 
More for new programs would be good profile; need to inform our own facuIty; 
people who come to CC don? know about groups 
yes; 1 big brochure for ai l  of EC, like a poster, tells clifference between approaches. 
Like brochure fkom Toronto, 
cornmon EC brochure wouid be good; target the madret 
CC Bulletin appearing repiarly; think about our own publication, like neighbours. 
Elecaicai screens. Mademg to amact teachers or potential eachers a high priority. 
How do we get their attention? (Money. job security?) 
Don't lmow but has sense more codd be done. Community Channel - kids on Channel 
30? 
better than it used to be; brochure is helpN; we couid do more with other p ~ t  media; 
important to advertise with an eye to enrollment, even if things are OK now. to avoid 
cyciicai downtums; marketing weds to be continuous. 

(program F) doing the best we c m  do 

(program A) OK. No strategies until a unified approach is worked out with RM. 

(Program C) Never k e n  marketed Never been advertised - ail word of mouth and 
handing out brochures. Possibilities: a video (professional quality) to show what 
Program C does, how it works, how it's set up (too many phone c a k  to answer - 
interesteci parents couid come to a meeting once every other month or so to view the 
video); libmks. hospital baby areas. Sometimes it seems Collegiate is be-ail and end- 
al; October fundraiser markets CoLieghte exclusively, other programs need to be 
shown (Program G, Theatre, EC). perhaps older Pro- C kids or at least verbal 
reco,oaition. 



(Program C) Business c d  - not sure if she wanrs one. Marketing genemliy seems to 
work Word of mouth seems to be most successflll. 
(Program C) Rogram C has been very successful; enroilrnent and demand is strong, 
but not because of any Conservatory marketing initiatives. Perhaps some people think 
Pro- C doesn't need it - but LN disagrees. More specinc marketing for EC wouid 
be good, rather than Coasezvatory overall. We need a broader base for marketing - pt 
to generai public. Use Public Library for EC programs; expensive, but wonh it for the 
exposure. There should be consistent ads in professional publications, provincial and 
national. Need new photos. 

(program G) If we are going to continue to have the course (program G), even as a 
feeder, we onTt be inbred anymore. we need to look to other comrnunities, not just our 
traditional ethnic communities; advertising bas to happen - used to be 3 teachers for a 
long time. now fewer and fewer classes; Cont Ed Bulletin, send things to schools, 
Newspaper Camping Section for m e r  courses, library fïyers, City Parks and Rec; 
multidisciplinary approach good 
(program G) brochure for Program G makes EC hard to find - brochure for EC a good 
idea 
(program G) Not marketed at ail. Clientele cornes fiom word of mouth. More 
marketing could imply larger faculty. large expenditure of energy, preparation. No 
incentive to put out the energy for the remuneration. 

(propram B) EC program B, no. Possibilities: Moms & Tou type shows. Day Care, 
other EC venues, Meet the Instnimenrs. invite schoois too 
(program B) new names good marketing; in marketing, stress enjoyment, games. 
fiddlùig. etc. Full class, doesn't need refemk. 
(Program B) M e r  prognrms have been more s u c m  in marketing, aeating a 
community protile, Program C especially. The Brochure was so ambiguous it created 
more questions than it aaswered. 

* .  7. How weU does the current Admmistrative structure sew- 7 
Overall coordinator would help; provide COM€!C~~~IX!S 
need for evaluations, not necekdy  yearly, but regularly 
works OK 
Very cornfortable with i t  Don't need a dedicated EC adminimator, but there rnight be 
some benefit in geteing together with other coordinators. 
Need to understand better whît each other does. There is a territonal or "cornpetitive" 
element, re a "correct philosophy" aspect in EC. There is no facilitating structure for 
sharing . 
When info goes up the ladder, pretty weii. Top d o m  doesn't work so well. When PD 
pushed, we had a good fall meeting, and people came - 1 found it very useful. Wouid 
lüre more info & communication - doesn't feel part of the larger institution. New things 
(workshops, PD) can be brought to EC. 
EC coordinator could be a help; contact and communication is amactive, doesn't have 
to be a coordinator 
day to day good; overaii EC coordinator not a good idea, would cseate another layer of 
admin which would probably be detrimentai to communication; some kind of 
communication/brainstorming would be good 

(pro- F) I thiak so. yes. EC so srnail it is not necessary for another adminisrrator 



(program A) Good aow. Depends on future p w t k  but fine for now. LN was once 
in charge of aU EC. Maybe tao much for LN with Rogram C. For AC'S needs. not an 
advantage to have an EC coordinator at this the .  Everyooe is helpful when asked. 

0- C) - September joint meeting: some input but not really a working session, Has never 
- k e n  asked for input to program or lessons. LeveI 1 & 2 are great LeveI3 & 4 not 

good As a goup we couid improve npper ievels. - Everything seems specificaüy nui by LN. Minimum of contact with her. Alrnost 
impossible to pet hold of LN. No backup for questions. - Orientation - watched LN for one lesson. LN wawhed one requested by MC. This 
is OK - Not one for bureaucracy but would be inrerested in Iinking (refe-) to other 
programs. Perhaps one rep fkom each program could get together. - Fe& isoIated No input to coordinator, so no input to manager. Lorna has become 
mentor. LN doesn't ever m e r  written questions. 

(Program C) No probiems. As far as overd EC Coordinator is concemeci, LN med at 
one time, but everyone is competing for the same clienrele, not remable  to expect 
cooperatioa People didn't want an overail coordinator. Maybe if coordinator did jtst 
admin stuff, paperwork. 
(Program C) works weiL T h  was a t h e  when EC met once a year - no great 
accomplishments, but good to get together. Better commhcatiion with Conservatory 
Faculty for Rogram C graduates wodd be good. We should have more 
communication among ail  the Conservatory programs. Needs to be reae, perhaps a 
Conservatory newsleaer: Director's initiatives, program news, new courses and 
programs, holiday schedules, etc. 

(Program G) The Coordinator's position aever defhed It is different nom other areas, 
which are not as difficuit or cornplex as program G. Dr. G and EP were pioneers who 
strove hard, but didn't have the background/expertise that is necessary now. What is 
the coordinator's role in growth in e~lf~limenr, growth and direction of programs, 
putting us on the map? Our coordinators have been e s t  and foremost teachers, that's 
where their energy goes. How rnuch energy is left for coordinator's taslcs? Level of 
excellence has been static. 

(program B) Admin structure OK 
(pro* B) OK. In program B currently everyone is doing own thing; program B 
need to do their own work before a EC coordinator would be of any use. Then. 
dependhg on specific job deScnption, maybe coordinator would be éesirable. 
(program B) Iike to see bener coordination with Program C. R o m  C streams to 
Choral, wouid Wre to see more instnimental. 
(program B) Fine. Likes the idea of a coordinated program that would connect Program 
B & Rogram C - should get together at least 
(program B) In theory, should wodc Not effective. There should be reguIar class 
meetings, at least one per semester. 

(Program H) gave emrs in the past, feelings stfi ninning high, in regard to  hi^,^ and 
firing of teachers. Still needs reconciliatim 

8a Vision and values - (program F) For all chrldren, F is pari of their cbemistry and who they are. Develop a 
We long interest in a happy, positive. non-threatening way; develop creativelyv muscle 



and siceletal strength - brain stimulated Benefit is interest in F, encoumghg outgoing 
person, getting dong with and enjoying other children. 
(program F) Has to be fua Sense of posture, but not in technical terms, Easy 
stretches. Musical appreciation. Foster a love for movement, awareness of space, 
emotionai awareness. A sense of self esteem: dignity, feel good about themselves and 
the work they are doing. Wodcing hard is good - the disciphne. ûne of the basic 
issues for this group: fun, creative, not rementai. Challenge & accomplishment. 
Nurturing, feeling pretty. It falls on the teacher to be the catalyst for these things. Not 
sure the public understands, EC as a whole should be devoted to the development and 
nurturing of the young person. 

(program A) Most impoitant personal goal - give a ctiild good mernories of music 
aaining. Good attitude, fun, &d enjoyable pieces. It takes a long time for them to get 
to Grade 1 - if they can stick it out, they begin to enjoy. Pre Grade 1 materials coming 
out of Europe are very go& 

(Program C) That the students Iearn about music tbrough fun. Focus is tangible. 
measutable gain through a satisfyiag experience. Involvement of parents. 
(Program C) music literacy, love and enjoyment of music 
(Program C) Children wiIi to make music in their lives, not just as children, but as 
they grow older, witù their families. They will have the Salis to go on if they choose. 
Enjoyment with intelligence. Intenialkation. 
(Program C) To give siciiis and understanding for children to m e r  their musical 
education - to foster love of music. 

(PROGRAM D) to prepare the children to go on to other pro-; prepare them 
rnusically to play an instrument; social aspects, especialiy the babies; parents want not 
only a music program for k i r  child, but to interact with other parents with similar aged 
children. 

(program D) Musical, nurtunng environment. Parents take ideas home. Bekg 
sensitized to music and the am - creates a finer, open-minded, peace-lovîng individual 
in a hostile, capitalistic society. 

(program G) in classroom, children should communicate with each other, work at 
child's comfort level; work with other children; value other people, value yoursdf; 
smaii classes; follow directions; discipline and skills can carry fomard iato other 
activities; differentiate pretending and realicy; 
(Program G) Reaily interest them, excite them, enthuse them, in the possibilities of 
Program G . 1 want them to go on, to look to higher levels. 

(program B) having fun with the instrument, and playing weU. Being with other kids 
is part of having h. Music making is not a solitary acavity - it is a kind of 
communication. Fitting things together - sight, sound, body. others. 
(program B) provide atrnosphere for children to be excited about music, exposed to 
different types of music. Read play, prepare for orchestral or chamber experiences; 
expose to different types of music; provide experience that is enjoyable, aot a stress in 
their lives - they have to work at it, but they enjoy it. 
(program B) Try to develop children who love and understand music - provide 
audiences for future. Get them into ou. programs. give them outlets as teenapers. 
Wouid welcome discussions on activities to enpender love of music. 



(program B) It's got to be fun. Personal value. Broaden view of Me. Rids must have 
ownership of their musical iife and expression - a rare oppoftuIUty in an automated 
world Valuable interaction for students - far beyond what they get in schooL 
(Program B) Try to have weU rounded musicians, not just Ieam the instrument 
Develop discipline while playing, beïag involved in a p u p .  More appreciation of 
music, 

(Pro- H) Vision is a sense of community among EC programs; support and feed 
each other, possibly move toward joint presentations, gala performance. Each program 
should articulate a 3-5 year plan, shace with each other 
(Program H) Alternative fom of Music Ed, training the ear fim, rather than the eye 
hrsf starting at an early age. Leads to higher level of studies (brochure is ciear). 
Musical conimitment, musicaI habit music as pan of their ïives. Students already have 
a great deal of music education, music experience. 

8b. Shared vaiues 
yes the= are, but it is stitled 
lack of leadership 
not sure - assume they would 
Yes 
for the most part yes 
Yes - a l i  sbare a striving for excellence. 
Yes there are shared values, although this is not necessarily made explicit 

(pro- F) Yes, within Program F. Don? know for Conservatory. 

(pro- A ) Some teachers are more serious. AC employs humour, tries to loosen 
them up. K strict about maners of technique. 

(Program C)Shared overtly among Program C fafulty. Program B emphasis more 
technical rather than enjoyment (an impression, not sure). Share Program H 
philosophy = whole child making music, but Rogram H more technicaüy specific vs 
Program C expreSsive/creative. Program D seems too experientiai, not enough 
intellectual discipline. It wouid be good to have Orff on campus too. 
(Program C) Yes. Fundamental common vaiues. Program C is one Stream - there are 
others. Focus is good but there are alternatives. It's enough to know one. 

(Program D) no; Program H focuses on the instnunen~ children already playing; there 
is a social elernent to D classes 

(program G)  yes, especiaiiy with F (flowing movement) and Program C (reciting); 
rote is an important mol; I eam to be good listeners; politeness 
(program G) DR abso1uteIy. With others, they want t O lay a foundation and 
give sk ib  to go on. 

(program B) thinks there is much in common with Prograrn C 
(program B) Robably, but aever made explicit. 
(program B) No, and 1 wouid love to. Remembers meeting several years ago that was 
positive. 
(program B) Uses methods and ideas learnt nom her children's Program C classes. 



- (Program H) Yes, shared with other Program H teachers. Yes, shared with other EC 
programS. Circumstances of individual farnilies or children rnay make one EC program 
or another more appropriate. 

e come to CC or to vour arop.m? 
ro%ams, system 

- 

presents itseLf as a scho& '%oIIegeT' connotes prestige; 1 stop shop; exams; concerts; 
teachers are @amers; a package. 
Reputation of institution. If the teachers have been hired by CC they must kuow what 
they are doing. 
word of rnouth, reputation, q d t y  of instruction, s m d  classes 
sanctioned; grapevine; heritage, chüdren of former students; quality; courses, teachers. 
space, financial transactions, breadth of offerings 
word of mouth, oIder s i b h g ;  CC spinoff; recommendatiom h m  Program C 
not sure 
an institution of Ieaniing 
It's weU known. Very weiï known in cornmunity- Known for it's Consematory and B 
Program. Reputation for quality. Wod of rnouth is huge. 

(program F) For the reay very young ones, location. Word of mouth. 
(program F) Location. Reputation of CC & Conservatory in other areas. information 
feedback good ftom our instructors: time, info, costs. Quality of insmction. 

(program A) CC reputation., reputation of Conservatory as a whole. Difference in 
attitude between home shxdents and those who come here - CC generates a serious 
attitude - CC out of the way for some kids. comiag here shows a serious approach. 
(Program C) accreditation in Program C program. They come for the Program C 
hogram, not the CoUege. Studentr would foLIow wherever. One stop shopping, faith 
in accreditation, 
(Program C) - Strong repuration îÏom previous and cunent clients. Coilege engenders a 
cenain perception of quaiity control Economical - reasonable fees. 

(program G) Amactive. senriceable building, large institution. Seeming bouarantee of 
oood teachers, assumption of excellent teachers. Association with large institution is 
Lqmrtant to clientele. 
(program B) Doesn't know. Not much high qualïty cornpetition, CC name counrs for 
some thing. 
(program B) Conservatory reputation. CoUege as a whole has credibility. hogram C 
has high profile, brings people. then they h d  out more. For pro- BT possibilities 
are more open; Program H is more s t r i a  

(Program N) Isn't any real alternative in City . Parents value music for 
themselves/children or they haven't had the opportunity themseIves and want it for their 
children. Parents choose what they me. Word of mouth about the program, at least at 
first, rather than the CC name. 

9. Do you believe the students and faculry are treared equally and fair1y across aU our EC 
progams? 
- yes, fairly 
- donTt know, no experience 
- no student cornpiaint 
- yes 



No problems. When the= have been problems in the past, I feel supporte& 
Yes. Strong perception that Coilegiate ets a disproportionate amount of attention. 
Coilegiate desemes support - but somehmes there is apenripn that GP is not gven 
the attention it deseeres because of ColIegiate. 
No uafairness within EC. Coilegiate has more resources? but it's not unfair - that's the 
program. Perhaps GP accompiiIUStS could be incorporated into fee stnicture. 
Students yes. FacuIty yes. 
Yes. 1 assume yes - haven't heard otherwise. 
Yes 
Doa't see any ineqpalities. 
easier in other areas; EC teachers haven't the same oppoRunities for info exchange 
personany no complaints, but some instnictors feel discnmuia - . *  ted a b e t  if they're not 
active in Collegiate. World revolves around CoUegiate. 
No. There are Program F ads, there is more support for other programs. 

(program F) Can only speak for b g m n  F - yes. they are. 

(Program C) Wïthin Rogram C, yes, equally and fairly. Program D treated 
preferentially, in ternis of ninnmg small classes. Why is it still going? It doesn't seem 
to be effective or growing. Doesn't seem to have focus. 

(program G) Don't h o w .  Administrators corne from world of music. No-one spoke 
adequately in support of Program G when facilities were put in place. Studios 
inadequate for acting. EC classooms not designed weU for EC - sÏze, floors. Other 
departments seem to get what they want - but they have a saong advocate. 

(program B) No. not in EC. The Collegiate - the program itseIf and the teachers - get 
preferentid trament- who gets to play in recitalsT accompanists, parents assume that 
CoUeboiate teackrs are preferable. 

(Program H) obviously noS lots of people don't support Program H philosophy; 
sornetimes thinlcs admin would just as soon Rogram H go away, despite the k t  thar 
there is cusmmer satisfaction and commmity supports it; misunderstaadings in many 
cases - people donTt undemand the philosophy or how it works 

speciaüzed facilties need, not aIways completely adequate 
need locked rooms 
need storage room 
need rnnlti-piano roorns 
recital rooms setup sometime a problem 
classooms never cleared; custodial codd clear a space. 
sornetimes need more space; coat racks not ideal; noise & congestion in hall; problems 
with early semester parking; Qoor cleaning and dusting twice a semester would be a 
good  star^ 
a dedicated space, with equiprnent, would make things easier, wouldnTt have to haul 
stuff around; larger spaces necessary, studios very s m d  
problems finbing a stable, suitable room, moving chairs and tables. weekends; caqing  
instruments back and forth; wouid Iike a m m  that has the instruments out ready to be 
used; large gassed-in areas in hailways could be converted to usable space 
pnerally speaking go&; Saturdays and Friday nights lights tumed off; air bad on 
weekends; revolving door a lawsuit waiting to happa; temperame always a problem in 



horseshoe; e v e n w y  get what we need. if rooms are spread out, difficult with IittIe 
kids. 
Room too sniall, especiaUy for after school; playing games is difncuit; sound is a 
probIem. Teachers were not consulted about soundproohg - Program C needs space 
on the waiis. Difficuit to use instruments. 
rooms are srnail - need biger rooms for EC - parents and sibIiags ofren corne. Rooms 
too hot and have ventilation probIems. 
Studio space a problern - teaches much at home. Studios are substandard - airiess, 
smztlI, no natural light. Suggestion: use gIassed in space in hallways to creare new 
large class space. 
347 too small. Parking is better. 1 waii rack board, can we get rhe other moms the 
same? NEED CONSULTATION before studios are change& New telephones vexy 
good. Hallway pmblems - furniture, cases, noise, congestion. Office changes: could 
there be a small area for instnictors to write notes, etç.? A computer for instmctors? 
Spare desk? Typewriter that works? 

(Pro- F') Exceiient - nice studios, but wouid Iike doser proximity of studios. Very 
few saidents me the changing area Distance is stU an issue. Could use a long, full- 
length mirror in the dressing roorn. 
(Program F) Muror in dressing room. Stark decor. Size, sound equipment, &ors - 
di great - atmosphere lacking, lighting harsh. Wouid üke 2 podiums for ins~ctors, 
movabte equipment (this is not specific to EC) 

(Program C) Great for faculty. Air is bad - by end of the day 1 am exhausted - lack of 
fresh outside air. Smali room - lots of kids. 

(program G) No special facilities, like Program C room, This is important to parents - 
a speciai phce for their children. They have to haul things about - no special Program 
G room. 
(program G) go06 Sometimes the studio is hot. Use of theam is a plus. 

(Program El) Completely satisfied. 2 Yamaha pianos begiuning to need replacement. 
Perhaps new Kawai's. Rooms are p a r .  Leacock good. Can aiways h d  enough good 
pianos to go around. Parents seem OK with the f a t i e s .  Surnmer not ideal: smeU and 
noise h m  tar and jackhammers. 

11. Are there any other matters that we should be aware of? 
- wodd be good to get to h o w  other EC people at the Conservatory 
- BenefÏts need to be better for façulty. 
- Chanad 30? 

- seminars and Cont Ed for insrnictors, organized by Admin: cornputers, tech. 
Workshops, info sessions re understanding other programs here 

- Pro- H brings kids to C m  rehearsals, why don? we? 
- Instructor reco,onition - when Dr. K was director (91? 92?) a committee was smck, but 

no follow up. Better rnerghg of instructors with general CC. Wttat is available - 
computer buying program, Iibrary, campus rec, day care, etc. Conservatory can be a 
better advocate for our insrnictors. 



- (Program C outsider) - RC and Ryerson in Ontario; ~rurently doing Masters at UC with MB 
- ''Preparatory Music" addresses whok chiid - no reading before Grade 5 

- J for rhythm, Program C for singing, Program D for movement (J is big in 
Toronto) 

- - Very supportive at RC. 
- One srnaii gym, originally DaImze room: tiIe floor, hi$ windows. Space 

shortage a probiem. Instruments. etc., suppiied by RC. 
- EC is not just pusbing the CUIndum e&r - it's a different style requiting 

different approach. Play is important 
- Challenge is making people beiieve in ECS. Societal communication is a problem. 

- (Program C) cuuiculum OK -changes, additions, subtractions, refmement is an 
ongoing process, and is working weU. 

- (Pro- C) Regisaation - 1 have had extra chiidren added to classes without my 
knowledge. Ehs happened 3 times. HIGH DEMAND for Saturday classes. Could 
add lots more, but would need anottier teacher. Shouldn't go too Iate in day  - later 
classes have absenteeism - even 1:45 may be tao Iate to start a class. 

- (program G) - EC to be discussed as part of Syllabus process. Hasn't discussed issues with 
Faculty yet, - It is important to develop EC, but not as a Iarge component. Believes group 
Iessons are the best soIution untiI they are 8 years old Ures the idea of 
interdisciphary courses: movement, program G (sounds), rhythms. Ideaiiy, 
wouid like specialist teacher, or couid be team-taught Could get by with c u m t  
teachers. Need a definite entry level course. Wouid Iike to see a "broad base" of 
earoUment develop fiom EC; not sure that it works that way now. 

- EC key is the play aspect. Shouldn't be overstnictured Probably more work in 
drama than in program G. Lifùng Ianguage off the page. 

- Currently: - Courses tend to be teacher dnven. There is some overiap and duplication 
among courses. GP would like to see a streamiining process: cleariy defïned 
niches and progressions. 

- ,hot a set styIe of cwriculum for EC Program G, as there is in Program C or 
Program H, 

- Cowses are in pIace but need to be "tweaked". - Doesn't know what happens in classes (never attended) - (Program G) There are good teachers here doing good programs. Teachers in their 
20's and 30's who could earn a good liveIihood/ career in Program G Arts. 1 wouïd 
like for us to be able to aallilprepare EC Program G teachers who would love to make a 
career. - (program G) communication something of a problem this year - decision to have no 
Afternoon of Exceilence, and to have srnalier anthologies decided at October Staff 
Meetings, not communicated. Copyïght, printing still a problem - 1 work more with 
anonymous rhyme, rather than confront copyright issue; a workbook might be feasible; 
problems with Saturday morniug classes for some cultural or religious groups - (pro- B) Doesn't iike the idea of mïxhg studentdteachers in fïrst year, confuses 
student. And to try to get unifonnity of approach for teachers in first year would make 
teachers very uncomfortabIe. By second year they cm mix. Propose fint year 45 
minute class twice a week witt one teacher. 



(program B) generai lack of commmicatioil and coopt ion among teachers; reluctance 
to support program 
(program B) propram needs to be nui bettet and designed kmT it is better than it was, 
but it has a long way to go. 
(string outsider) Wodd Iike to do group stuff. Kids need to feel a part of something- 
Groups conld, should, wouId: 
- - have a leader. CO-ordinate technical things - sale approaches - know what each 

teacher is doing 
- plan eariy for next year 
- monthly groups - 2 or 3 recifals (6 plaaned each kid in 2?) 
- ~arties 
- dont tak about technical things in the groups except for glaring enors. 
- activities, piaying opporainities (Program H played at zoo) 

- (program B) Still interested, wants to be part of EC. Doesn't understand what we're 
currently doing, doesn't know if she shouid send kids. Would like to send youngsters 
to a group, but is currently waiting until they're older. We shodd be a non-EYogram H 
altemative. 

- (Program H) Would like a review of Rogram H specincally. Artistic Director is a 
probiem - needs job desxïptioa Need more effective teacher training - it's wor3cUig in 
other places. I~I avoiding connia coordinator has stifled new uiought Things are 
cornfortable, but not artistically or educationally vital Much potential 

- (Program H) Need 15 teachers in City to support Program H through a i l  the grades, 
into upper Ievek 1 more on campus, another dozen or so in the community with 
connecbo11~ to us, seems ideal 50 new beginners in the program would be good MT 
take 5 or so. 
No-one will take Program H minhg without credit Credit has to be estabiished either 
here or in co-operation with UC. WD has made proposal to NT re credit, DV to take 
forward-- 



The Schedule of Intemiew Questions 



What in your view are tüe particular strengths and weaknesses of your area of early 
childhood education at CC? 

PIease comment on the quality of instruction within this program. 

Within our niche, how good a job are we doing in meeting community needs? 

How weiï does the Coaservatory Oaice support your program or EC in general 
(communication, secretarial support, facilities, administrative support and 
,@dance)? 

How do you feel the kvei of support compares with other Conservatory program? 
Please cite examples, 

Do you feel CC and the Conservatory market EC adequately? Do you feel your 
ara is marketed adequately? Do you have any ideas for marketing ~tfategies? 

How weU does the curent Admintsaati - .  've stnicture serve the your area? 

Please describe your vision and values for your particuiar program - what are you 
m g  to achieve? 

Do you believe there are shared values with other Conservatory EC programs. 

Why do you tiiink people corne to CC or to your program? 

Do you believe the students and faculty are treated fairiy and equally across ai i  our 
EC program? 

Please comment on faciiities availabIe at the CoUege, or the Conservatory. 

Are there any aber m a m  that we should be aware of! 
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